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Planning Department
300 Tamalpais Drive
Corte Madera, CA 94925

DATE:

MARCH 30, 2017

TO:

Public Agencies, Organizations and Interested Parties

FROM:

Sean Kennings, Contract Planner

SUBJECT:

NOTICE OF PUBLIC REVIEW AND INTENT TO ADOPT A MITIGATED NEGATIVE
DECLARATION

Pursuant to the State of California Public Resources Code and the “Guidelines for Implementation
of the California Environmental Quality Act of 1970” as amended to date, this is to advise you that
the Town of Corte Madera has prepared an Initial Study on the following project:
Project Name:
Marin Montessori School – General Plan Amendment, Zone Change Amendment,
Design Review and Use Permit Amendment
Location:
The project site is located within the Town of Corte Madera in Marin County in the northern San Francisco
Bay Area. The property is located at 5200, 5168, and 5164 Paradise Drive, east of Highway 101 and
south of the San Francisco Bay. The total project site area in 241,563 square feet, including water
portions of the property. The total developable area of the project site is 158,254 square feet. Assessor’s
Parcel Numbers: 026-241-18; 026-241-24; 026-231-61; 026-231-48.
Property Description:
The Town of Corte Madera has received a proposal from the affected landowner for purposes of
amending the General Plan, the Zoning Map, and their use permit. The proposal includes annexing and
upgrading an existing single-family residence and adjoining second unit and to facilitate improvements
therein. The proposal also includes the demolition of a “Domes” structure and replacement with a new
2,335 sq ft classroom building. An Initial Study has been prepared with a recommendation to adopt a
Mitigated Negative Declaration for the project.
Proposed Campus Building and Grounds Expansion and New Facilities
The Marin Montessori School (MMS) purchased an existing 36,668 sq ft parcel developed with an existing
single family residence located at 5164 Paradise Drive (APN 026-231-48) that shares a common property
boundary with the main campus to the west. This property is currently developed with an existing single
family detached home and permitted second unit/detached garage/apartment and permitted dock. MMS
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proposes to expand the existing school grounds to include the new property and modify the existing
buildings for school classroom use. No residential uses are planned for the acquired property. The
project also includes the demolition of an existing one-story “Domes” structures (2,230 sq ft) on the east
side of the existing campus (APN 246-231-61) and construction of a new single 2,335 sq ft classroom
building in generally the same location. The Domes replacement would add approximately 125 sq ft to
the gross floor area for a total square footage of 23,248 on the MMS campus. The new classroom building
is proposed to be one story and maintain generally the same building height, bulk, and mass of the
existing Domes structure. (The new classroom structure is rectangular is mass and shape, but is
orientated west to east instead of north to south). New exterior patio/deck area is planned for expansion
on north side (Bay side) of the new building connecting to the existing upper elementary classroom. This
exterior deck area is approximately 1,090 sq ft. Currently, the school has 41 employees and 37 parking
spaces on the existing MMS campus. The proposed project would add three new parking spaces to the
5164 Paradise Drive property for a total of 40 parking spaces on the entire campus. Per CMMC §
18.020.30, the MMS, with 37 employees and 225 students, is required to have 36 parking spaces (One
space for each three school care center employees plus one space for each ten students).
General Plan Amendment and Rezoning
This application seeks approval of a General Plan Amendment and amendment of General Plan Figure
2.4: Land Use Diagram to change the land use designation of the property at 5164 Paradise Drive from
"Low Density Residential" to Public and Semi-public Facilities (P/SP). The applicant is also requesting
re-zoning of the newly acquired single family parcel from the existing R-1-A zoning to P/SP for use as a
school facility. The zoning change is required for the MMS to use the existing 5164 Paradise Drive
residential buildings and property for school uses. The buildings on 5164 Paradise Drive will be
incorporated into the total square footage calculation for the entire Marin Montessori Campus. The
change to the Land Use Diagram will indicate that the Marin Montessori Campus is one contiguous P/SP
use.
Use Permit Amendment
The applicant is also requesting an amendment to the existing Conditional Use Permit to allow expansion
of the school campus to include the existing residence and cottage (approximately 3,172 sq ft) and
adjacent grounds (36,668 sq ft) for a total campus development footprint of 23,248 square feet. The Use
Permit is also required to allow demolition and replacement of the existing Domes structure on the
existing school campus.
Design Review- Major
The proposed project also requires design review approval for the various modifications to existing
buildings and landscape changes being planned for upgrading facilities and expanding buildings and
grounds pursuant to the Town of Corte Madera requirements for new construction. Specifically, Design
Review will be required for the proposed new classroom that will replace the Domes structure. Design
Review may also be required for the exterior modifications to the residential structures located on the
5164 Paradise Drive property. This includes the proposed 280 sq ft exterior deck at the main building,
the bathroom additions and the maintenance shed.
Landscape / Circulation Improvements
The MMS is also proposing to extend the public pathway on the northern edge of the main campus
property pursuant to discussions with the Bay Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC) to
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provide further public access to the shore. Trail improvements requested by BCDC will occur on upland
areas away from marsh or wetlands and would be pursuant to BCDC regulations for public access
improvements.
Lastly, the proposed project includes modification to the existing vehicle turnaround (cul-de-sac) located
at the eastern edge of the existing main campus (just south of the Domes classroom) and the addition of
three parking spaces on the 5164 Paradise Drive property west of the existing driveway. The turnaround
will be expanded by 119 sq. ft. by expanding the eastern edge approximately 20’ to the east. The
expansion of this turnaround is expected to accommodate up to four additional cars during the drop-off
and pick-up process. No permanent parking is allowed in this area. An existing fence will remain closed
during school hours where the turnaround is used (and continue to be used) as an asphalt sport court for
MMS students. The turnaround is also partially located within the Paradise Drive Road easement and
requires an encroachment permit from the Town of Corte Madera for the proposed improvements.
In addition to minor physical improvements for on-site parking and circulation, the MMS is also proposing
Transportation Demand Management objectives to improve congestion related impacts to areas adjacent
to the school campus.
Environmental Issues:
Potentially significant impacts have been identified in Aesthetics, Air Quality, Biological Resources,
Cultural Resources, Geology and Soils, Noise, Traffic and Transportation, and Hazards and Hazardous
Materials; which may occur as a result of the proposed project on the subject parcels. All potentially
significant project impacts would be mitigated to a less-than-significant level through implementation of
recommended mitigation measures or through compliance with existing Municipal Code requirements or
City standards. Recommended measures are summarized in the attached Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Plan (MMRP) and Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration. The Initial Study/Mitigated
Negative Declaration document has been prepared in consultation with local, and state responsible and
trustee agencies and in accordance with Section 15063 of the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA). Furthermore, the Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration will serve as the environmental
compliance document required under CEQA for any subsequent phases of the project and for
permits/approvals required by a responsible agency.
A thirty-day (30-day) public review period shall commence on April 5, 2017. Written comments must
be sent to the Town of Corte Madera Planning Department, 300 Tamalpais Drive, Corte Madera, CA
94925 by 5:00 p.m. on May 5, 2017 . The Town of Corte Madera will hold a public hearing on the Initial
Study/Negative Declaration and project merits on May 23, 2017, 7:30 PM in the Corte Madera Council
Chambers at 300 Tamalpais Drive. Correspondence and comments can be delivered to Sean
Kennings, Contract Planner, phone: (415) 533-2111, email: sean@lakassociates.com or directly to
the Town of Corte Madera Planning Department at 300 Tamalpais Drive, Corte Madera, CA 94925.
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INITIAL STUDY AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIST

1. Project Title:

Marin Montessori School – General Plan Amendment,
Rezoning, Conditional Use Permit Amendment, and
Design Review,

2. Lead Agency Name and Address:

Town of Corte Madera Planning Department
300 Tamalpais Drive
Corte Madera, CA 94925

3. Contact Person and Phone Number:

Sean Kennings, Contract Planner
Phone number: 415.533.2111
Email: sean@lakassociates.com

4. Project Location:

5200 Paradise Drive,5168 Paradise Drive, and 5164
Paradise Drive, Corte Madera, CA 94925; Assessor’s
Parcel Nos. 026-241-18; 026-241-24; 026-231-61; 026231-48

5. Project Sponsor’s Name /Address:

Helen Schneider
Pfau-Long Architecture LTD
98 Jack London Alley
San Francisco, CA 94107

6. General Plan Designation:

Public and Semi-Public Facilities; Low Density Residential

7. Zoning:

P/SP (Public and Semi-Public Facilities); R-1-A (LowDensity Residential District)

8. Description of Project:
Project Location
The project site is located within the Town of Corte Madera in Marin County in the northern San Francisco
Bay Area. The property is located at 5200, 5168, and 5164 Paradise Drive, east of Highway 101 and
south of the San Francisco Bay. (Assessor’s Parcel Number 026-241-18; 026-241-24; 026-231-61; 026231-48). The total project site area is 241,563 square feet, including water portions of the property. The
total developable area of the project site is 158,254 square feet. See Figures 1 and 2 showing the
Regional Map and Vicinity Map below.
Project Description
The Marin Montessori School (MMS) was founded at the subject property in 1963. The mix of students
range from pre-school daycare for 1.5-year-olds to grade six age students. The MMS has classrooms
and offices on the west side of the campus and classrooms on the east side of the campus and a current
enrollment of 225 students. Between the two developed areas of the campus, is a natural grass field
south of the bay shoreline (this area is and the building just west of the Domes buildings to be demolished
are located within the Corte Madera Baylands Risk Zone overlay district, but no proposed uses for the
Environmental Checklist Form
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project are included in this area). South of the natural grass field, is a narrow parking area and drop-off
travel lane adjacent to Paradise Drive.
In 2003, MMS was granted Design Review (no. 02-50) approval to allow a major rehabilitation and
expansion of the buildings and grounds. The resulting building area is 15,376 sq ft of classroom/offices
on the west side and 4,425 sq ft of classrooms on the east side of campus for a total of 19,801 sq. ft. on
the existing MMS campus. The enrollment was maintained and capped at 209 students as a condition
of the 2003 Design Review approvals. In April 2014, the Corte Madera Planning Commission approved
a Conditional Use Permit (09-002, Reso. No. 14-013) to allow the proposed student population to
increase from 209 to 232. That approval also included a traffic report (on file at the Town) that
documented potential traffic impacts and queuing times for student drop-off and pick-up. A result of that
approval required the MMS to submit a queuing survey for delays on Robin Drive (see Appendix A).
Proposed Campus Building and Grounds Expansion and New Facilities
MMS purchased an existing 36,668 sq ft parcel developed with an existing single family residence located
at 5164 Paradise Drive (APN 026-231-48) that shares a common property boundary with the main
campus to the west. This property has a General Plan land use designation of "Low Density Residential"
and is zoned R-1-A and is currently developed with an existing single family detached home
('Residence'), permitted second unit/detached garage/apartment ('Cottage') and dock. MMS plans to
expand the existing school grounds to include the new property and modify the existing buildings for
school classroom use. No residential uses are planned for the acquired property. The project also
includes the demolition of the existing one-story 'Domes' structures (2,230 sq ft) on the east side of the
existing campus (APN 246-231-61) and construction of a new single 2,335 sq ft classroom building ('New
Upper Elementary Building') in generally the same location. The Domes replacement would add
approximately 125 sq ft to the existing gross floor area for a total square footage of 23,248 on the MMS
campus (including the residential conversion of 5164 Paradise Drive). The new classroom building is
proposed to be one story and maintain generally the same building height, bulk, and mass of the existing
Domes structure. (The new classroom structure is rectangular in mass and shape, but is orientated west
to east instead of north to south). A new exterior patio/deck area is planned for expansion on north side
(Bay side) of the new building connecting to the existing upper elementary classroom. This exterior deck
area is approximately 1,090 sq ft. The table below includes the total development build-out for the
existing MMS campus and the proposed project. Currently, the school has 41 employees and 37 parking
spaces on the existing MMS campus. The proposed project would add three new parking spaces to the
5164 Paradise Drive property for a total of 40 parking spaces on the entire campus (see Site Plan: Figure
X). Per CMMC § 18.020.30, the MMS, with 37 employees and 225 students, is required to have 35
parking spaces (One space for each three school care center employees plus one space for each ten
students). There would be no increase of employees or students as result of the proposed project.
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General Plan Amendment and Rezoning
This application seeks approval of a General Plan Amendment to modify General Plan Figure 2.4 Land
Use Diagram to change the land use designation of the property at 5164 Paradise Drive from "Low
Density Residential" to Public and Semi-public Facilities (P/SP). The applicant is also requesting rezoning of the newly acquired single family parcel from the existing R-1-A zoning to P/SP for use as a
school facility. The zoning change is required to allow the MMS to use the existing 5164 Paradise Drive
residential buildings and grounds on the newly purchased property for school uses. The buildings on
5164 Paradise Drive will be incorporated into the total square footage calculation for the entire Marin
Montessori Campus. The change to the Land Use Diagram will indicate that the Marin Montessori
Campus is one contiguous P/SP use.
Conditional Use Permit Amendment
The applicant is also requesting an amendment to the existing Use Permit to allow expansion of the
school campus to include the existing residence and cottage (approximately 3,172 sq ft) and adjacent
grounds (36,668 sq ft). The CUP is also required to permit demolition and replacement of the existing
Domes structures on the existing school campus. As detailed above, , the MMS received project
approvals in 1998 that capped enrollment at 209 students. This enrollment cap was upheld in a 2003
Design Review approval (CUP#02-002) for major school improvements to existing structures. In 2008,
the MMS contracted with W-Trans to prepare a Traffic Study and Traffic Monitoring Report in advance of
an application requesting student enrollment increase from 209 to 250. However, in the 2009 application
materials it was determined that actual enrollment at the MMS was 221 instead of the 209 cap as
approved in 2003. From 2009 to 2011, the Town and MMS conducted several traffic studies to confirm
existing and proposed conditions based on increase of student enrollment. The results of these studies,
confirmed by the Town’s traffic consultant, was that an increase in enrollment would only add two
additional vehicles to the Robin Drive queuing condition during pick-up hours. In 2012 the MMS received
another CUP amendment to allow enrollment to increase to 250 students. The resulting approvals of
amendment to the CUP (#09-002) capped the student enrollment at 232 subject with conditions requiring
two additional on-site parking spaces in the east circle and annual surveys that indicate the student
population does not exceed 232. Currently, enrollment at the MMS is 225 students. Additionally, the
MMS shall provide a week-long survey of afternoon queuing on Robin Drive to ensure back-up does not
average more than six vehicles. The MMS submitted the required surveys on June 17, 2016 (see
Appendix A). A December 5, 2016 letter from the MMS Director of Operations, Fran Corcoran,
documenting compliance with the CUP Conditions, is included in Appendix A. The 12/5/16 letter also
details the current MMS activities and hours of operations. They are as follows:
Current Actives and Hours of Operation
7:30 am
Arrival of staff. Morning Additional School Care begins.
8:00 – 8:30 am
Staggering arrival of students
11:25 – 11:50 am
Staggered departure of half-day students
2:50 – 3:25 pm
Staggered departure of full-day students
3:00 – 4:45 pm
Afternoon enrichment classes for MMS students
3:00 – 6:00 pm
Afternoon Additional School Care for MMS students
Occasional evening use for MMS-related events only, such as Back to School Night and Parent
Education evenings, scheduled to end by 8:00 – 8:30 pm
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Very occasional weekend use for MMS-related events only, such as Admissions Open House
and Parents Associations school events.
The Marin Montessori School and Facilities are not rented or used for non-school related
activities.
Design Review- Major
The proposed project also requires design review approval for the various modifications to existing
buildings and landscape changes being planned for upgrading facilities and expanding buildings and
grounds pursuant to the Town of Corte Madera requirements for new construction. Specifically, Design
Review will be required for the proposed new classroom that will replace the Domes structure. Design
Review may also be required for the exterior modifications to the residential structures located on the
5164 Paradise Drive property. This includes the proposed 280 sq ft exterior deck at the main building,
the bathroom additions and the maintenance shed. (See Figure 10)
Landscape / Circulation Improvements
The MMS is also proposing to extend the public pathway on the northern edge of the main campus
property pursuant to discussions with the Bay Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC) to
provide further public access to the shore. Trail improvements requested by BCDC will occur on upland
areas away from marsh or wetlands and would be pursuant to BCDC regulations for public access
improvements. (see Figure 9)
The proposed project also includes modification to the existing vehicle turnaround (cul-de-sac) located
at the eastern edge of the existing main campus (just south of the Domes classrooms). The turnaround
will be expanded by 119 sq. ft. by expanding the eastern edge approximately 20’ to the east. The
expansion of this turnaround is expected to accommodate up to four additional cars during the drop-off
and pick-up process. No permanent parking is allowed in this area. An existing fence will remain closed
during school hours where the turnaround is used (and continue to be used) as an asphalt sport court for
MMS students. The turnaround is also partially located within the Paradise Drive Road easement and
requires an encroachment permit from the Town of Corte Madera for the proposed improvements. Three
new parking spaces are proposed for areas adjacent to the existing driveway on the 5164 Paradise Drive
property. These parking spaces would be reserved for MMS employees who would arrive at the school
prior to student arrival and would depart from the campus after regular pick-up times. (see Figure 10)
The two Lower Elementary classrooms will be relocating from the west side of campus to the 5164
Paradise Drive property. Each class has around 30 students. Pursuant to the existing Use Permit, there
are no changes in site circulation proposed in conjunction with the relocation of the student population.
The cul-de-sac bulb on the east side of campus will continue to be used for Upper Elementary students
without Lower Elementary/Primary/Toddler student/siblings for drop-off and pick-up. The Lower
Elementary students will continue to be dropped off and picked up on the west side of campus, and walk
over to the new classrooms at 5164 Paradise Drive.
Although circulation patterns would remain largely unchanged, the MMS is proposing additional parking
and circulation control measures to alleviate existing congestion along Paradise Drive during and after
school hours. The MMS proposes the following as conditions of the Project:
1. MMS proposes to restrict employee parking on Paradise Drive
Environmental Checklist Form
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2. 4-5 mid-day employees would be assigned to park on Robin Drive. These employees would
arrive at the MMS campus after peak hours and leave after peak hours. Employees who parks
on Robin Drive would be directed to cross at Upland, where greater pedestrian visibility would
eliminate potential sight distance conflicts.
3. The MMS has contracted with an offsite business to park two (2) part-time employee cars and
three (3) school fleet vehicles (normally parked on Paradise Drive) in an offiste parking lot, thus
removing 6 vehicles normally parked on Paradise Drive.
4. Three (3) parking spaces on campus will be designated as visitor spaces, for late drop-offs and
early pick-ups and other visits to campus during school hours. This results in a reduction of
visitor parking on Paradise Drive and increases safety by eliminating/reducing crossing
Paradise to access the MMS campus.
5. Quarterly meetings with Marin Country Day School (MCDS) administrators to coordinate
calendars to avoid scheduling major events on the same days, and to coordinate access to
MCDS’s parking lot by MMS visitors when available for non MCDS usage.
6. The MMS would designate a Director of Parking and Traffic.
7. A Parking Attendant would be on duty at all highly attended events.
8. A total of 7-9 employees on duty for morning drop-off and afternoon dismissal to further facilitate
parking and circulation effectiveness.
In addition, the MMS is also proposing Transportation Demand Management objectives to further improve
congestion related impacts as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimize the number of vehicle trips during the school’s morning and afternoon peak hours.
Create a safe travel pattern during these peak travel times.
Minimize the effects of school traffic activity on the surrounding neighborhood and street
network.
To achieve these objectives, the following operational measures are suggested, some of which
are already proposed.
Promote carpooling by providing a means of connecting parents to others who live nearby.
Coordinate bell times with MCDS to avoid having peak flow at both schools concurrently.
Provide visitor parking on-site to reduce the need for visitors to park on Robin Drive and cross
Paradise Drive.
Direct employees who park on Robin Drive to walk to Uplands Circle and cross Paradise Drive
at that location due to its superior sight lines.
Coordinate events with MCDS to avoid simultaneous events that would each generate
substantial traffic and demand for parking.
Coordinate with MCDS for use of their parking lot during events at MMS.
Assign staff as necessary to monitor circulation and parking on campus and address issues as
they arise.

Project Phasing I & II
The project is planned primarily in two construction phases that would occur over an 11-month period.
These phases are as follows:
Phase I (Begin Summer of 2017)
Phase 1 will consist of making interior improvements to the existing Residence and Cottage located at
5164 Paradise Drive. The plan proposes to add approximately 287 sq ft of building for storage and
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restrooms. Additionally, the outside deck area on the north side of the structure, is proposed to be
removed. Outside deck areas on the west side of the both of the existing detached buildings are planned
for expansion and improvements. Interior improvements are planned for the 'South Building' (on the main
campus) to convert existing lower elementary classrooms to a multipurpose room (as the space was
originally designed). This four-month phase is described below and visual details can be found in the
Pfau Long Architecture drawing sheets (see Figure 5 below)
Phase I Architecture - Existing Residence & Cottage to Lower Elementary Classrooms
• Interior modifications to Residence and Cottage at 5164 Paradise Drive
• Push out wall at Cottage to enclose continuous entire building footprint under existing roof
eave (approx. 287 sq ft)
• Add ADA ramp and handrails to Residence decks
• Remove existing hot tub and infill deck
• Tint west facing glass at main room of Residence
• Add exterior shade structure to west facing windows of Residence
• Interior modifications to South Building to convert Two Lower Elementary Classrooms to a
Multipurpose Room and Administrative Support Space.
• Minor vehicle circulation improvements and Landscape:
• New fire truck turnaround with Knox box
• Pick-up and drop-off 119 sq ft expansion to the east
• Demolish existing fence separating 5I64 Paradise Drive from the existing MMS campus and
from the existing property on the east.
• New 6' fence adjustment on the east side of 5I64 Paradise Drive in the correct location
separating 5I64 from existing residence on the east side (current location of fence is off
property line, encroaching in neighbor's yard).
• New 4' high wood fence (maintaining visibility from the street) added on the north side of East
Campus to match existing fence on north side of field.
• Provide accessible path to ramps/doors at residence and garage
• Barrier removal on 5164 Paradise Drive pathways between the Residence and Cottage
• Removal of existing north side deck at 5164 Paradise Drive main residence
• Retain permitted BCDC pier and removal of the floating dock portion (approx. 75 sq ft) of the
existing pier at 5164 Paradise Drive
• Construct three (3) parking spaces on 5164 Paradise Drive
• Implement circulation control measures
Phase II (Begin Summer of 2018 or following summer)
Phase II includes the demolition of the existing one-story “Domes” structures (2,230 sq ft) on the east
side of the existing campus (APN 246-231-61) and construction of a new single classroom building ('New
Upper Elementary Building') in generally the same location. The Domes replacement would add
approximately 125 sq ft to the gross floor area for a total square footage of 23,248 on the Marin
Montessori School campus. The new replacement classroom building will be one story and maintain
generally the same building height, bulk, and mass of the existing Domes structure. (The new classroom
structure is rectangular is mass and shape, but is orientated west to east instead of north to south). New
exterior patio/deck area is planned for expansion on north side (Bay side) of the new building. This sevenmonth Phase II is described below. Visual representation of the new Upper Elementary building can be
seen in Figures 6 and 7 below.
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Phase II Architecture- Domes Building Demolition and New Classroom Construction
• Demolish existing Domes (2,230 sq ft)
• Construct New Upper Elementary Building (2,355 sq ft) in place of the existing Domes
classroom
• Both plan phases include landscape improvements, see plan sheets L I 00-L I 02 including
BCDC required public path improvements.
The proposed project also includes a Construction Management Plan to manage the two
sequential/overlapping phases of the proposed project. The Construction Management Plan (attached
as an Appendix F below) would include Best Management Practices to reduce potential construction
phase impacts for air, noise and traffic related issues.
The renovation and conversion of the existing single family residence and second unit on 5164 Paradise
to classrooms uses (completion of Phase I), will create two new lower elementary classrooms and frees
up two classrooms on the west side of campus. These classrooms will be converted to the Multipurpose
Room in Phase I.
Phase I construction will occur primarily over the summer months when the upper elementary students
are out of school. When the school year overlaps with construction, the upper elementary classroom that
is currently in the Domes will temporarily move into the Multipurpose Room renovated as part of Phase
I. The multipurpose room will include elements that make a space suitable for a Montessori based
classroom (large open space, kitchen, storage, restrooms).
9. Surrounding land uses and setting:
The subject property is bordered on the east and adjacent to an established single-family residential
neighborhood on Paradise Drive in east Corte Madera. The property is bordered on the north by the San
Francisco Bay and, on the west and southwest by the Marin Country Day School parking lot and main
campus. The Preserve Apartments are located south of the project site across Paradise Drive.
10. Other Public Agencies Whose Approval Is Required:
The proposed project includes areas within the Bay Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC)
100’ shoreline jurisdiction. BCDC will also review and approve modifications to the public path adjacent
to the baylands portion of the project site. A non-material amendment application to BCDC was submitted
by the MMS on October 3, 2016. This amendment to the current minor permit #M87-7 is consistent with
BCDC’s requirement for public access within the Bay’s 110-foot shoreline band. The proposed project
would not require approvals or permits through agencies such as: a) the State of California Department
of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC); b) California Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB); c)
California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG); or d) the Transportation Authority of Marin (TAM)
serving as the County Congestion Management Authority.
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Project Site

FIGURE 1: REGIONAL MAP

FIGURE 2: VICINITY MAP
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FIGURE 3: EXISTING SITE PLAN
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FIGURE 4: PROPOSED SITE PLAN
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FIGURE 5: PHASING PLAN
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FIGURE 6: EXISTING/PROPOSED VIEWS
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FIGURE 7: NEW UPPER ELEMENTARY BUILDING
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FIGURE 8: EXISTING 5164 PARADISE DRIVE
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FIGURE 9: OVERALL LANDSCAPE PLAN
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FIGURE 10: UPDATED LANDSCAPE PLAN
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ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS POTENTIALLY AFFECTED
The environmental factors checked below would be potentially affected by this project, involving at least
one impact that is a "Potentially Significant Impact" as indicated by the checklist on the following pages.
Aesthetics
Biological Resources
Greenhouse Gas
Emissions
Land Use / Planning
Population / Housing
Transportation / Traffic
Mandatory Finding of
Significance

Agriculture Resources
Cultural Resources
Hazards & Hazardous
Materials
Mineral Resources
Public Services
Tribal Cultural Resources

Air Quality
Geology /Soils
Hydrology / Water Quality
Noise
Recreation
Utilities / Service Systems

DETERMINATION
On the basis of this initial evaluation:
I find that the proposed project COULD NOT have a significant effect on the environment
and a NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared.
I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the
environment, there will not be a significant effect in this case because revisions in the
project have been made by or agreed to by the project proponent. A MITIGATED
NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared.
I find that the proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the environment, and
an ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required.
I find that the proposed project MAY have a “potentially significant impact” or “potentially
significant unless mitigated" impact on the environment, but at least one effect 1) has
been adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to applicable legal
standards, and 2) has been addressed by mitigation measures based on the earlier
analysis as described on attached sheets. An ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is
required, but it must analyze only the effects that remain to be addressed.
I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the
environment, because all potentially significant effects (a) have been analyzed
adequately in an EARLIER EIR or NEGATIVE DECLARATION pursuant to applicable
legal standards, and (b) have been avoided or mitigated pursuant to that earlier EIR or
NEGATIVE DECLARATION, including revisions or mitigation measures that are
imposed upon the proposed project, nothing further is required.

________________________________________
Author of I.S.
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EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
Please note: The response to each question below is supported by a source of data or
information, which is provided in Source References (Section C below) of this checklist.

I.

AESTHETICS
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-ThanSignificant With
Mitigation
Incorporation

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a. Have a substantial adverse effect on a
scenic vista?

b. Substantially damage scenic resources,
including, but not limited to, trees, rock
outcroppings, and historic buildings within a
state scenic highway?

c. Substantially degrade the existing visual
character or quality of the site and its
surroundings?

d. Create a new source of substantial light or
glare which would adversely affect day or
nighttime views in the area?

Discussion a): Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista?
No Impact. The project is not in proximity to any designated scenic vistas in the surrounding area.
Neither the Marin Countywide Plan nor the 2009 Corte Madera General Plan (CMGP) identifies the
project site as being within or next to a Visually Significant Hillside, Ridge, or Landform. Similarly, the
project site is not visible from any designated Scenic Rural Roadways. Although he proposed project
includes new construction, the new structure will be consistent in mass and scale to the existing buildings.
The new construction is not in a location that would block or limit existing views of significant landmarks
in the area such as local hills and ridgelines from public streets, parks and publicly accessible pathways,
nor would it impact views to San Francisco Bay. Therefore, there is no impact.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3)
Discussion b): Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock
outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state scenic highway
No Impact. The proposed project is not located on a site with designated or identified scenic resources.
Paradise Drive, which borders the property, is not designated as a scenic roadway in the vicinity of Corte
Madera or the project site. The existing vegetation is not part of any designated or identified scenic
resources associated with the site or the surrounding area. Furthermore, the project would not impede
views of scenic resources such as ridgelines, wetlands, hillsides, historic visual resources, or scenic trees
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because new construction would replace existing structures in mass and scale and thus would not create
new impediments to views of these resources. Therefore, there is no impact.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3)
Discussion c): Substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and its
surroundings?
Less Than Significant Impact. The proposed project would not substantially degrade the existing visual
character or quality of the site or it surroundings because the proposed project would be similar to existing
development on the project site and the surrounding area. The project does not propose significant
amounts of grading or landform alterations, incompatible uses, or significant vegetative clearing that
could have the effect of changing the visual character of the project site or the surrounding area. The
New Upper Elementary Building is a one story rectangular structure, approximately 43’ wide by 66.5’ long
and is oriented in an east-west direction. The new building is approximately 17’ high to the main roof
ridgeline and 21’ tall to the clearstory windows. The roof line slopes north to south and would be
constructed of standing seam metal materials. This building replaces the existing structure (a two
geodesic Domes configuration) that is approximately 17.6’ tall but oriented in a north south direction. two
(See Figures 5, 6 and 7)
Although the Marin Montessori School (MMS) has acquired the residential property at 5164 Paradise
Drive, the proposed project would not substantially change the site appearance consistent with single
family development when converted to a school use. The physical mass and site characteristics of the
site will not be significantly altered to accommodate this use. Similarly, the proposed development on the
main campus site would be consistent with the existing development within the school grounds. Although
new construction will replace two existing structures, it will be of a mass, scale and architectural aesthetic
that is consistent with the school character. The aesthetic appearance of the site would also be consistent
with the overall land use development pattern considered in the CMGP, as the proposed construction is
consistent with the existing zoning and land use designations established for the site.
The development of most substantial structures within the Town boundaries is subject to Design Review
for consistency with Zoning Ordinance and applicable General Plan policies. In addition to consistency
with the General Plan and Zoning Ordinance, the design review process evaluates the project’s
compatibility and harmony with existing development, preservation of existing trees and natural
landforms, how the project will create a visually pleasing setting for occupants, quality building materials
and landscaping, and how the landscaping will be maintained over time. With design review approval,
the project would not substantially degrade the existing visual character of the site or its surroundings.
The potential visual impacts are considered less than significant and no mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3)
Discussion d): Create a new source of substantial light or glare which would adversely affect day
or nighttime views in the area?
Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporation. The proposed project includes the
acquiring and repurposing of a residential property for use as part of the MMS. In addition, the MMS is
proposing to demolish the existing Domes structure and replace it with one new similar sized classroom
structure. Perimeter and security lighting has been suggested but not specifically addressed in the
application and exhibits. Night time lighting would be required to comply with the existing Title 24 (Section
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130.2(b)) building code, which requires exterior lighting to be shielded and pointed away from offsite
properties. Proposed lighting fixtures for the proposed project would be reviewed for consistency by the
Town during Design Review and building plan check. The following mitigation measure is included to
ensure that lighting fixtures that meet building codes specifications are included within the project’s
building plans.
MM AES-1: As part of the design review entitlement process the applicant shall provide specifications
for all exterior lighting showing that they are night sky compliant and meet the requirements
of the California Energy Code (known as Part 6, Title 24 of the California Code of
Regulations).
Therefore, the proposed project would not create a new source of substantial light or glare which would
adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area. Potential impacts are considered less than significant
with the incorporation of Mitigation Measure AES-1.
(Sources: 1, 2)

II.

AGRICULTURE AND FOREST RESOURCES
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-ThanSignificant With
Mitigation
Incorporation

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

In determining whether impacts to agricultural
resources are significant environmental effects,
lead agencies may refer to the California
Agricultural Land Evaluation and Site Assessment
Model (1997) prepared by the California Dept. of
Conservation as an optional model to use in
assessing impacts on agriculture and farmland. In
determining whether impacts to forest resources,
including
timberland,
are
significant
environmental effects, lead agencies may refer to
information
compiled
by
the
California
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection
regarding the state’s inventory of forest land,
including the Forest and Range Assessment
Project and the Forest Legacy assessment
Project; and forest carbon measurement
methodology provided in Forest Protocols
adopted by the California Air Resource Board.
Would the project:

a. Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland,
or Farmland of Statewide Importance
(Farmland), as shown on the maps prepared
pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program of the California
Resources Agency, to non-agricultural use?
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b. Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural
use, or a Williamson Act contract?

c. Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause
rezoning of, forest land (as defined in Public
Resources
Code
section
12220(g)),
timberland (as defined by Public Resources
Code section 4526), or timberland zoned
Timberland Production (as defined by
Government Code section 511104(g))

d. Result in the loss of forest land or conversion
of forest land to non-forest use?

e. Involve other changes in the existing
environment which, due to their location or
nature, could result in conversion of
Farmland, to non-agricultural use or
conversion of forest land to non-forest use?

Discussion a through e):
No impact. There are no areas within the Town of Corte Madera Planning Area that are classified by
the California Department of Conservation as “Prime Farmland” or “Farmland of Statewide
Importance.” The proposed project would not result in the conversion of important farmland to other
uses, and there is no property in the Town’s Planning Area that is under a Williamson Act contract.
The use of the project site is a school and residence located along the San Francisco Bay, and would
continue to be utilized as a school but not a residence after project completion. Therefore, the project
would have no impact on agriculture or forest resources.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3)

III.

AIR QUALITY
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-ThanSignificant With
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:

a. Conflict with or obstruct implementation of
the applicable air quality plan?

b. Violate any air quality standard or contribute
substantially to an existing or projected air
quality violation?

c. Result in a cumulatively considerable net
increase of any criteria pollutant for which the
project region is non – attainment under an
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applicable federal or state ambient air quality
standard (including releasing emissions
which exceed quantitative thresholds for
ozone precursors)?

d. Expose sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations?

e. Create objectionable odors affecting a
substantial number of people?

Discussion a.) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan?
Less Than Significant Impact. Corte Madera is located in eastern Marin County, which is part of the
nine-county San Francisco Bay Air Basin. Marin County is bounded on the west by the Pacific Ocean,
on the east by San Pablo Bay and San Francisco Bay, on the south by the Golden Gate, and on the north
by the Petaluma Gap. Corte Madera is partially sheltered from prevailing northwesterly winds off the
Pacific Ocean by elevated terrain. Temperatures in Corte Madera are moderated by the cooling effect of
the San Francisco Bay in summer and the warming effect of the Bay in winter.
As a result of these climatological and topographic conditions, eastern Marin County (the greater Corte
Madera area) has a greater potential for air quality problems compared to the rest of the County. Air
pollution potential is a function of climate alone and not indicative of actual air pollution levels. High air
pollution potential means that the sheltering terrain and relatively light winds often limit the atmosphere's
ability to transport and dilute pollutants. Marin County does not have many polluting industries and is
located on the up-wind edge of the air basin, so current air quality is good despite a high climatological
pollution potential (CMGP, 2009).
For projects, the determination of a significant cumulative air quality impact should be based on the
consistency of the project with the Bay Area’s most recently adopted Bay Area Air Quality Management
District (BAAQMD) 2010 Clean Air Plan. Based on the BAAQMD’s CEQA Air Quality Guidelines
(BAAQMD, 2012), the following criteria should be considered to determine if a project would conflict with
or obstruct implementation of the 2010 CAP:
■ Does the project include applicable control measures from the air quality plan?
■ Does the project disrupt or hinder implementation of any air quality plan control measures?
■ Does the project support the primary goals of the air quality plan?
The goals of the 2010 CAP are to reduce the emissions and ambient concentrations of ozone precursors,
PM, TACs, and greenhouse gases (GHGs), and to reduce public exposure to harmful pollutants. A
project would be consistent with the 2010 Clean Air Plan if the project would not exceed the growth
assumptions in the plan. The primary method of determining consistency with the 2010 Clean Air Plan
growth assumptions is consistency with the General Plan land use designations and zoning ordinance
zoning designations for the site.
The 2009 General Plan is consistent with the Clean Air Plan and includes policies and goals intended to
control or reduce air pollution and improve air quality. The proposed project would require a General Plan
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Amendment and a Zone change. These amendments are specific to the change of use on the 5164
Paradise Drive property (from low density residential to school related uses), but would not result in an
increased intensity or development of the property. As such, the project would comply with the 2009
General Plan, and because there is no proposed increase in student population, it would not generate
an increase in population or vehicle miles traveled above that contained in the 2009 General Plan.
Therefore, the proposed project is consistent with the growth assumptions in the 2010 Clean Air Plan.
No conflicts with any air quality plans have been identified and potential impacts are considered less than
significant. Therefore, no mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)
Discussion b.) Violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or
projected air quality violation?
Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporation. The proposed project involves
converting an existing residence into classroom uses, as well as demolition and rebuilding of a classroom
structure on the existing campus. Short-term air quality impacts are predicted to occur during grading
and construction activities associated with implementation of the proposed project. Temporary air
emissions, such as particulate (fugitive dust) emissions from grading activities and exhaust emissions
from construction equipment could result from construction activities. Construction activities would most
likely include demolition, grading, building construction, paving, and other construction related
techniques. This analysis relates to localized criteria pollutant impacts. Potential localized impacts
would be exceedances of State or federal standards for PM2.5, PM10 or CO. Particulate matter
emissions (PM10) are of concern during construction because of the potential to emit fugitive dust during
earth-disturbing activities.
Air Pollutants of Concern in the Bay Area and Corte Madera
The federal ambient air quality standards are met in Marin County, but the more stringent State Standards
for ozone and PM10 are exceeded. The following is a description of problem pollutants in Corte Madera
and the greater Bay Area.
Particulate Matter
Suspended particulate matter (PM) is a complex mixture of tiny particles that consists of dry solid
fragments, solid cores with liquid coatings, and small droplets of liquid. These particles vary greatly in
shape, size, and chemical composition and can be made up of many different materials such as metals,
soot, soil, and dust. “Inhalable” PM consists of particles less than 10 microns in diameter, and is defined
as “suspended particulate matter” or PM10.
Fine particles are less than 2.5 microns in diameter (PM2.5). PM2.5, by definition, is included in PM10.
Particulate matter (PM) includes a wide range of solid or liquid particles, including smoke, dust, aerosols
and metallic oxides. There are many sources of PM emissions, including combustion, industrial
processes, grading and construction, and motor vehicles. Of the PM emissions associated with motor
vehicle use, some are tailpipe and tire wear emissions, but greater quantities are generated by resuspended road dust. Consequently, improvements in motor vehicle engines and fuels have not reduced
PM emissions as significantly as they have reduced emissions of other pollutants. Reductions in motor
vehicle use are needed to significantly reduce PM emissions from re-suspended road dust.
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Particulate matter is a concern because it can bypass the body's natural filtration system more easily
than larger particles, and can lodge deep in the lungs. Health effects of PM vary depending on a number
of factors, including the type and size of the particle. Research has shown a correlation between high
PM10, concentrations and increased mortality rates. Elevated levels can also aggravate chronic
respiratory illness such as bronchitis and asthma.
Ozone
Ground level ozone, commonly referred to as smog, is greatest on warm, windless, sunny days. Ozone
is not emitted directly into the air, but formed through a complex series of chemical reactions between
reactive organic gases (ROG) and nitrogen oxides (NOx). These reactions occur over time in the
presence of sunlight. Ground level ozone formation can occur in a matter of hours under ideal conditions.
The time required for ozone formation allows the reacting compounds to spread over a large area,
producing a regional pollution concern. Once formed, ozone can remain in the atmosphere for one or two
days.
Ozone is also a public health concern because it is a respiratory irritant that increases susceptibility to
respiratory infections and diseases, and because it can harm lung tissue at high concentrations. In
addition, ozone can cause substantial damage to leaf tissues of crops and natural vegetation and can
damage many natural and manmade materials by acting as a chemical oxidizing agent.
The principal sources of the ozone precursors (ROG and NOx) are the combustion of fuels and the
evaporation of solvents, paints, and fuels.
Carbon Monoxide
Carbon monoxide (CO) is an odorless, colorless gas that is formed by the incomplete combustion of
fuels. Motor vehicles are by far the single largest source of CO in the Bay Area. In Corte Madera, vehicles
traveling along Highway 101 contribute carbon monoxide to the local air quality conditions. At high
concentrations, CO reduces the oxygen carrying capacity of blood and can cause headaches, dizziness,
unconsciousness, and even death. CO is currently a minor concern in the Bay Area. While violations of
the ambient air quality standards were recorded in all years prior to 1991, concentrations of this pollutant
have been steadily declining, and the region has been designated an attainment area for both the state
and federal ambient air quality standards.
Toxic Air Contaminants
In addition to the criteria pollutants discussed above, toxic air contaminants (TACs) are another group of
pollutants of concern. Unlike criteria pollutants, no safe levels of exposure to TACs have been
established. There are many different types of TACs, with varying degrees of toxicity. Sources of TACs
include industrial processes such as petroleum refining and chrome plating operations, commercial
operations such as gasoline stations and dry cleaners, and motor vehicle exhaust. Public exposure to
TACs can result from emissions from normal operations, as well as accidental releases of hazardous
materials during upset conditions. The health effects of TACs include cancer, birth defects, neurological
damage, and death.
Diesel exhaust is a TAC of growing concern in California. The California Air Resources Board (CARB) in
1998 identified diesel engine particulate matter as a TAC. The exhaust from diesel engines contains
hundreds of different gaseous and particulate components, many of which are toxic. Many of these
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compounds adhere to the particles, and because diesel particles are so small, they penetrate deep into
the lungs. Diesel engine particulate has been identified as a human carcinogen. Mobile sources, such as
trucks, buses, automobiles, trains, ships, and farm equipment, are by far the largest source of diesel
emissions. Studies show that diesel particulate matter concentrations are much higher near heavily
traveled highways and intersections.
Sensitive Receptors and Pollution Sources
Sensitive receptors are facilities where sensitive receptor population groups (children, the elderly, the
acutely ill, and the chronically ill) are likely to be located. These land uses include schools, retirement
homes, convalescent homes, hospitals, and medical clinics. The major sensitive receptors in Corte
Madera are schools and residences. The Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) maintains
inventories of stationary sources of both criteria pollutants and TACs. The BAAQMD inventory lists no
major emitting facilities for criteria pollutants in Corte Madera. The current inventory identifies numerous
dry cleaners as sources of TACs spread over the commercial areas of Corte Madera. None of the sources
of TACs in Corte Madera are considered as facilities with health risks requiring public notification under
the Air Toxics Hot Spots Program.
The BAAQMD is responsible for assuring that the Federal and California Ambient Air Quality Standards
are attained and maintained in the San Francisco Bay Area Air Basin (SFBAAB). The BAAQMD 2010
Clean Air Plan, the regional air quality management plan for the SFBAAB, accounts for projections of
population growth provided by the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) and vehicle miles
traveled provided by the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC), and it identifies strategies to
bring regional emissions into compliance with federal and state air quality standards.
Generally, the most substantial air pollutant emissions would be dust generated from site grading. Wind
erosion and disturbance to exposed areas would also be sources of dust emissions. If uncontrolled, these
emissions could lead to both health and nuisance impacts. These construction activities would also
temporarily create emissions of fumes, equipment exhaust, and other air contaminants. Particulate matter
is the pollutant of greatest concern that is emitted from construction, particularly during site preparation
and grading. Particulate matter emissions from construction can vary daily, depending on various factors,
such as the level of activity, type of construction activity taking place, the equipment being operated,
weather conditions, and soil conditions. Construction-related activities are generally short term in
duration, and the BAAQMD does not recommend any significance criteria for their associated emissions.
Instead, the BAAQMD bases the determination of significance on a consideration of the control measures
to be implemented. If all appropriate emissions control measures recommended by the BAAQMD CEQA
Guidelines are implemented for a project, then construction emissions are not considered significant.
Off-road construction equipment is a large source of NOx and diesel particulate matter in the Bay Area.
NOx is an ozone precursor pollutant that contributes to regional ozone formation. Diesel particulate
matter contributes to elevated PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations in the Town and is considered a toxic air
contaminant. The BAAQMD recommends that reasonable control measures are implemented for
construction or grading projects that reduce these emissions. The BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines consider
emissions from these activities to be less than significant if appropriate control measures are
implemented.
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Construction Fugitive Dust
During construction (grading), fugitive dust (PM10) would be generated from building demolition, site
grading, and other earth-moving activities. Most of the dust would result during grading activities. The
amount of dust generated would be highly variable and is dependent on the size of the area disturbed at
any given time, amount of activity, soil conditions, and meteorological conditions. Nearby school facilities
and residences could be adversely affected by dust generated during project construction activities. The
project’s impact is considered potentially significant unless appropriate measures are implemented to
reduce fugitive dust generated by project construction. The BAAQMD CEQA Air Quality Guidelines
consider these impacts to be less than significant if best management practices are employed to reduce
these emissions. Furthermore, the CMGP, contains several Implementation Policies that require
construction to utilize the BAAQMD performance-based best management practices. The fugitive dust
control measures identified in the CMGP EIR: Mitigation Measure MM 4.5.1a include the Best
Management Practices from the BAAQMD’s Guidelines to reduce localized dust impacts to less than
significant. Accordingly, to ensure proper compliance with the Best Management Practices, the following
project mitigation measure will reduce potential impacts to a less than significant level.
MM AIR-1:

The project shall include the following measures recommended by the Bay Area Air
Quality Management District (BAAQMD) (i.e., best management practices) to reduce
construction dust and on-site construction dust emissions:
The above procedures shall be included in
1. All exposed surfaces (e.g., parking areas, staging areas, soil piles, graded areas,
and unpaved access roads) shall be watered two times per day.
2. All haul trucks transporting soil, sand, or other loose material off-site shall be
covered.
3. All visible mud or dirt track-out onto adjacent public roads shall be removed using
wet power vacuum street sweepers at least once per day. The use of dry power
sweeping is prohibited.
4. All vehicle speeds on unpaved roads shall be limited to 15 mph.
5. All roadways, driveways, and sidewalks to be paved shall be completed as soon as
possible. Building pads shall be laid as soon as possible after grading unless
seeding or soil binders are used.
6. Idling times shall be minimized either by shutting equipment off when not in use or
reducing the maximum idling time to 5 minutes (as required by the California
airborne toxics control measure Title 13, Section 2485 of California Code of
Regulations [CCR]). Clear signage shall be provided for construction workers at all
access points.
7. All construction equipment shall be maintained and properly tuned in accordance
with manufacturer’s specifications. All equipment shall be checked by a certified
visible emissions evaluator.
8. Post a publicly visible sign with the telephone number and person to contact at the
lead agency regarding dust complaints. This person shall respond and take
corrective action within 48 hours. The Air District’s phone number shall also be
visible to ensure compliance with applicable regulations.
Additionally, since the project site is located adjacent to sensitive receptors, the applicant
shall:
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Install wheel washers for all exiting trucks, or wash off all trucks and equipment
leaving the site.
Suspend grading activities when winds exceed 25 miles per hour (mph) and visible
dust clouds cannot be prevented from extending beyond active construction areas.
Limit the area subject to excavation, grading, and other construction activities at
any one time.
Hydroseed or apply non-toxic soil stabilizers to inactive construction areas.
Enclose, cover, water twice daily, or apply non-toxic soil binders to exposed
stockpiles (dirt, sand, etc.).
Install sandbags or other erosion control measures to prevent silt runoff to public
roadways.
Replant vegetation in disturbed areas as quickly as possible.
Post at the construction site in a conspicuous location the name and phone number
of a designated dust control coordinator who can respond to complaints by
suspending dust-producing activities or providing additional personnel or
equipment for dust control.

Implementation of CMGP EIR and mitigation measure MM AIR-1 would reduce the project’s constructiongenerated fugitive dust impact to less than significant and no further mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)
Discussion c.): Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for
which the project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or state ambient air quality
standard (including releasing emissions which exceed quantitative thresholds for ozone
precursors)?
Less Than Significant. The non-attainment regional pollutants of concern are ozone, PM10, and PM2.5.
Ozone is not emitted directly into the air, but is a regional pollutant formed by a photochemical reaction
in the atmosphere. Ozone precursors, ROG and NOx, react in the atmosphere in the presence of sunlight
to form ozone. Therefore, the BAAQMD does not have a recommended ozone threshold, but has regional
thresholds of significance for ROG and NOx. Construction and operational regional emissions are
discussed separately below.

Construction Emissions
Construction activities generated by the proposed project would result in regional air pollutant emissions
from equipment exhaust and worker trips to the project site. The BAAQMD’s 20111 Guidelines provide
1

BAAQMD’s adoption of significance thresholds contained in the 2011 CEQA Air Quality Guidelines was called into question by
an order issued March 5, 2012, in California Building Industry Association (CBIA) v. BAAQMD (Alameda Superior Court Case
No. RGI0548693). The order requires the BAAQMD to set aside its approval of the thresholds until it has conducted
environmental review under CEQA. The ruling made in the case concerned the environmental impacts of adopting the thresholds
and how the thresholds would indirectly affect land use development patterns. In August 2013, the Appellate Court struck down
the lower court’s order to set aside the thresholds (Cal. Court of Appeal, First Appellate District, Case Nos. A135335 & A136212).
CBIA sought review by the California Supreme Court on three issues, including the appellate court’s decision to uphold the
BAAQMD’s adoption of the thresholds, and the Court granted review on just one: Under what circumstances, if any, does CEQA
require an analysis of how existing environmental conditions will impact future residents or users of a proposed project? In
December 2015, the Supreme Court determined that an analysis of the impacts of the environment on a project – known as
“CEQA-in-reverse” – is only required under two limited circumstances: (1) when a statute provides an express legislative directive
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guidance and screening criteria for determining if a project could potentially result in significant air quality
impacts. The screening method is used to indicate whether a project’s construction-related air pollutants
or precursors could potentially exceed the BAAQMD’s thresholds of significance.
Construction of the proposed project would result in a less than significant impact to air quality if the
following screening BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines Construction Screening criteria are met:
1. The project is below the applicable screening level size.
2. All Basic Construction Mitigation Measures would be included in the project design and
implemented during construction.
3. Construction-related activities would not include any of the following:
a) Demolition activities inconsistent with District Regulation 11, Rule 2: Asbestos
Demolition, Renovation and Manufacturing (See discussion III (d) below);
b) Simultaneous occurrence of more than two construction phases (e.g., paving and
building construction would occur simultaneously);
c) Simultaneous construction of more than one land use type (e.g., project would
develop residential and commercial uses on the same site) (not applicable to high
density infill development);
d) Extensive site preparation (i.e., greater than default assumptions used by the Urban
Land Use Emissions Model [URBEMIS] or California Emissions Estimator Model
(CalEEMod) for grading, cut/fill, or earth movement); or
e) Extensive material transport (e.g., greater than 10,000 cubic yards of soil
import/export) requiring a considerable amount of haul truck activity.
The construction criteria pollutant screening levels relevant to the project are provided in Table AIR-1,
below. The BAAQMD’s 2011 Guidelines provides guidance and screening criteria for determining if a
project could potentially result in significant air quality impacts. The project proposed to construct a total
of 2,792 square feet of new construction which results in 562 square feet of additional space over the
existing development. The BAAQMD’s construction screening size is 277,000 square for a day care
center or an elementary school, therefore potential impacts are less than significant.
Operational Emissions
Due to the project size, operational-period emissions would be less than significant. In its latest update
to the CEQA Air Quality Guidelines, BAAQMD identifies screening criteria for the sizes of land use
to consider such impacts; and (2) when a proposed project risks exacerbating environmental hazards or conditions that already
exist (Cal. Supreme Court Case No. S213478). The Supreme Court reversed the Court of Appeal’s decision and remanded the
matter back to the appellate court to reconsider the case in light of the Supreme Court’s ruling. Accordingly, the case is currently
pending back in the Court of Appeal. Because the Supreme Court’s holding concerns the effects of the environment on a project
(as contrasted to the effects of a proposed project on the environment), and not the science behind the thresholds, the
significance thresholds contained in the 2011 CEQA Air Quality Guidelines are applied to this project.
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projects that could result in significant air pollutant emissions. For operational impacts, the screening
project size is identified as 2,792 square feet of new classroom space, and the BAAQMD’s operational
screening size is 53,000 square feet for a day care center and 271,000 square feet for an Elementary
School for the comparable land uses. As such, additional emissions analysis for operational regional
criteria pollutants is not warranted, and project operations would generate a less than significant impact.
Table AIR-1
Criteria Air Pollutants and Precursors and GHG Screening Level Sizes
Land Use
Operational Criteria
Operational GHG
Construction Criteria
Pollutant Screening
Screening Size
Pollutant Screening
Size
Size
Day-care center
53 ksf (NOX)
11 ksf
277ksf (ROG)
Elementary school
271 ksf (NOX)
44 ksf
277 ksf (ROG) Elementary school
2747 students (ROG)
3904 students (ROG)
THE SCREENING VALUES IN THIS TABLE CANNOT BE USED AS SCREENING FOR RISK AND HAZARD IMPACTS
Notes: du = dwelling units; ksf = thousand square feet; NOX = oxides of nitrogen; ROG = reactive organic gases.
Screening levels include indirect and area source emissions. Emissions from engines (e.g., back-up generators) and
industrial sources subject to Air District Rules and Regulations embedded in the land uses are not included in the screening
estimates and must be added to the above land uses.
Source: BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines May 2011

(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)
Discussion d.) Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations?
Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporation. The BAAQMD defines sensitive
receptors as facilities where sensitive receptor population groups (children, the elderly, the acutely ill and
the chronically ill) are likely to be located. These land uses include schools, retirement homes,
convalescent homes, hospitals and medical clinics. Sensitive receptors are spread throughout most parts
of Corte Madera. However, the proposed project is located on an existing school site, and is adjacent to
the Marin County Day school to the south of Paradise Drive with existing residences directly to the east.
BAAQMD also regulates the demolition of buildings and structures that may contain asbestos. Asbestos
is a fibrous mineral that occurs naturally in ultramafic rock—a rock type commonly found in California—
and was used in the past as a processed component of building materials. Because asbestos has been
proven to cause serious adverse health effects, such as asbestosis and lung cancer, it is strictly
regulated. The relevant local regulations are found in BAAQMD Regulation 11, Rule 2: Hazardous
Materials; Asbestos Demolition, Renovation and Manufacturing.
BAAQMD Regulation 11, Rule 2 is intended to limit asbestos emissions from demolition or renovation of
structures and the associated disturbance of asbestos-containing waste material generated or handled
during these activities. The rule addresses the national emissions standards for asbestos along with
some additional requirements. The rule requires the lead agency and its contractors to notify BAAQMD
of any regulated renovation or demolition activity. This notification includes a description of structures
and methods utilized to determine whether asbestos-containing materials are potentially present.
Demolition of the Domes Classrooms could result in exposure to asbestos-containing debris. All
asbestos-containing material found on the site must be removed prior to demolition or renovation activity
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in accordance with BAAQMD Regulation 11, Rule 2, including specific requirements for surveying,
notification, removal, and disposal of material containing asbestos. To ensure compliance with BAAQMD
requirements, the following mitigation measure is required.
MM AIR-2

Prior to the issuance of any permits authorizing the demolition of existing structures on the
project site, the applicant shall provide to the satisfaction of the Town of Corte Madera
Planning Director: Written documentation from the Bay Area Air Quality Management
District (BAAQMD) that the required actions have been satisfied to ensure compliance
with BAAQMD Regulation, Rule 2 (Asbestos Demolition, Renovation, and Manufacturing).

Incorporation of Mitigation Measure AIR-2, ensures the project would comply with demolition notification,
asbestos-containing material identification, removal and disposal requirements. Therefore, the project
would result in a less than significant impact for exposing sensitive receptors to asbestos containing
material from building demolition.
The BAAQMD inventory lists no major emitting facilities for criteria pollutants in Corte Madera. The current
inventory does, however, identify numerous dry cleaners as sources of Toxic Air Contaminants (TACs)
spread over the commercial areas of Corte Madera. None of the sources of TACs in Corte Madera are
considered as facilities with health risks requiring public notification under the Air Toxics Hot Spots
Program.
Naturally Occurring Asbestos
Naturally Occurring Asbestos (NOA) is located in many parts of California and is commonly associated
with ultramafic rocks, according to the California Department of Geology’s special publication titled
Guidelines for Geologic Investigations of Naturally Occurring Asbestos in California. The California
Department of Conservation, Division of Mines and Geology (DMG) has a published guide for generally
identifying areas that are likely to contain NOA. The DMG map indicates that there are areas within Marin
County likely to contain NOA, specifically, approximately 500 feet southwest at Ring Mountain. Therefore,
disturbance of NOA during project construction may cause a concern for the project.
BAAQMD enforces CARB’s Airborne Toxic Control Measures (ATCM) which regulates NOA emissions
from grading, quarrying, and surface mining operations at sites which contain ultramafic rock. The
provisions that cover these operations are found specifically in the California Code of Regulations,
Section 93105. The ATCM for Construction, Grading, Quarrying and Surface Mining Operations was
signed into State law on July 22, 2002, and became effective in the SFBAAB on November 19, 2002.
The purpose of this regulation is to reduce public exposure to NOA from construction and mining activities
that emit or re-suspend dust which may contain NOA.
The ATCM requires regulated operations engaged in road construction and maintenance activities,
construction and grading operations, and quarrying and surface mining operations in areas where NOA
is likely to be found, to employ the best available dust mitigation measures to reduce and control dust
emissions. Implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-1 would help reduce any dust emissions and
therefore would reduce impacts to less than significant.
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Construction Fugitive Dust
During construction (grading), fugitive dust (PM10) is generated. As detailed in Response III (a) above,
the potential impacts from fugitive dust associated with project construction would result in a less than
significant impact with the incorporation of Mitigation Measure AIR-1. Therefore, the project would not
expose adjacent receptors to significant risks from construction dust.
Construction Diesel Particulate Matter
As discussed in the BAAQMD Guidelines construction activity using diesel-powered equipment emits
diesel particulate matter (DPM), a known carcinogen. A 10-year research program (CARB 1998)
demonstrated that DPM from diesel-fueled engines is a human carcinogen and that chronic (long-term)
inhalation exposure to DPM poses a chronic health risk. Moreover, the current methodological protocols
required by CARB when studying the health risk posed by DPM assume the following: (1) 24- hour
constant exposure; (2) 350 days a year; (3) for a continuous period lasting 70 years.
Diesel construction equipment usage would occur during the limited demolition and grading phase of
construction, which would be brief in duration. Nearby school facilities and residences adjacent to the
project site would be exposed to construction contaminants only for the duration of construction. This
brief exposure period would substantially limit exposure to hazardous emissions. In addition,
construction-emitted pollutants would quickly disperse from the project site. The brief exposure period
Construction of the proposed project would generate a brief exposure period which is substantially less
than the typical period assumed for health risk analysis, as indicated above. Furthermore, implementation
of mitigation measure MM AIR-1 would reduce exposure to construction-generated DPM and would result
in a less than significant impact.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)
Discussion e): Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people?
Less than Significant Impact. The BAAQMD 2012 CEQA Guidelines classify a project that could create
objectionable odors as any of the following: wastewater treatment plant, sanitary landfill, transfer stations,
composting facilities, petroleum refineries, asphalt batch plants, chemical manufacturing, fiberglass
manufacturing, auto body shops, rendering plants, and coffee roasters.
Impacts resulting from odors can result when sensitive receptors (e.g., new residences) are located near
the odor sources listed above. Proposed land use maps for the General Plan were examined and
compared with locations of known sources of odors. Review of the BAAQMD’s screening criteria
determined that the proposed project is not a typical source of objectionable odors nor is the site located
within the recommended screening distances listed above. Therefore, the project would generate a less
than significant odor impact during project operations.
During construction and grading, diesel powered vehicles and equipment used on the site could create
localized odors, but these would be temporary in nature and would quickly dissipate. Construction
activities are considered temporary because activities are limited to the hours of 7:00 am to 5:00 pm on
weekdays and 10:00 am to 5:00 pm on weekends (Town Code Section 9.36.030(c)). Additionally, the use
of heavy construction equipment will be reduced as the construction process progresses and will cease
upon completion of project construction. As such, construction-period and operation-period odor impacts
would be considered less than significant.
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The proposed project would not create objectionable operational odors, nor would it locate sensitive receptors
within a buffer zone of a known source of odor. The project is consistent with the CMGP. Operation of the
land uses anticipated by the General Plan were found to be at a level of development already anticipated
by the Bay Area Clean Air Plan and the Ozone Attainment Plan. As such, the General Plan does not
conflict with or obstruct either of these plans. The General Plan also contains several Implementation
Policies that require construction to utilize BAAQMD performance-based best management practices.
Therefore, the project would be considered less than significant and no mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)

IV.

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-ThanSignificant With
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a. Have a substantial adverse effect, either
directly or through habitat modifications, on
any species identified as a candidate,
sensitive, or special status species in local or
regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by
the California Department of Fish and Game
or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service?

b. Have a substantial adverse effect on any
riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional
plans, policies, and regulations or by the
California Department of Fish and Game or
US Fish and Wildlife Service?

c. Have a substantial adverse effect on
federally protected wetlands as defined by
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act
(including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal
pool, coastal, etc.) through direct removal,
filling, hydrological interruption, or other
means?

d. Interfere substantially with the movement of
any native resident or migratory fish or
wildlife species or with established native
resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or
impede the use of native wildlife nursery
sites?

e. Conflict with any local policies or ordinances
protecting biological resources, such as a
tree preservation policy or ordinance?
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f.

Conflict with the provisions of an adopted
Habitat
Conservation
Plan,
Natural
Community Conservation Plan, or other
approved local, regional, or state habitat
conservation plan?

Discussion a.): Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications,
on any species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species in local or regional
plans, policies, or regulations, or by the California Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service?
Less Than Significant impact. The proposed project includes the annexation and minor renovations to
an existing single family residence and the demolition and rebuilding of classroom structures on the main
campus of the existing Marin Montessori School. Trail improvements requested by BCDC will occur on
upland areas away from marsh or wetlands and would be pursuant to BCDC regulations for public access
improvements. Landscaping improvements are also proposed on both properties, including the removal
of three non-heritage trees and one heritage tree total. Trees are typically measured about 4.5’ off the
ground or by diameter at breast height (DBH). Trees proposed for removal include a diseased Monterey
pine with a 31” DBH trunk, a podacarpus (or fern pine) hedge with a 22’ canopy spread, and a small wax
leaf privet spread with a 15’ canopy. The heritage tree proposed for removal is a 10” DBH Coast live oak
with a 31’ canopy spread. A fifth tree, a 70’ tall Canary Island pine just east of the driveway of 5614
Paradise Drive is recommended for removal in the arborist report but is not included in the proposed
project. The location of these trees is indicated on Figures 9 and 10 above. The arborist report is included
at Appendix E. Pursuant to the CMGP EIR, the proposed project was reviewed using the Department of
Fish and Game’s California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB), California Native Plant Society (CNPS)
online inventory, and US Fish and Wildlife Service online lists for a list of special-status wildlife, botanical,
and fisheries resources with potential to occur or known to occur in the project limits and vicinity (DFG
2007; CNPS 2007; USFWS 2007).
Because the parcels within the project site are developed and regularly maintained, special‐status plant
and wildlife species are unlikely to occur in the habitats found within the site boundaries. The proposed
project did not include a biological site assessment, but given the nature of the existing development,
proposed modifications and improvements on the subject parcels will not result in habitat modifications.
Furthermore, plant and animal species identified in the database search require a specific habitat
microclimate or other conditions that do not occur within the site. The CMGP contains several goals and
policies that describe and protect biological resources. However, there are no threatened, endangered,
or sensitive species identified in Table 4.9-2 (page 4.9-38) in the 2009 CMGP EIR.
Plants
The project site includes mostly landscaped school grounds, or mature residential landscaping. The
project site does include estuarine/marine marsh/wetlands area on the northern edge of the project site
(in and adjacent to the Bay), but no improvements or disturbance are proposed in these areas.
The subject property is considered disturbed and therefore does not feature suitable habitat for potential
special‐status plant species to occur. As no special status species are identified in the General Plan to
occur on the site, there is no impact to special‐status plant species by the proposed project.
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Specifically, a special status species of concern in the San Francisco/San Pablo Bay is eelgrass (Zostera
marina). Eelgrass beds provide shelter and food to small fishes of a variety of species, such as pipefish,
staghorn sculpin, and three-spined stickleback (Grant 2009 for Elkhorn Slough). These include species
that occupy eelgrass beds for their full life cycle (for example pipefish) and those that use eelgrass beds
only as nurseries. Eelgrass is used as a substrate for spawning by Pacific herring, which lay sticky eggs
on the plant’s blades as well as on macroalgae and pier pilings and other hard surfaces.
The proposed project includes removal of the “floating dock” portion of the existing pier at 5164 Paradise
Drive pursuant to San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC) regulations
for floating debris removal. The applicant proposes to remove the floating dock via floating tow at high
tide to a specific marina. The dock will then be removed from the Bay via a boat launch and disposed or
recycled at an appropriate location. Per email correspondence with BCDC staff member Todd
Hallenbeck (see Appendix G), and pursuant to BCDC regulations for debris removal, towing the floating
dock at high tide as opposed to in-place removal will eliminate the need for special status species surveys
and/or potential mitigation for habitat impacts. Although no eelgrass has been identified or surveyed
adjacent to the existing pier, potential sensitive species, including eelgrass, under or near the pier would
not be impacted as this portion of the pier is not built on piles and does not require underwater disturbance
for removal. By removing the floating dock, no fill removal or other disturbance would impact existing
estuarine or sensitive habitat areas. Removal of the floating dock portion would also be seen as a net
benefit to the existing habitat including increased exposure to sunlight. No further improvements or
modifications are proposed for the existing, permitted portion of the pier, and thus the proposed project
would not result in a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands.
Wildlife
The project site is considered developed and thus generally lacks vegetation or prey opportunities for
special‐status wildlife species. Common mammals that might be expected to occur in this habitat include
western gray squirrel, black‐tailed deer, black‐tailed jackrabbit, striped skunk, and opossum. Reptiles
such as the gopher snake and common garter snake may also be present.
The California Natural Diversity Data Base (CNDDB) prepared by the California Department of Fish and
Wildlife indicates that there are special‐status species been previously documented within the project
vicinity. Despite potential for species to occur within the vicinity of the site, no disturbances or
improvements are proposed in areas that could support these species because of past development
activities on the project site and in the surrounding area. Furthermore, proposed improvements include
replacing existing structures and site modifications would be kept to a minimum in previously disturbed
areas. Based on this information and the disturbed/ urbanized nature of the project site and surrounding
area, it is concluded that no special‐status wildlife species have the potential to occur within the project
site; therefore, no special‐status wildlife species would be impacted by the proposed project.
The project site does not provide foraging opportunities for birds (lack of vegetation and prey items), and
the four trees proposed for removal within the project area do not meet thresholds for nesting habitat for
birds protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA). Therefore, the project would have a less than
significant impact and no mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 13, 14, 28)
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Discussion b.): Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional plans, policies, and regulations or by the California
Department of Fish and Game or US Fish and Wildlife Service?
Less Than Significant impact. See response to IV(a) above. There are no riparian habitats on the
subject property. Although the planning area near the project site contains sensitive natural communities
(such as estuarine wetlands) identified in local or regional plans, policies, and regulations or by the
California Department of Fish and Game or US Fish and Wildlife Service, there are no proposed
improvements or disturbances in these areas.
Furthermore, implementation of the CMGP, specifically, Implementation Programs RCS-8.1.b: Wetland
Avoidance and RCS-8.2.b: Wetlands Mitigation Standards ensures that potential impacts to adjacent
wetlands would be avoided due to the fact that no disturbance is proposed in buffer areas adjacent to
sensitive habitats and new construction is limited to areas sufficiently setback from potentially sensitive
sites. Therefore, the project would have a less than significant impact on biological resources and no
further mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 13, 14)
Discussion c.): Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as defined by
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.)
through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other means?
Less Than Significant Impact. See Response IV(a) and (b) above. Although the project areas contain
federally protected estuarine marshland/wetlands, there are no physical improvements or disturbances
proposed for this area of the project. Trail improvements requested by BCDC will occur on upland areas
away from marsh or wetlands and would be pursuant to BCDC regulations for public access
improvements. Furthermore, proposed improvements would avoid potential impacts to adjacent wetlands
because no disturbance is proposed in buffer areas adjacent to sensitive habitats and new construction
is limited to areas sufficiently setback from potentially sensitive sites
However, as discussed above in Response IV (a), it has been determined that a portion of the existing
dock at 5164 Paradise Drive was constructed without appropriate permits, specifically a small rectangular
floating pier located at the end of the fixed pier. As such, the proposed project includes removal of the
“floating dock” portion of the existing pier pursuant to BCDC regulations for floating debris removal. As
this portion of the pier is not built on piles, no fill or other disturbance would impact existing estuarine or
sensitive habitat areas. Removal of the floating dock portion would also be seen as a net benefit to the
existing habitat. No further improvements or modifications are proposed for the existing, permitted
portion of the pier, and thus the proposed project would not result in a substantial adverse effect on
federally protected wetlands.
Therefore, the project would not remove, fill, or hydrologically interrupt federally protected wetlands as
defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act and the impact is considered less than significant with no
further mitigation required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 13, 14, 28)
Discussion d.): Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish
or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede
the use of native wildlife nursery sites?
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Less Than Significant impact. See response to IV (a and b) above. The project site does not contain
nor provide corridors for resident or migratory wildlife. Furthermore, the project site is not a native wildlife
nursery site because the project site does not grow native plants that are sold or distributed for planting
in other areas. Although there are areas of the project site that are considered sensitive habitats, no
development is proposed in or near these areas. Furthermore, an unpermitted floating dock will be
removed via towing from the property. As such, any potential impacts related to shadows or unpermitted
fills would be removed from the subject property which would further benefit native resident or migratory
fish in these areas of the property. The project would not impede the use of any wildlife nursery sites
because no documented wildlife nursery sites are located on the adjacent properties or in the surrounding
vicinity. Therefore, the project would not interfere with wildlife species movement or with established
wildlife corridors or nursery sites; and the project would have a less than significant impact on biological
resources and no mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 13, 14)
Discussion e.): Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources,
such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance?
Less Than Significant impact. The proposed project would require removal of five trees total on the
subject parcels. As discussed above three non-heritage trees would be removed including a Monterey
pine, a wax leaf privet and a podacarpus hedge. One heritage tree (as defined by Chapter 15.50.00 of
the CMMC), a 10” DBH Coast live oak, would be removed. A fifth tree, a 70’ tall Canary Island pine is
also recommended for removal. As required under Section 15.50.040 of the Town’s Municipal Code, the
project sponsor is required to submit for a tree removal permit for trees proposed to be removed. No
other biological resources requiring protection are present on the subject property. As such, with the
request for a tree removal permit and subsequent relocating and replanting of trees within the project
site, the project would not conflict with any local ordinances protecting biological resources such as the
Town’s Tree Permit requirements.
As discussed above, no disturbance is proposed in buffer areas adjacent to sensitive habitats and new
construction is limited to areas sufficiently setback from potentially sensitive sites. Therefore, the project
would have a less than significant impact on biological resources and no further mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 13, 14)
Discussion f.): Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural
Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat conservation
plan?
Less Than Significant impact. The proposed project includes improvements and modifications to
previously developed and disturbed properties. In consultation with BCDC the MMS has identified
improvements to the existing public access trail on the north edge of the main campus property. These
improvements include added a small extension further east along the MMS property and providing
seating and signage for the trail. Proposed improvements are consistent with existing land uses and are
consistent with the April 2009 CMGP.
In addition to consistency with the CMGP, as stated above, the proposed project is also consistent
BCDC’s primary mission to regulate and manage the San Francisco Bay as an ecological unit through
management of the San Francisco Bay Plan (SFBP).
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BCDC has permit jurisdiction over San Francisco Bay, San Pablo Bay, and the Suisun Marsh—including
levees, waterways, marshes, and grasslands—below the 10-foot contour line (as measured off a USGS
quadrangle map from mean high water). Any person or public agency other than a federal agency that
proposes certain activities in or around these areas must obtain a development permit from the BCDC.
The area over which the Commission has jurisdiction in Marin County for the purpose of carrying out the
controls described above is defined in the McAteer-Petris Act and includes:
•

San Francisco Bay, being all areas that are subject to tidal action from the south end of the Bay
to the Golden Gate (Point Bonita Point Lobos) and to the Sacramento River line (a line between
Stake Point and Simmons Point, extended northeasterly to the mouth of Marshall Cut), including
all sloughs, and specifically, the marshlands lying between mean high tide and five feet above
mean sea level; tidelands (land lying between mean high tide and mean low tide); and submerged
lands (land lying below mean low tide).

•

A shoreline band consisting of all territory located between the shoreline of San Francisco Bay as
defined in #1. of this section and a line 100 feet landward of and parallel with that line, but
excluding any portions of such territory which are included in #1., #3., and #4. Of this section;
provided that the Commission may, by resolution, exclude from its area of jurisdiction any area
within

As indicated above, BCDC’s jurisdiction includes the open water, marshes, and mudflats of greater San
Francisco Bay, up to the first 100 feet inland from the shoreline around San Francisco Bay, and portions
of most creeks, rivers, sloughs and other tributaries that flow into San Francisco Bay. As discussed in
Response IV(c) above, the proposed project includes removal of the unpermitted floating pier on the
5164 Paradise Drive property via floating removal: the pier will be towed away from the site and removed
from the Bay via a suitable boat launch location. No dredging, cutting, or disturbance will occur in the
area adjacent to the existing fixed pier, and thus, no mitigation measures are required for removal.
Implementation of the BCDC requirements for floating debris removal will ensure consistency with the
SFBP.
The project site is also within the boundaries of the Recovery Plan for Serpentine Soil Species of the San
Francisco Bay Region (USFWS 1998). Because the project site is considered disturbed, the proposed
project does not have suitable habitat and does not have the potential to conflict with the Recovery Plan
of species covered within the Plan (e.g., Tiburon mariposa lily, Tiburon Indian paintbrush, Presidio clarkia,
Marin western flax, Marin blind harvestman, and Bay checkerspot butterfly). As such, potential conflicts
with the Recovery Plan for Serpentine Soil Species of the San Francisco Bay Region are less than
significant.
Therefore, the proposed project would result in no impact related to conflicts with an adopted Habitat
Conservation Plan, Natural Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state
habitat conservation plan. No mitigation is required.
There are no adopted local, regional or state habitat conservation plans that apply to the project site. No
mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 13, 14)
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V.

CULTURAL RESOURCES
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-ThanSignificant With
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a. Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical resource as
defined in §15064.5?

b. Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of an archaeological resource
pursuant to §15064.5?

c. Directly or indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site or unique
geologic feature?

d. Disturb any human remains, including those
interred outside of formal cemeteries?

Discussion a): Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource as
defined in §15064.5?
No impact. The proposed project does not include an historical or archaeological resources analysis.
There are no structures located on the existing property that are greater than 50 years or that have been
designated as potentially historical by the CMGP or any other list identifying historical properties.
Furthermore, the “Domes” classrooms that will be demolished as part of the proposed project have been
modified since their construction in the mid 1970’s. Per Title 14, California Code of Regulations Section
15064.5, a ‘historical resources’ is listed in, or eligible for listing in, the National Register of Historic Places
or the Californian Register of Historic Resources or listed in a local register of historical resources or is
determined by the lead agency when supported by substantial evidence, such as a cultural resource
evaluation by a qualified or registered architectural historian.
Demolition of the existing structures and development of the proposed project would have no impact to
historic resources. As there are no historic resources on the site, there is no impact, and no further
mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 17, 18, 19)
Discussion b.): Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological
resource pursuant to §15064.5?
Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporation. The proposed project includes
annexation of an existing single family residential property for use as a classroom and school facilities by
the Marin Montessori School. No major modifications are proposed for the existing residential property,
but the geotechnical investigation report supplied by the applicant has recommended foundation
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improvements for substandard conditions if needed. In addition, the Domes classrooms will be
demolished and replaced by one similar sized classroom structure. Construction activities will include
grading and foundation work but are contained to areas of previous site disturbance.
New requirements regarding tribal cultural resources approved by the California State Legislature in
Assembly Bill 52 are effective July 1, 2015. The legislative intent of AB 52 is to ensure that local and
Tribal governments, public agencies, and project proponents would have information available, early in
the project planning process, to identify and address potential adverse impacts to tribal cultural resources.
The Public Resources Code now establishes that “[a] project with an effect that may cause a substantial
adverse change in the significance of a tribal cultural resource is a project that may have a significant
effect on the environment.” (Pub. Resources Code, § 21084.2.) To help determine whether a project may
have such an effect, the Public Resources Code requires a lead agency to consult with any California
Native American tribe that requests consultation and is traditionally and culturally affiliated with the
geographic area of a proposed project. A notification letter was submitted to Buffy McQuillen, the Tribal
Heritage Preservation Officer (THPO) of the Federated Indians of Graton Rancheria as part of this Initial
Study on February 8, 2017. The Tribe has not followed up as of the publication of this document.
The proposed project has the potential to impact unknown archaeological resources because grading
activities may result in the discovery of unknown cultural resources that are buried beneath the ground
surface. If Tribal Cultural Resources are discovered during project construction, the property
owner/project sponsor is required to follow state law regarding disturbance of any existing and previously
undiscovered cultural resource, including that the project shall be stopped until a cultural resources
evaluation is conducted, and the requirements or recommendations set forth within the evaluation are
met. To reduce this potentially significant impact to a less than significant level, all construction related
impacts of soil shall be monitored in accordance with Mitigation Measure CULT-1:
MM CULT-1: If any prehistoric or historic subsurface cultural resources are discovered during grounddisturbing activities, all work within 50 feet of the resources shall be halted and a qualified
archaeologist shall be consulted to assess the significance of the find according to CEQA
Guidelines Section 15064.5. If any find is determined to be significant, representatives
from the Town and the archaeologist shall meet to determine the appropriate avoidance
measures or other appropriate mitigation. All significant cultural materials recovered shall
be, as necessary and at the discretion of the consulting archaeologist, subject to scientific
analysis, professional museum curation, and documentation according to current
professional standards. In considering any suggested mitigation proposed by the
consulting archaeologist to mitigate impacts to historical resources or unique
archaeological resources, the Town shall determine whether avoidance is necessary and
feasible in light of factors such as the nature of the find, project design, costs, and other
considerations.
If avoidance is infeasible, other appropriate measures (e.g. data recovery) shall be
instituted. Work may proceed on other parts of the project site while mitigation for historical
resources or unique archaeological resources is being carried out.
Therefore, implementation of mitigation measure MM CULT-1 will reduce the potential impact to less than
significant levels and no further mitigation is required.
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(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 17, 18, 19)
Discussion c.): Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site or unique
geologic feature?
Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporation. The subject property is currently
developed with existing structures and is considered an urban or disturbed site. A search of the
University of California Museum of Paleontology (UCMP) collections database conducted in 2008 for the
General Plan did not identify any evidence of significant paleontological resources or of geologic
conditions that would contain paleontological resources within the Town’s Planning Area. While there are
no known paleontological resources in the Town of Corte Madera, there are paleontological resources in
Marin County consisting mostly of plant and invertebrate fossil specimens.
MM CULT-2: Should any potentially unique paleontological resources (fossils) be encountered during
development activities, work shall be halted immediately within 50 feet of the discovery.
The Town of Corte Madera Planning Department shall be notified immediately, and a
qualified paleontologist shall be retained to determine the significance of the discovery.
Based on the significance of the discovery, the qualified paleontologist shall present
options to the Town for protecting the resources. Appropriate action may include
avoidance, preservation in place, excavation, documentation, and/or data recovery, and
shall always include preparation of a written report documenting the find and describing
steps taken to evaluate and protect significant resources. The Town will implement
feasible and appropriate recommendations and mitigation measures of the qualified
paleontologist for any unanticipated discoveries. Such measures may include avoidance,
preservation in place, excavation, documentation, curation, data recovery or other
appropriate measures.
Therefore, implementation of mitigation measure MM CULT-2 will reduce the potential impact to less than
significant levels and no further mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 17, 18, 19)
Discussion d.): Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of formal
cemeteries?
Less Than Significant Impact.
See Item V.(c) above. State CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5,
subdivision (e) requires that excavation activities be stopped whenever human remains are uncovered
and that the county coroner be called in to assess the remains. If the county coroner determines that the
remains are those of Native Americans, the Native American Heritage Commission must be contacted
within 24 hours. At that time, the lead agency must consult with the appropriate Native Americans, if any,
as timely identified by the Native American Heritage Commission. Section 15064.5 directs the lead
agency (or applicant), under certain circumstances, to develop an agreement with the Native Americans
for the treatment and disposition of the remains.
The subject property has been developed as a private Montessori school for over fifty years. The
likelihood of undocumented human remains is low. Proposed improvements and site disturbance is
proposed for the portion of the property where existing structures will be removed and replaced with a
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new classroom structure. However, given the depth of excavation and site disturbance needed for new
foundations, the impact is considered less than significant and no further mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 17, 18, 19)

VI.

GEOLOGY AND SOILS
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-ThanSignificant With
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a. Expose people or structures to potential
substantial adverse effects, including the risk
of loss, injury, or death involving:

i)

Rupture of a known earthquake fault,
as delineated on the most recent
Alquist-Priolo
Earthquake
Fault
Zoning Map issued by the State
Geologist for the area or based on
other substantial evidence of a known
fault? Refer to Division of Mines and
Geology Special Publication 42.

ii)

Strong seismic ground shaking?

iii)

Seismic related ground
including liquefaction?

iv)

Landslides?

failure,

b. Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss
of topsoil?

c. Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is
unstable, or that would become unstable as
a result of the project, and potentially result
in on, or off, site landslide, lateral spreading,
subsidence, liquefaction or collapse?

d. Be located on expansive soil, as defined in
Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building Code
(1994), creating substantial risks to life or
property?

e. Have

soils incapable of adequately
supporting the use of septic tanks or
alternative wastewater disposal systems
where sewers are not available for the
disposal of wastewater?
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Discussion a.): Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including the
risk of loss, injury, or death involving,

i)

Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo
Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for the area or based on other
substantial evidence of a known fault? Refer to Division of Mines and Geology Special
Publication 42.

Less Than Significant Impact. The project site is not located within Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zone.
The nearest known active earthquake faults to the project site are the North Golden Gate Segment of the
San Andreas Fault System and the North Segment of the Hayward Fault System, both ‘active’ faults are
located approximately nine miles to the west and seven miles east of the site, respectively. The probability
of a magnitude 6.7 or greater earthquake occurring on the North Coast San Andreas Fault or North
Hayward Fault, between 2000 and 2030, is 12% and 16%, respectively. In the event of a major
earthquake in the Bay Area, the site may be susceptible to seismic shaking and related ground failure.
The threat of surface rupture is remote since no known active earthquake faults cross the site. Therefore,
the proposed project area is not considered susceptible to the risk of loss, injury, or death due to fault
rupture and the associated impacts would be less than significant.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 20)
ii)

Strong seismic ground shaking?

Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporation. The project site is relatively close to
known active faults, and is located approximately nine (9) miles northeast of the San Andreas Fault Zone
and seven miles southwest of the Hayward Fault Zone. Miller Pacific Engineering Group (MPEG)
produced a geotechnical investigation report for the proposed project in April, 2016. According to the
site investigation, the site will likely experience seismic ground shaking similar to other areas in the
seismically active Bay Area. The intensity of ground shaking will depend on the characteristics of the
causative fault, distance from the fault, the earthquake magnitude and duration, and site specific geologic
conditions. Estimates of peak ground accelerations are based on either deterministic or probabilistic
methods. Deterministic methods use empirical attenuation relations that provide approximate estimates
of median peak ground accelerations. A summary of the active faults that could most significantly affect
the planning area, their maximum credible magnitude, closest distance to the center of the planning area,
and probable peak ground accelerations is in included in Table 2 of the MPEG report.
Ground shaking can result in structural failure and collapse of structures or cause non-structural building
elements, such as light fixtures, shelves, cornices, etc., to fall, presenting a hazard to building occupants
and contents. Compliance with provisions of the most recent version of the California Building Code (2013
CBC) should result in structures that do not collapse in an earthquake. Damage may still occur and
hazards associated with falling objects or non-structural building elements will remain.
The potential for strong seismic shaking at the project site is high. Due to their proximity and historic rates
of activity, the San Andreas and Hayward Faults present the highest potential for severe ground shaking.
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The significant adverse impact associated with strong seismic shaking is potential damage to structures
and improvements.
MM GEO -1: Prior to a grading or building permit submittal, the project sponsor shall prepare a designlevel geotechnical investigation prepared by a qualified and licensed geotechnical
engineer and submit the report to the Town Engineer. Minimum mitigation includes design
of new structures in accordance with the provisions of the 2013 California Building Code
or subsequent codes in effect when final design occurs. Recommended seismic design
coefficients and spectral accelerations shall be consistent with the findings presented in
Section 5.1 of the April 27, 2016 MPEG report.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure GEO-1 will reduce potential impacts to less than significant levels
and no further mitigation measures will be required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 20)

iii)

Seismic related ground failure, including liquefaction?

Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporation. Liquefaction refers to the sudden,
temporary loss of soil strength during strong ground shaking. This phenomenon can occur in saturated,
loose, granular deposits subjected to seismic shaking. Recent advances in liquefaction studies indicate
that liquefaction can occur in granular materials with relatively high fines content provided the fines exhibit
a plasticity index less than 7. Liquefaction can result in flow failure, lateral spreading, ground movement,
settlement, and other related effects.
As shown on Figure 5 of the MPEG report, regional liquefaction hazard maps indicate the site is mapped
within a zone of very high susceptibility to liquefaction (Association of Bay Area Governments, 2016).
The results of the subsurface exploration indicate the existing residence and detached unit within the
easternmost parcel are underlain by relatively deep deposits of Bay Mud which are not susceptible to
liquefaction. However, loose sand and gravel was encountered within the overlying fill and colluvial soils
near the Domes buildings at Borings 2A and 2B suggesting some risk of liquefaction exists at this location.
To evaluate liquefaction risk, the seismic energy from an earthquake is compared with the ability of the
soil to resist pore pressure generation. The earthquake energy is termed the cyclic stress ratio (CSR)
and is a function of the maximum credible earthquake peak ground acceleration and depth. The soil
resistance to liquefaction is based on the relative density, and the amount and plasticity of the fines (silts
and clays). The relative density of cohesionless soil is correlated with Standard Penetration Test blow
count data measured in the field during the exploratory borings.
Liquefaction analyses (Idriss and Boulanger, 2010) which consider a magnitude 8.0 earthquake
producing a peak ground acceleration of 0.27 g (based on deterministic seismic analysis discussed
above) indicate that some of the fill and colluvial soils within the upper 15 feet at Boring 2B are liquefiable
during the maximum credible earthquake. The results of the liquefaction analyses are shown on Figure
6 of the MPEG report, and indicate that up to about 4-inches of post-liquefaction settlement may occur.
Thus, the likelihood of liquefaction and related effects impacting the proposed improvements is generally
moderate to high.
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Lateral spreading occurs when continuous liquefiable soil layers lose strength and slopes flow toward a
free face along the liquefied soil layer, resulting in large scale slope instability. The MPEG report
concluded that potentially liquefiable deposits are not continuous across the site. Therefore, the risk of
lateral spreading is expected to be low.
The following mitigation measure is included to ensure that the recommendations of the final geotechnical
report are incorporated into the project design plans:
MM GEO-2:

Prior to a grading or building permit submittal, the project sponsor shall prepare a designlevel geotechnical investigation prepared by a qualified and licensed geotechnical
engineer and submit the report to the Town Engineer. Foundation designs shall account
for minor settlements due to possible liquefaction within the fill and colluvial soils. For
smaller or lighter structures, a rigid shallow foundation designed to span over areas of
differential settlement could be utilized. For heavier structures with a high bearing load or
structures which are sensitive to settlement, deep foundations that gain support from the
dense soils beneath potentially liquefiable soil layers (estimated foundation depths of
about 40 to 50 feet) are recommended. Foundation design recommendations are
presented in Section 5.4 of the April 27, 2016 MPEG report.

Implementation of Mitigation Measure GEO-2 will reduce impacts from seismic related ground failure,
including liquefaction, to a less than significant level and no further mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 20)
iv)

Landslides:

Less Than Significant impact. The Geotechnical Report prepared for the proposed project indicates
that the project site is located on the north side of the Tiburon Peninsula within relatively lower-lying, flat
terrain of the San Francisco Bay margins. Regional geologic mapping (California Division of Mines and
Geology, 1976) indicates that the lower lying areas along the northern end of the site are underlain by
artificial fill over Bay Mud, whereas, the southern and eastern portion of the site is located near a mapped
boundary between Bay Mud, colluvium, and sandstone. Several landslides are mapped along the
northerly facing slopes which border the site to the south. The MPEG report includes a Geologic Map
and descriptions of the mapped geologic units as shown in Figure 3 of the report. The risk of slope
instability is reduced by adhering to relevant California Building Code requirements for grading and
building design. As such potential impacts are considered less than significant.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 20)
Discussion b): Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil?

Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporation. The single family residence at 5164
Paradise Drive includes a single family unit with a second unit/garage and separate living space. The site
is landscaped with trees, shrubs, and grass areas and includes a wooden dock structure near the
northeast corner of the property, a deck and stone patio along the backside of the residence, and an
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electric powered gate and gravel-surfaced driveway which provide access to the residence from Paradise
Drive. Evidence of site settlement within the building area was observed during the MPEG site
investigation.
The existing Domes buildings are wood- or metal-framed structures supported on short concrete block
walls at their base. An existing asphalt-paved turnaround borders the south side of the buildings and
provides vehicular and fire access. A concrete and asphalt-paved walkway is located along the west side
of the buildings and provide pedestrian access to a stone-paved patio and lawn area behind the existing
classrooms. A small storm drain exists beneath the walkway and several inlets are visible at the surface.
A larger building parallels the west side of the classrooms, separated from the Domes buildings by about
15 feet.
Based on review of topographic maps provided on the County of Marin’s GIS website, the project area is
relatively flat with elevations ranging from about 8 feet behind the existing classroom buildings and
residence to about 12 feet near Paradise Drive (Marin Map, 2016). The GIS mapping indicates a drainage
feature which starts in the hillside just south of the site, passes through the east side of the property at
5164 Paradise Drive and outlets into the bay. It appears the drainage begins as a natural swale and
transitions into an underground storm drain.
The proposed project includes demolition of the Domes buildings and development of a similar sized
classroom facility. The existing vehicle turnaround south of these buildings will be expanded. The
proposed project also includes minor modifications to the existing landscaping and pathways. Sandy
soils on moderately steep slopes or clayey soils on steep slopes are susceptible to erosion when exposed
to concentrated surface water flow. The potential for erosion is increased when established vegetation is
disturbed or removed during normal construction activity. The work area is relatively level and covered
in either grass, asphalt or concrete flatwork. Therefore, erosion is not considered to be a significant longterm geologic hazard. However, care should be taken during construction to prevent excess erosion when
the soils will likely be exposed.
The following mitigation measure is included to ensure that the recommendations of the final geotechnical
report are incorporated into the project design plans to address issues of topsoil erosion:
MM GEO-3:

Prior to a grading or building permit submittal, the project sponsor shall prepare a site
drainage system prepared by a qualified and licensed civil engineer and submit the report
to the Town Engineer. The site drainage system will demonstrate the ability to collect
surface water and discharge into an established storm drainage system. The project Civil
Engineer of Architect is responsible for designing the site drainage system and, an erosion
control plan shall be developed prior to construction per the current guidelines of the
California Stormwater Quality Association’s Best Management Practice Handbook (2003).

Implementation of Mitigation Measure GEO-3 will reduce impacts from loss of soil or topsoil erosion, to
a less than significant level and no further mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 20)
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Discussion c): Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become
unstable as a result of the project, and potentially result in on, or off, site landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or collapse?
Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporation. See Section VI(a).ii and iii above. The
project site is located in areas of high seismic activity and features areas that could be considered
unstable as a result of the project, and potentially result in on, or off, site landslide, lateral spreading,
subsidence, liquefaction or collapse As discussed above, the likelihood of liquefaction and related
effects impacting the proposed improvements is generally moderate to high, whereas MPEG concluded
that potentially liquefiable deposits are not continuous across the site. Therefore, the risk of lateral
spreading is expected to be low.
Building plans would be required to comply with The Uniform Building Code (UBC) and the California
Building Code (CBC) for earthquake-resistant design parameters. This would include designing the
foundations to account for minor settlements and lateral ground movements due to possible lurching.
Mitigation measures would be similar to those associated with liquefaction. Design level Incorporation of
Mitigation Measures GEO-1 and GEO-2 would reduce the potential impacts to less than significant levels
and no further mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 19)
Discussion d): Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building Code (1994),
creating substantial risks to life or property?

Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporation. See Section VI(a).ii and iii above. MPEG
conducted a site investigation in April of 2016. Near-surface soils identified in the on-site borings exhibit
a plasticity index of 18 suggesting low to moderate expansion potential. The MPEG report concluded that
the risk of expansive soil affecting the proposed improvements is relatively low. Expansive soils will shrink
and swell with fluctuations in moisture content and are capable of exerting significant expansion
pressures on building foundations, interior floor slabs and exterior flatwork. Distress from expansive soil
movement can include cracking of brittle wall coverings (stucco, plaster, drywall, etc.), racked door and/or
window frames, uneven floors, and cracked slabs. Flatwork, pavements, and concrete slabs-on-grade
are particularly vulnerable to distress due to their low bearing pressures. Building plans would be required
to comply with The Uniform Building Code (UBC) and the California Building Code (CBC) for earthquakeresistant design parameters for foundations and structural elements.
The following mitigation measure is included to ensure that the recommendations of the final geotechnical
report are incorporated into the project design plans to address issues of expansive soils:
MM GEO-4:

Soils shall be moisture conditioned to above the optimum moisture content during site
grading and maintained at this moisture content until imported aggregate base and/or
surface flatwork is completed.

Incorporation of Mitigation Measures GEO-1, GEO-2, and GEO-4 would reduce the potential impacts to
less than significant levels and no further mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 20)
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Discussion e): Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative
wastewater disposal systems where sewers are not available for the disposal of wastewater?
No impact. No septic tanks would be used as part of the proposed project. The project will be required
to connect to the existing Central Marin Sanitation District sanitary sewer. As a result, no impacts
associated with the use of septic tanks would occur as part of the proposed project’s implementation.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 20)

VII.

GREENHOUSE GAS EMMISSIONS
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-ThanSignificant With
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a. Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either
directly or indirectly, that may have a
significant impact on the environment?

b. Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or
regulation for the purpose of reducing the
emissions of greenhouse gases?

Discussion a): Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a
significant impact on the environment?
Various gases in the earth’s atmosphere, classified as atmospheric greenhouse gases (GHGs), play a
critical role in determining the earth’s surface temperature. Solar radiation enters the earth’s atmosphere
from space, and a portion of the radiation is absorbed by the earth’s surface. The earth emits this radiation
back toward space, but the properties of the radiation change from high-frequency solar radiation to
lower-frequency infrared radiation. Greenhouse gases, which are transparent to solar radiation, are
effective in absorbing infrared radiation. As a result, this radiation that otherwise would have escaped
back into space is now retained, resulting in a warming of the atmosphere. This phenomenon is known
as the greenhouse effect.
Among the prominent GHGs contributing to the greenhouse effect are carbon dioxide (CO2), methane
(CH4), ozone (O3), water vapor, nitrous oxide (N2O), and chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). Human-caused
emissions of these GHGs in excess of natural ambient concentrations are responsible for enhancing the
greenhouse effect (Ahrens 2003). Emissions of GHGs contributing to global climate change are
attributable in large part to human activities associated with the industrial/manufacturing, utility,
transportation, residential, and agricultural sectors (Placer County, 2007). In California, the transportation
sector is the largest emitter of GHGs, followed by electricity generation (Placer County, 2007). A
byproduct of fossil fuel combustion is CO2. Methane, a highly potent GHG, results from offgassing
associated with agricultural practices and landfills. Processes that absorb and accumulate CO2, often
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called CO2 “sinks,” include uptake by vegetation and dissolution into the ocean. Global climate change
is a global problem. GHGs are global pollutants, unlike criteria air pollutants and toxic air contaminants,
which are pollutants of regional and local concern, respectively. Carbon dioxide equivalents is a
measurement used to account for the fact that different GHGs have different potential to retain infrared
radiation in the atmosphere and contribute to the greenhouse effect. This potential, known as the global
warming potential of a GHG, is also dependent on the lifetime, or persistence, of the gas molecule in the
atmosphere.
Scientific consensus supports the conclusion that humans are impacting global climate by increasing
greenhouse gases (GHG) in the atmosphere. Climate change is a global problem, and GHGs impact the
global atmosphere; this means that activities that take place in one part of the world impact the entire
atmosphere, unlike criteria pollutants which have an impact on local air quality. It will take a global effort
to reduce GHG emissions to the point where global climate does not pose a serious threat to our
communities. Climate change has and will continue to impact the environment in a variety of ways, and
will also cause economic and social effects. Assembly Bill 32 requires the implementation of measures
to reduce the state’s GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020 – an expected 25 percent reduction. The
main source of atmospheric carbon dioxide in California is the burning of fossil fuels, comprising 98% of
gross carbon dioxide emissions.
The San Francisco Bay Area Air Basin is currently designated nonattainment for the state and federal
ozone ambient air quality standards, as well as the state PM10 and PM2.5 ambient air quality standards.
The primary sources of ozone-precursor emissions (i.e., ROG and NOx) within the basin are from mobile
sources. The primary sources of fine and respirable particulate matter (PM2.5 and PM10) emissions in
Marin County from new development are associated with grading, construction, and wood smoke. Table
4.5-8 (Page 4.5-33) in the CMGP EIR illustrates the average annual emissions of ozone precursor
pollutants (i.e., ROG and NOx) and airborne particulate matter (i.e., PM10 and PM2.5) associated with
existing and proposed conditions. Combined net increases in emissions associated with the proposed
General Plan have also been calculated and presented in the table. As depicted, implementation of the
proposed General Plan would result in combined net increases of approximately 12 tons/year of ROG,
10 tons/year of NOx, 37 tons/year PM10, and 8 tons/year PM2.5. While not a specific development
project, the proposed General Plan would be within the BAAQMD thresholds of significance for
operational emissions of 15 tons/year for all pollutants except PM10.
However, the zoning and General Plan designation for both parcels has been factored into the CMGP
EIR for potential GHG emissions and impacts. Although the proposed project includes expansion of the
school footprint, the current enrollment of the school will not increase and new construction is generally
limited to areas of existing disturbance. As a result, no new vehicle trips are required and thus no
cumulative impacts would be associated with the new facilities. Based on new construction required to
replace the existing Domes classrooms, potential projects impacts would be insufficient by magnitude to
influence climate change or result in a substantial contribution to the global GHG inventory. Furthermore,
the development application is subject to regulations and guidelines for reducing GHG emissions such
as Title 24 and green building compliance. Therefore, the proposed project would have a less than
significant impact and no mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10)
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Discussion b): Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or regulation for the purpose of reducing
the emissions of greenhouse gases?
Less Than Significant Impact. In March 2016, the Town of Corte Madera accepted a Final Climate
Action Plan (CAP), which focuses on the efforts Corte Madera can take to reduce its greenhouse gas
emissions and mitigate, to the extent feasible at the local level, the potential impacts of climate change.
The Town of Corte Madera's General Plan, adopted by the Town Council in April 2009, contains policies
and programs that promote community sustainability and effective management of renewable and nonrenewable natural resources through energy conservation, and solid waste management and recycling
in Chapter 3.0 Resource Conservation and Sustainability.
Demolition of existing structures for this project includes removal of the two Domes structures and minor
modifications to the existing single family residence at 5164 Paradise Drive. Removal of the two existing
Domes structures will generate construction debris which will require waste disposal. GHG reduction
strategies identified in the CAP, include the goal for “Zero Waste” (CAP 3-1), which strives to increase
the waste diversion rate to 86 percent by the year 2020 and 94 percent by the year 2030. This goal can
be achieved through implementation of CAP 3-1.f, which calls for increasing mandatory construction and
demolition diversion rates beyond the rate required by State building codes.
Compliance with the CMGP EIR and specifically with mitigation measure MM 4.5 1b and MM 4.5 1c
would reduce impacts to less than significant levels. This requires project compliance with BAAQMD’s
requirements involving lead paint and asbestos and construction emission control measures that are
appropriate for the specifics of the project (e.g., length of time of construction and distance from sensitive
receptors). BAAQMD’s approach to developing a Threshold of Significance for GHG emissions is to
identify the emissions level for which a project would not be expected to substantially conflict with existing
California legislation adopted to reduce statewide GHG emissions needed to move us towards climate
stabilization. If a project would generate GHG emissions above the threshold level, it would be considered
to contribute substantially to a cumulative impact, and would be considered significant.
As shown in Response VII(a) above, the proposed project is less than the BAAQMD’s screening level for
GHG emissions and would result in a less than significant impact. Therefore, the project would not
substantially conflict with the emission reduction requirements of AB 32. In addition to the Corte Madera
CAP, the Marin County Climate Action Plan (MCCAP) (2015 Update), adopted in August 2015, is
consistent with the implementation requirements of AB 32 and SB 375. The MCCAP is in compliance to
the BAAQMD’s CEQA Guidelines for GHG reduction plans and provides guidance for reducing GHG
emissions within the County through sustainable actions, including use of energy efficient vehicles, waste
reduction, renewable energy production, and water conservation among others. Therefore, the project
would not conflict with the MCCAP and is considered less than significant.
Another component to Greenhouse Gas Emissions analysis is the issue of Sea Level Rise. This is a
particular concern for government agencies and residents located within coastal areas. The following
analysis evaluates the potential for the proposed project to contribute to Sea Level Rise.
The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) constructed several emission
trajectories of greenhouse gases needed to stabilize global temperatures and climate change impacts.
The IPCC predicted that global mean temperature change from 1990 to 2100, given six scenarios, could
range from 1.1 degrees Centigrade (°C) to 6.4°C. Regardless of analytical methodology, global average
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temperatures and sea levels are expected to rise under all scenarios (IPCC 2007). The Pacific Institute,
with support from the California Energy Commission, California Department of Transportation, and the
Ocean Protection Council, prepared impact maps showing the potential extent of coastal flooding and
erosion under one scenario that involved a sea level rise of 1.4 meters (55 inches or 4 feet 7 inches).
This scenario represents the medium to high greenhouse gas emissions scenario, but does not reflect
the worst-case that could occur. The scenario estimates that the 1.4-meter sea- level rise would occur
by 2100. The impact maps were prepared for and are available in the document, Impacts of Sea-Level
Rise on the California Coast.
The subject property is partially within a FEMA flood zone AE, with a base flood elevation of 10’ (North
American Vertical Datum - NAVD 1988). The new classroom facility (replacement of the two Domes
structures) will be located outside the 10’ AE BFE zone. The existing single family residence at 5164
Paradise Drive is currently located within the 10’ BFE flood zone, but no modification are proposed for
this structure that would expand the footprint of disturbance. Furthermore, the existing finished floor
elevation for this structure is currently at 11.84’ NAVD ’88. Per the Corte Madera Town Code for
development in Flood Hazard areas, new construction is required to be at or above 11.7’ NAVD ‘88 2.
The existing structure complies with this provision and therefore the proposed project would not increase
development below the existing flood plain designation for the subject property. As such, the proposed
project is in compliance with Chapter 7: Flood and Flood Plain Management, of the CMGP, and the
included policy provisions to address flooding and drainage related impacts. Furthermore,
implementation of the CMGP EIR mitigation measures MM 4.8.2 (a, b and c) would ensure that the
proposed project would continue to be in compliance for development within a FEMA floodplain and flood
hazard area.
Implementation of the Town of Corte Madera’s General Plan and recently adopted CAP would ensure
project impacts would be less than significant and would not conflict with the implementation of plans,
policies, or regulations adopted for the purpose of reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Therefore, due
to the existing conditions and proposed improvements, the impact is considered less than significant and
no mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 13, 14)

2

On March 16, 2016, the revised FIRM for the Town of Corte Madera became effective. As a result of the map change, the Base Flood Elevation
(BFE) increased in height from elevation 9 NAVD (North American Vertical Datum of 1988) to 10 NAVD. The current code references a BFE
equal to elevation 6 NGVD (National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929) which is roughly equal to 8.7 NAVD. Per CMMC Chapter 16.10.080
(a)(3)(i) - Provisions for flood hazard reduction: In zones A1-A30, elevated to a height equal to or exceeding one foot above the base flood
elevation specified on the FIRM, plus the amount of ultimate settlement anticipated for the structure. The base flood elevati on in zone A1,
as shown on the FIRM, is elevation 6 NGVD.
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VIII.

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-ThanSignificant With
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a. Create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through the routine transport,
use, or disposal of hazardous materials?
b. Create a significant hazard to the public or
the environment through reasonably
foreseeable upset and accident conditions
involving the release of hazardous materials
into the environment?

c. Emit

hazardous emissions or handle
hazardous or acutely hazardous materials,
substances, or waste within one-quarter mile
of an existing or proposed school?

d. Be located on a site which is included on a
list of hazardous materials sites compiled
pursuant to Government Code Section
65962.5 and, as a result, would it create a
significant hazard to the public or the
environment?

e. For a project located within an airport land
use plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public airport
or public use airport, would the project result
in a safety hazard for people residing or
working in the project area?

f.

For a project within the vicinity of a private
airstrip, would the project result in a safety
hazard for people residing or working in the
project area?

g. Impair implementation of or physically
interfere with an adopted emergency
response plan or emergency evacuation
plan?

h. Expose people or structures to a significant
risk of loss, injury or death involving wildland
fires, including where wildlands are adjacent
to urbanized areas or where residences are
intermixed with wildlands?

Discussion a): Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the routine
transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials?
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Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporation. The major transportation route in
proximity to the project site is US Highway 101 to the west of the subject property. Paradise Drive is a
major east-west road connecting east Corte Madera to the Tiburon peninsula. Surrounding land uses
mainly consist of medium to low density residential, school uses, and open space. Transportation
accidents involving hazardous materials could occur on Paradise Drive, which provide access to the
project site. However, the proposed improvements on the subject property include new classroom
facilities for elementary and pre-school aged students. No hazardous materials would be included in the
construction or long term use of the school property. Use of the subject property is not expected to
transport, use, or dispose of significant amounts of hazardous materials. Hazardous materials would be
limited to those associated with property maintenance including common landscaping fertilizers,
pesticides, paint, solvent, and petroleum products. These materials would be used in limited quantities
and are not considered a significant hazard to the public.
The proposed project includes the demolition of the Domes- classroom structures on the east side of the
main campus. As such, demolition work could require transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials
during construction. Removal of demolition debris may contain hazardous building materials such as
asbestos-containing pipe, asbestos-containing materials, polychlorinated biphenyls, and lead containing
paints. As a result, the potential for disposal of hazardous materials would require the following mitigation
measure:
MM HAZ-1:

Prior to submittal for a demolition permit, the project sponsor shall use a qualified and
licensed professional to prepare a hazardous building materials survey for all structures
proposed for demolition or renovation as part of the project. All lead-based paint and
asbestos-containing materials (ACM) shall be abated by a certified contractor in
accordance with local, state, and federal requirements. All hazardous materials shall be
removed from buildings prior to demolition in accordance with California Division of
Occupational Safety and Health (DOSH) and California Department of Toxic Substances
Control (DTSC) regulations. A completion of abatement activities report shall be prepared
by a qualified professional and submitted to the Town prior to permit approval.

Implementation of this mitigation measure would reduce potential impacts from release of hazardous
materials during building demolition to a less-than-significant levels and no further mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3)
Discussion b): Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through reasonably
foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous materials into the
environment?
Less Than Significant Impact. The project site contains one residential unit and several classroom
buildings and there are no known hazardous materials currently stored, used, or delivered to the project
area. Development and use of the subject property would be education/day care in nature, and is not
expected to upset or release hazardous materials into the environment. As discussed in Response VIII(a)
above, hazardous materials would be limited to those associated with property maintenance including
common landscaping fertilizers, pesticides, paint, solvent, and petroleum products. These materials
would be used in limited quantities and are not considered a significant hazard to the public. Disposal
needs of any on-site hazardous materials handled during project construction are addressed under
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Response VII (a) above mitigation measure HAZ-1. Potential impacts associated with the proposed
project are, therefore, considered less than significant and no further mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3)
Discussion c): Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials,
substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school?
Less Than Significant Impact. As discussed in Response VIII(a) and (b) above, the proposed project
involves replacement of existing school related uses on the subject property. The current and proposed
use is as an academic/school facility and there are currently no hazardous emissions or hazardous
materials on site. The Marin Country Day school is located about 500 feet south across Paradise Drive.
The Cove School is located approximately a half-mile to the west of the subject property. As an existing
school facility and use, there would be no hazardous emissions or the handling or hazardous or acutely
hazardous substances or waste. Some hazardous materials could be used in the daily maintenance of
the subject property, but not in quantity considered hazardous to sensitive receptors. Therefore, the
impact is considered less than significant and no mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3)
Discussion d): Be located on a site which is included on a list of hazardous materials sites
compiled pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result, would it create a
significant hazard to the public or the environment?
No Impact. The project site is not included on a list of hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to
Government Code Section 65962.5. The proposed project includes replacement of an existing academic
facility for elementary aged students, and therefore would not create a significant hazard to the public or
environment.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 24)
Discussion e): For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has not
been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the project result
in a safety hazard for people residing or working in the project area?
No impact. The project site is not located within an airport land use plan. There are no air-related
facilities in the existing Town limits; however, there are two airports within approximately 14 miles and 12
miles of Corte Madera within Marin County. Marin County Airport at Gnoss Field is located at 351 Airport
Road in the City of Novato, approximately 14 miles from Corte Madera. The nearest general aviation
airport is the San Rafael Airport located at 400 Smith Ranch Road in San Rafael, approximately 12 miles
from Corte Madera. The project area is not within the safety zones (or Comprehensive Land Use area)
of either airport. The project site is not located within an airport land use plan, nor within 2 miles of a
public airport or public use airport. Therefore, no impact would result from implementation of the project
and as such, no mitigation measures are required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3)
Discussion f): For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the project result in a
safety hazard for people residing or working in the project area?
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No impact. See Item VIII(e) above. There are no airstrip-related facilities in the existing Town limits. The
project is not located within the vicinity of a private airstrip. No impact would occur in regards to an airport
safety hazard for people residing and working in the project area since no such facilities exist within the
project vicinity.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3)
Discussion g): Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency
response plan or emergency evacuation plan?
No impact. The proposed project would not impair or physically interfere with an adopted emergency
response or evacuation plan because the project does not include any actions that would interfere with
emergency response and evacuation plan policies adopted by the Town or other emergency agency
responsible for emergency preparedness. Furthermore, primary access to all major roads would be
maintained during construction and operation of the proposed project. Therefore, no associated impacts
would occur.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 10)
Discussion h): Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving
wildland fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where residences are
intermixed with wildlands?
Less Than Significant Impact. The project site is located within the Wildland Urban Interface (WUI)
zone. Although, the proposed project is located in an urban area, surrounded by existing development
including mostly irrigated vegetation, the Ring Mountain open space area is south of the project site
behind the Marin Country Day School and Ridge Apartments. However, the subject property is not located
adjacent to a woodland or heavily forested area. The proposed project entails the annexation of a single
family residential property and the replacement of two classroom structures with one similar sized facility.
New construction is required to meet fire code for WUI compliance. There is only a limited fire threat to
the project site and the proposed project would not increase the risk of wildland fires. As such, the
proposed project would not expose people or structures to a risk of loss, injury or death involving wildland
fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where residences are intermixed with
wildlands. Therefore, the impact would be less than significant.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3)

IX.

HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-ThanSignificant With
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:

a. Violate any water quality standards or waste
discharge requirements?

b. Substantially deplete groundwater supplies
or interfere substantially with groundwater
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recharge such that there would be a net
deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering of the
local groundwater table level (e.g., the
production rate of pre-existing nearby wells
would drop to a level which would not
support existing land uses or planned uses
for which permits have been granted)?

c. Substantially alter the existing drainage
pattern of the site or area, including through
the alteration of the course of a stream or
river, in a manner which would result in
substantial erosion or siltation on- or offsite?

d. Substantially alter the existing drainage
pattern of the site or area, including through
the alteration of the course of a stream or
river, or substantially increase the rate or
amount of surface runoff in a manner which
would result in flooding on- or off- site?

e. Create or contribute runoff water which
would exceed the capacity of existing or
planned storm water drainage systems or
provide substantial additional sources of
polluted runoff?

f.

Otherwise
quality?

substantially

degrade

water

g. Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard
area as mapped on a federal Flood Hazard
Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or
other flood hazard delineation map?

h. Place within a 100-year flood hazard area
structures which would impede or redirect
flood flows?

i.

Expose people or structures to a significant
risk of loss, injury or death involving
flooding, including flooding as a result of
the failure of a levee or dam?

j.

Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow?

Discussion a): Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements?
Less Than Significant Impact. The proposed project includes annexation of an existing developed
single family residential property and the demolition of two classroom buildings and replacement with one
similar sized structure. Each property within the proposed project has existing landscaping including
irrigation and drainage. Although the construction of the new facility will include modifications to the
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existing landscaping, these changes will be minor in scope and will include drainage and irrigation plans
pursuant to Corte Madera requirements. To minimize water quality impacts associated with the proposed
project, construction activities would be required to comply with a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
(SWPPP) consistent with the General Permit for Stormwater Discharge Associated with Construction
Activity (Construction Activity General Permit). Additionally, the proposed project would also implement
stormwater control measures such as Low Impact Development (LID) and Best Management Practices
(BMP’s) per the Town’s Manual of Stormwater Quality Control Standards for New Development and
Redevelopment. Therefore, the project would have a less than significant impact and no mitigation is
required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 16)
Discussion b): Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with groundwater
recharge such that there would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering of the local groundwater
table level (e.g., the production rate of pre-existing nearby wells would drop to a level which would not
support existing land uses or planned uses for which permits have been granted)?

No Impact. The proposed project includes the annexation of an existing residential property with existing
water service. The project also includes demolition and replacement of a classroom facility on the existing
Marin Montessori Campus which also has existing water service. Both properties are currently supplied
with water from the Marin Municipal Water District and do not include proposals to use any groundwater.
For these reasons, the proposed project would not use any groundwater resources or lower the local
groundwater table. The project would include modifications to the on-site landscaping with minimal
change to the impervious area on the project site. However, the project design includes new landscaping
and a drainage plan designed to collect surface water runoff. The development of the project would not
interfere with groundwater recharge nor would it deplete supplies and therefore there would be no impact.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 16, 21)
Discussion c): Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including
through the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner which would result in
substantial erosion or siltation on- or off- site?
Less Than Significant Impact. See Response IX(a) above. The design and construction of new
improvements are subject to review by the Town Engineer and Public Works Department, and are subject
to the requirements of the Marin County Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program (MCSTOPPP). The
project requires a water quality certification from the RWQCB for the discharge to waters of the US and
State of California associated with the construction of the new classrooms facility. Town building permit
standard requirements also include the submission of an erosion control plan, which includes the
measures that would be taken to prevent loose dirt and soil from entering into San Francisco Bay.
Implementation of standard requirements from the Town of Corte Madera, MCSTOPPP, and RWQCB
would ensure that the project does not violate any water quality standards or impair water quality.
Because the proposed project would not alter any existing streams or drainage patterns, and surface
water runoff is controlled onsite, potential impacts from erosion or siltation are considered less than
significant.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 16, 21)
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Discussion d): Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including
through the alteration of the course of a stream or river, or substantially increase the rate or
amount of surface runoff in a manner which would result in flooding on- or off- site?
Less Than Significant Impact. As described in Response IX(c) above, the proposed project would not
substantially alter existing drainage patterns of the site or vicinity. There are no streams or rivers within
the project vicinity and the site does not include any streams or rivers, which could be altered by the
proposed project. Onsite surface run-off associated with new development would be managed by an
Erosion and Sediment Control Plan (ESCP) plan and implemented stormwater control measures such
as Low Impact Development (LID) and Best Management Practices (BMP’s). Because the proposed
project would not alter existing drainage patterns or substantially increase surface water runoff, potential
impacts resulting in flooding are considered less than significant and no mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 16, 21)
Discussion e): Create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing or
planned storm water drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of polluted
runoff?
Less Than Significant Impact. As described in Response IX(c) and (d) above, the proposed project
would not substantially alter existing drainage patterns of the site or vicinity. Onsite surface run-off
associated with the proposed project shall be managed by an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan (ESCP)
plan and implemented stormwater control measures such as Low Impact Development (LID) and Best
Management Practices (BMP’s). Because the proposed project would not contribute to runoff water that
would substantially exceed the capacity of existing or planned storm water drainage systems, potential
impacts resulting in polluted runoff are considered less than significant and no mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 16, 21)
Discussion f): Otherwise substantially degrade water quality?
Less Than Significant Impact. No significant impacts were found in regards to degrading water quality.
No additional water quality impacts other than those described earlier in this section are anticipated. The
proposed project is not anticipated to result in water quality impacts. Short-term impacts that could result
from construction would be minimal and would be managed by an erosion control plan and best
management practices. Furthermore, there are no long-term operational impacts on water quality.
Therefore, the proposed project would not substantially degrade water quality and the impact would be
less that significant.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 16, 21
Discussion g): Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard area as mapped on a federal Flood
Hazard Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other flood hazard delineation map?
No impact. Although portions of the subject property are located within a FEMA mapped 100-year flood
hazard area (Zone AE – 10’ BFE), there is no housing proposed as part of the project. Although there is
an existing single family residence on the subject property it will be converted to classroom uses with no
residential components. Modifications or physical improvements included in the proposed projects would
be above the BFE for the subject property and in compliance with the requirements for Flood Hazard
Area development in the Town of Corte Madera. New construction on the main campus would be located
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in areas outside the BFE for the subject property. Therefore, because there is no housing proposed on
the project site, there is no impact and no mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 15, 16)
Discussion h): Place within a 100-year flood hazard area structures which would impede or
redirect flood flows?
Less Than Significant Impact. The parcels included in the proposed project have portions located
within a FEMA mapped 100-year flood hazard area, Zone AE, with a BFE of 10’. However, components
of the project that involve construction within the 100-year flood area includes the repurposing and
conversion of an existing single family residence to classroom uses by the MMS. This conversion does
not require new footprint of disturbance or expansion in the flood hazard area. Furthermore, the existing
single family residence has a finished floor elevation above the flood hazard elevation. These
improvements and modifications to the existing structure will not result in impeded or redirected flood
flows. Other components of the proposed project, including the demolition and replacement of classroom
structures on the main campus, will be constructed outside the 100-year flood hazard area. As a result,
there are no proposed improvements that would alter the drainage pattern or redirect flood flows.
Therefore, there impact is considered less than significant and no mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 15, 16)
Discussion i): Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving
flooding, including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam?
Less Than Significant Impact. There are no dams or levees located near the subject property. The
closest dammed reservoir, Phoenix Lake in Ross, is approximately 5.3 miles to the west. Hazard
mapping of dam inundation indicates that the closest flooding to the subject property would be
approximately 1.25 miles to the northwest at the mouth of Corte Madera Creek where it enters San
Francisco Bay. Furthermore, the proposed project includes the renovation and repurposing of existing
structures with finished flood elevations above the requirement for areas within a flood plain. Therefore,
potential impacts are considered less than significant and no mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 15, 16)
Discussion j): Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow?
Less Than Significant impact. See Section VII above. The proposed project is located in an area
subject to flooding due to tsunamis or seiches, as mapped on the Marin County GIS database and within
the FEMA AE flood zone (10’ BFE). An existing single family residence located within the AE zone would
be converted to a classroom facility, however, the existing finished floor elevation is in compliance with
the requirements for construction in a flood hazard area. Additionally, proposed construction on the main
campus portion of the property, but outside the AE zone, would also be consistent with the requirements
for finished floor elevations with regards to flood hazard areas. Although the Town of CMGP and General
Plan EIR do not specifically reference impacts related to tsunami or seiches, in Chapter 7: Flooding and
Flood Plain Management, the goals and policies contained therein are meant to reduce issues and
impacts related to flooding. Implementation of those goals and policies will also address potential impacts
related to tsunamis or seiches. Furthermore, the project location is susceptible to liquefaction and ground
shaking consistent with earthquake related activities. Mitigation measures contained in Section VI above
are meant to reduce potential impacts related to geologic hazards related to earthquakes to less than
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significant levels. This includes recommended construction methods for foundations and other structural
components. Implementation of the mitigation measures would also ensure that the project is designed
to be more resistant to damage from flooding, tsunamis, seiches, and related water-borne debris.
Implementation of the proposed construction methods contained in mitigation measures MM GEO-1 and
2, and the fact that the FFE for existing and proposed structures are above the 10’ BFE for Zone AE,
would reduce the impacts related to inundation by secihe, tsunami, or mudflow to less than significant
levels and no further mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 15, 16)

X.

LAND USE AND PLANNING
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-ThanSignificant With
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:

a. Physically divide an established community?
b. Conflict with any applicable land use plan,
policy, or regulation of an agency with
jurisdiction over the project (including, but
not limited to the general plan, specific plan,
local coastal program, or zoning ordinance)
adopted for the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an environmental effect?

c. Conflict

with any applicable habitat
conservation plan or natural community
conservation plan?

Discussion a): Physically divide an established community?
No Impact. The project site is surrounded by existing development including residential and school
properties. The project site is also developed with an existing single family residence. Although the
proposed project includes changing the existing zoning of the residential parcel, it does not include
removal of existing structures nor physically diving an established community. The project does not
propose any new roadways or other significant infrastructure improvements that would restrict access or
require a diversion for existing travel routes. For these reasons the proposed project would have no
impact related to physically dividing a community.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3)
Discussion b): Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency with
jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the general plan, specific plan, local
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coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect?
Less Than Significant Impact. The proposed project and project site are governed by the CMGP and
Corte Madera Municipal Code. There are two properties included in the proposed project: 5200 and 5168
Paradise Drive, the main Marin Montessori School Campus, and 5164 Paradise Drive, a residential
property currently developed with an existing single family residence and accessory structures. The
current uses of both properties are consistent with the applicable General Plan designations and Zoning
Code districts for each property. However, the proposed project includes the annexation of the 5164
Paradise Drive property for use as classroom facilities and campus expansion by the Marin Montessori
School. As such, to allow school uses and conversion to a classroom, a Rezoning is required for the
5164 Paradise Drive property since the existing R-1-A zoning district does not currently allow school
uses. The requested Rezoning would change from the current use designation R-1-A to the new P/SP
zoning. This zone change would create one singular consistent use of the expanded MMS campus.
ZONING ORDINANCE AND GENERAL PLAN
The most recent comprehensive update of the Zoning Ordinance for Corte Madera was adopted by the
Town Council in 1994 under Ordinance 785. The Zoning Ordinance is a primary tool for implementing
the policies of the General Plan, and addresses physical development standards and criteria for the
Town. Government Code §65860 requires municipalities to maintain consistency between their Zoning
Ordinance and their adopted General Plan. The Corte Madera General Plan was most recently updated
in 2009. The Land Use Element contains 15 land use designations and applies such designation in
accordance with the General Plan Land Use Diagram (Figure 2.4 of the Corte Madera General Plan).
The existing Marin Montessori campus is located within the Public and Semi-Public Facilities General
Plan land use designation. The existing single-family home at 5164 Paradise Drive is located in the LowDensity Residential General Plan land use designation. The following descriptions of these specific
General Plan land uses are listed below:
General Plan Chapter 2.5: LAND USE DESIGNATIONS AND RANGE OF ALLOWABLE LAND USES
Public and Semi-Public Facilities
This designation includes uses that service a public or semi-public function, including public and private
schools, places of religious assembly, and public buildings such as Town Hall and the California
Department of Motor Vehicles. It also allows areas necessary for public service installations, including
public and private drainage ways, retention ponds and flood control facilities, such as pump stations,
floodgates and floodwalls, and other sites necessary for public facilities and services. Uses accessory to
public facilities, including recreational pathways, are also allowed in this designation.
Zoning Districts consistent with the Public and Semi-Public Facilities designation include:
P/SP (Public and Semi-Public Facilities District); FC (Flood Control and Drainage Facilities
District)
Low-Density Residential
Development within these areas pursuant to the General Plan is limited to single-family homes and
accessory residential uses that have low intensity characteristics, including second residential units.
Additionally, schools, day-care centers, places of religious assembly and nursing homes may be
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permitted. Minimum lot size is 7,500 square feet. Minimum Lot Size: 7,500 square feet Residential
Development Density: From 0.2 to 6.0 dwelling units per gross acre Approximate Population Density:
From 0.5 to 14.5 persons per gross acre
Zoning Districts consistent with the Low-Density Residential designation include: R-1-A
(Low-Density Residential District); R-1 (Medium-Density Residential District); CTH
(Christmas Tree Hill Overlay District); BRNH (Baylands Risk Zone and Natural Habitat
Overlay District)
As indicated above in the General Plan descriptions, school use may generally be permitted in the LowDensity Residential land use designation. In addition, General Plan Policy LU-2.7 and Implementation
Program LU-2.7.a set forth Town policy to amend the Zoning Ordinance to permit (potentially as a
conditional use) school uses in residential zoning districts (see below). However, the current Zoning
Ordinance does not include specific language to allow for schools as a permitted or conditionally
permitted use in an R-1-A zone. As a result, the conversion of uses from low density residential to school
use may generally be consistent with General plan policy, but given Zoning Ordinance amendments have
not been implemented to create specific standards, the applicant is required to seek a zoning district
change to the P/SP Zoning District, where schools are currently permitted.
POLICY LU-2.7 Residential Districts shall provide for a range of supporting services to meet
special community needs, such as schools, places of religious assembly, day care operations
and quasi-public uses and activities. Most non-residential uses, particularly for activities that may
present questions of potential land use incompatibility within a residential neighborhood, should
be considered by conditional use permit. In no instance shall a supporting service use be allowed
in a residential neighborhood if it would create an unsafe traffic or public safety condition.
Implementation Program LU-2.7.a: Allowed and accessory Uses
Amend provisions of the Zoning Ordinance to specify the range of allowed and accessory uses
in residential zones, including those uses which would require approval of a conditional use
permit.
Although a Zoning Map change is required to incorporate 5164 Paradise Drive into the Marin Montessori
campus, a General Plan Amendment is not necessarily required. Nonetheless, the proposed project is
requesting a General Plan Amendment in order to create consistency between the proposed P/SP Zoning
District and General Plan land use designation, and to ensure that the entire Marin Montessori campus
has the same Public and Semi-Public Facilities land use designation.
Given the above General Plan policies, there is a less than significant impact related to the conversion
of a residential property to public and school uses. For these reasons the proposed zoning change for
5164 Paradise Drive is considered a less than significant impact and no further mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3)
Discussion c): Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or natural community
conservation plan?
No Impact. The proposed project is considered an infill project and is consistent with the existing land
uses established by the current zoning and General Plan policies and subsequent certified EIR. There
are no adopted habitat conservation plans in the project area. However, as discussed in Section IV (f)
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above, the Town of Corte Madera is within the boundaries of the Recovery Plan for Serpentine Soil
Species of the San Francisco Bay Region and the BCDC San Francisco Bay Plan (SFBP). Although the
project site does contain resources protected or conserved by these plans, most notably marine wetlands,
there is no disturbance or development proposed in or near these areas. The floating portion of the
existing pier located on the 5164 Paradise Drive property is proposed to be removed as part of the
proposed project. In email correspondence with BCDC staff members, proposed removal of the floating
dock would be conducted pursuant to established protocols for floating debris removal. There would be
no direct or indirect impact to sensitive habitat as a result of removing the floating pier and thus no impact
to areas governed by the SFBP.
The proposed project would not result in an impact on any sensitive plant or animal species covered by
a habitat conservation plan or natural community conservation plan, nor would it interfere with the
implementation of such plans. As such, the project would have no impact with regard to conflicts with any
applicable habitat conservation plan or natural community conservation plan.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, )

XI.

MINERAL RESOURCES
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-ThanSignificant With
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:

a. Result in the loss of availability of a known
mineral resource that would be of value to
the region and the residents of the state?

b. Result in the loss of availability of a
locally-important mineral resource recovery
site delineated on a local general plan,
specific plan or other land use plan?

Discussion a): Result in the loss of availability of a known mineral resource that would be of value
to the region and the residents of the state
No Impact. The project site is currently developed with an existing elementary school/day care and single
family residence and accessory unit. There are no known mineral resources of value to the region or
state on the project site and therefore, there would be no loss of availability and no impact.
(Sources: 1, 3)
Discussion b): Result in the loss of availability of a locally-important mineral resource recovery
site delineated on a local general plan, specific plan or other land use plan?
No Impact. See discussion in XI(a), above. The project site is not delineated within the CMGP, a specific
plan, or other land use plan as a locally-important mineral resource recovery site. As such, the project
would have no impact with regard to the loss of availability of a locally important mineral recovery site.
(Sources: 1, 3)
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XII.

NOISE
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-ThanSignificant With
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project result in:

a. Exposure of persons to or generation of
noise levels in excess of standards
established in the local general plan or noise
ordinance, or applicable standards of other
agencies?

b. Exposure of persons to or generation of
excessive ground borne vibration or ground
borne noise levels?

c. A substantial permanent increase in ambient
noise levels in the project vicinity above
levels existing without the project?

d. A substantial temporary or periodic increase
in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity
above levels existing without the project?

e. For a project located within an airport land
use plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public airport
or public use airport, would the project
expose people residing or working in the
project area to excessive noise levels?

f.

For a project within the vicinity of a private
airstrip, would the project expose people
residing or working in the project area to
excessive noise levels?

The Marin Montessori School contracted the services of Charles M. Salter Associates, Inc. (CSA) to
prepare an acoustical impact assessment pursuant to CEQA on April 5, 2016. A site visit was conducted
on March 14, 2016 and noise measurements were taken at the drop-off turnaround area (which is also a
playground/basketball court), the existing eastern property line, and the proposed future eastern property
line. Additionally, measurements were taken using two long-term noise monitors that measured
continuously from the afternoon of March 14, 2016 to the evening of March 16, 2016. Figure 1 of the
report (see Appendix D) shows the long-term measurement locations and measured noise levels. The
monitors were located on telephone poles approximately 12 feet above grade. A second site visit and
noise measurements were conducted in January 2017 to evaluate ambient noise levels at the proposed
future eastern property line. Three monitors along the proposed future campus property line (L3, L4, and
L5) measured continuously between the afternoons of 25th and 27th of January 2017.
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Noise at the site is dominated by traffic along Paradise Drive. From 11:15 am to noon (during lunch
time/recess) and from approximately 3:15pm to 4:30pm (when school lets out and during the after school
activity program), playground activity noises (e.g., voices and basketball) also contribute to the noise
environment at the existing and proposed eastern property lines. CSA assumed that there are up to 50
students using the playground at any one time.
Per the CMGP Chapter 8: Public Safety and Hazards, noise is often described as unwanted sound, and
is defined as any pressure variation in air that the human ear can detect. If the pressure variations occur
frequently enough (at least 20 times per second), they can be heard and hence are called sound. The
number of pressure variations per second is called the frequency of sound, and is expressed as cycles
per second, called Hertz (Hz). Measuring sound directly in terms of pressure would require a very large
and awkward range of numbers. To avoid this, the decibel scale was devised. The decibel scale uses
the hearing threshold (20 micropascals) as a point of reference, defined as 0 dB. Other sound pressures
are then compared to the reference pressure, and the logarithm is taken to keep the numbers in a
practical range. The decibel scale allows a million-fold increase in pressure to be expressed as 120 dB.
Another useful aspect of the decibel scale is that changes in levels (dB) correspond closely to human
perception of relative loudness.
The perceived loudness of sounds is dependent upon sound pressure level and frequency content.
However, within the usual range of environmental noise levels, perception of loudness is relatively
predictable, and can be approximated by weighing the frequency response of a sound level meter by
means of the standardized A-weighing network. There is a strong correlation between A-weighted sound
levels (expressed as dBA) and community response to noise. For this reason, the A-weighted sound
level has become the standard tool of environmental noise assessment.
Examples of A-weighted sound levels of some common noise sources:
• Soft whisper at 2 feet 30 decibels
• Background noise in a residence 40 decibels
• Open office background noise 50 decibels
• Normal conversation at 5-10 feet 60 decibels
• Commercial jet aircraft interior 70 decibels
• Locomotive at 300 feet 80 decibels
• Bulldozer at 50 feet 90 decibels
Community noise is commonly described in terms of the “ambient” noise level, which is defined as the
all-encompassing noise level associated with a given noise environment. A common statistical tool to
measure the ambient noise level is the average, or equivalent, sound level (Leq), which corresponds to
a steady-state A-weighted sound level containing the same total energy as a time-varying signal over a
given time period (usually one hour). The Leq is the foundation of the composite noise descriptor, Ldn,
and shows good correlation with community response to noise.
The Day-Night Average Level (Ldn) is based upon the average noise level over a 24-hour day, with a
+10 decibel weighing applied to noise occurring during nighttime (10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.) hours. The
nighttime penalty is based upon the assumption that people react to nighttime noise exposures as though
they were twice as loud as daytime exposures. Because Ldn represents a 24-hour average, it tends to
disguise short-term variations in the noise environment.
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Discussion a): Exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in excess of standards
established in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable standards of other
agencies?
Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporation. Based on the January 2017
measurements provided by CSA, the measured Daytime Leq along the proposed future property line at
5156 Paradise Drive ranged from 50 to 55 dBA3 (as indicated on Figure 1 in the February 13, 2017 CSA
report). . Based on typical school activities, the daytime hours for the proposed project were assessed
between 7 am to 6 pm, when the potential for noise-generating activities would be most likely.
The existing daytime background noise level at the new property line ranged from 50 to 55 dBA3. This
exceeds the Leq 50 dBA standard in Table 8.2 of the General Plan Policy PSH - 5.2 which stipulates that
the maximum allowable daytime noise level at residential uses affected by non-transportation noise is
Leq 50 dBA. The general note located below Table 8.2 clarifies that the Table 8.2 standards shall be
reduced by 5 dB for sounds consisting primarily of speech or music, and for recurring impulsive sounds.
Additionally, if the existing ambient noise level exceeds the standards of Table 8.2, then the noise level
standards shall be increased at 5 dB increments to encompass the ambient. CSA has applied the general
note for the daytime noise level standard and concluded that the anticipated classroom activity noise
might consist primarily of speech. Therefore, the 5-dB penalty is applied and the Daytime Leq property
line criterion is reduced to be 45 to 50 dBA3.
The CMGP Noise Element states that the noise level of normal conversation at a distance of five to 10
feet is 60 dBA. The nearest outdoor deck, the existing north deck at 5164 Paradise Drive, is approximately
25 feet from the new property line and there is an approximately six-foot high fence between the
properties. The Montessori educational model does not include class lectures and therefore, the intended
student class activity that occurs on the exterior decks would be limited to small groups. Therefore,
student activity on the decks, in small groups of four to eight people (including students), would be
required to conform to the allowable noise limits and durations specified in Tables 1 and 2 of the February
13, 2017 CSA report. CSA did measure noise levels up to 79 dBA from voices at the playground (from
multiple children shouting simultaneously). Student activity consistent with playground-type atmosphere
would continue to occur on areas on the existing campus designated for this type of play and portions of
the western yard of 5164 Paradise Drive. No outdoor children play activity would occur on proposed
classroom decks on the 5164 Paradise Drive property or in the eastern side yard near the property line
with 5156 Paradise Drive.
To reduce potential noise transfer to the property line, the proposed Lower Classroom 1 (existing
residence at 5164 Paradise Drive) deck has been repositioned and redesigned. As proposed, it is
approximately 40 feet from the new property line and is largely shielded by the building (previously, the
deck was approximately 25 feet from the property line with line-of-sight). The Lower Classroom 2 (existing
cottage at 5164 Paradise Drive) deck has line-of-sight to the new property line, but is located
approximately 65 feet away. There is an approximately six-foot high fence between the 5164 and 5156
Paradise Drive properties. CSA calculations indicate that deck noise levels will be reduced by 16 dB from
Lower Classroom 1 and 18 dB from Lower Classroom 2 to the proposed future property line. To simplify
3

Two outlier hours were removed from our Daytime Leq calculations because measured noise levels during those hours were
significantly higher than the others. This was caused by repeated jet aircraft flyover during one hour and garden maintenance

during the other.
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the analysis, CSA conservatively assumed a noise reduction of 15 dB from the classroom decks to the
property line. Tables 1 and 2 of the CSA report below summarize the noise levels and duration of speech
activity necessary to achieve Daytime Leq 45 dBA and 50 dBA respectively.
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Tables Noise-1 & Table Noise-2 - Charles Salter & Associates, February 24, 2017
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The space between the eastern-most classroom and the proposed property line with 5156 Paradise Drive
is designated as a meditation space and a garden space in the project plans. No classroom activities
(lectures, group lessons) would occur in the area. Per the Town standard, normal conversation would
only be allowed in this area for approximately 20 minutes to just over one hour per day. Applying the
“one-hour” noise energy impact assessment, this would roughly translate to conversations of two minutes
to six minutes per hour. Given the intended use for the eastern yard area of 5164 Paradise Drive, the
amount and duration of any conversations in this area would be infrequent, thus the noise level and
durations determined by CSA would be similar to conversations in a typical backyard of a residential
neighborhood. However, to ensure ongoing compliance with long-term noise related impacts, the
following mitigation measure is required:
MM NOI-1a:

To reduce noise impacts during ongoing school operations, MMS shall implement
administrative noise control policies, including, the following:
a.

b.

c.

d.
e.

MM NOI-1b:

Regular recess/break and outdoor lunchtime play and all other active children play
shall remain within the existing play area on the main MMS campus and the portion
of 5164 Paradise Drive to the west of the existing main structure.
The use of the exterior eastern yard of 5164 Paradise Drive for MMS school
activities shall be limited to the hours of 7:30 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. during normal
school operations. Outdoor use in this area shall be restricted to normal
conversation, meditative/reading or silent activities. No group lessons or lectures
would be allowed in the meditative/garden area.
Outdoor MMS activities or group lessons on the Lower Classroom 1 deck or Lower
Classroom 2 deck during school hours (on 5164 Paradise Drive) shall be limited
to the noise levels and durations (per one-hour time periods) indicated in the
Tables 1 & 2 of the February 13, 2017 CSA report. It is recommended that
instructors or speakers focus the orientation of speech or noise to the west, or
away from 5156 Paradise Drive.
The use of sound-amplifying equipment associated with onsite exterior
recreational activities shall be prohibited on 5164 Paradise Drive.
Landscape maintenance activities shall be limited to between the hours of 7:30
a.m. and 6 p.m. on weekdays and between the hours of 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. on
Saturdays. Landscape maintenance activities shall be prohibited on Sundays and
legal holidays.

The project sponsor shall implement a noise monitoring program to confirm that mitigation
measure MM NOI-1a is sufficiently limiting noise to acceptable levels as defined by the
standards in CMGP Policy PSH-5.2. The project sponsor shall conduct a biannual noise
monitoring report (during regular school operating hours) prepared by a qualified
acoustical engineer, for submittal to the Town Planning Director, for two (2) years following
operation of the new school facilities on 5164 Paradise Drive.
If the results of the noise monitoring program indicate that outdoor usage of the deck areas
does not exceed the noise levels / duration as indicated in Tables 1 & 2 of the February
13, 2017 CSA report, the MMS can submit a revised noise level and duration program to
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the Town for review and approval by the Town’s acoustical engineer. If noise levels
exceed the thresholds indicated in the CSA report, the project sponsor submit a statement
to the Town Planning Director detailing how school activities will be modified to meet the
standards of CMGP Policy PSH-5.2.
The proposed project also includes the demolition of two Domes classrooms structures and replacement
with one similar sized classroom facility. Temporary impacts related to construction noise would be
anticipated during demolition and construction periods. CMGP policies related to construction noise
require limited construction hours and requirements for muffler.
Construction Noise
Chapter 8.5, Policy PSH- 5.7.a limits construction hours to between 7 a.m. and 5 p.m. on weekdays and
to between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. on weekends, unless an exemption is obtained.
Chapter 8.5, Policy PSH- 5.7.b requires that all internal combustion engines used in conjunction with
construction be muffled according to the equipment manufacturer's requirements.
Similarly, the Corte Madera Municipal Code includes provisions for operating procedures to limit impacts
related to construction noise:
Specific Maximum Noise Levels
Chapter 9.36 of the Towns Municipal Code contains the Noise Ordinance. Section 9.36.030 stipulates
that:
(a) Except as modified in subsections (c) and (d) below, it is unlawful for any person to operate
any machinery or equipment, pump, fan, air-conditioning apparatus, or similar mechanical device
or any radio receiving set, musical instrument, phonograph, television set, or other similar device
in any manner so as to create any noise which would cause the noise level at the property plane
of the property from which the noise is emitted to exceed the following values:
Table Noise-3: Specific Maximum Noise Levels

Zoning District
R-1-A, R-1, R-2
R-1-A, R-1, R-2
P, C
P, C

Time
10 p.m.—7 a.m.
7 a.m.—10 p.m.
10 p.m.—7 a.m.
7 a.m.—10 p.m.

Sound Level dBA
50
55
60
70

(b) If the measurement location is on a boundary between two zoning districts, the lower sound
level shall apply.
(c) The provisions of subsection (a) shall not apply to construction or demolition work performed
during the following times: Monday through Fridays from seven a.m. to five p.m.; and Saturdays
and Sundays from ten a.m. to five p.m.; provided, that all powered construction equipment is
equipped with intake and exhaust mufflers recommended by the manufacturers thereof; and
provided, further, pavement breakers and jackhammers shall also be equipped with acoustical
attenuating shields or shrouds recommended by the manufacturers thereof. In lieu of or in the
absence of manufacturer's recommendations, the town engineer shall have the authority to
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prescribe such means of accomplishing maximum noise attenuation as he deems to be in the
public interest, considering the available technology and economic feasibility.
(d) The provisions of subsection (a) shall not apply to any burglar alarm or other emergency
signaling device, nor to any standby machinery or equipment necessarily operated in emergency
situations.
The HVAC equipment will need to be selected and located such that it meets the residential property line
noise levels shown in Table 1. The HVAC equipment will be located at ground level and not on the roofs
of the new buildings. If necessary, enclosures and/or barriers can also be implemented to further mitigate
equipment noise levels. In order to ensure that HVAC equipment meets the maximum noise level
standards for the CMMC 9.36.030 the following mitigation measure is required:
MM NOI-2:

Selection of HVAC equipment for new construction shall meet the values listed in Table 1
of CMMC Chapter 9.36.030 for sound level measurements at the property boundary line.
The project sponsor shall submit manufacturing information and noise level
measurements to ensure proper compliance for noise levels.

Compliance with CMGP Policy PSH-5.7 and compliance with CMMC Section 9.36.030 would result in
reduced noise impacts to sensitive receptors. These standards include construction time restrictions and
muffler requirements.
With incorporation of mitigation measure MM NOI-1a, MM NOI-1b and MM NOI-2 this impact would be
considered less than significant and no further mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 11, 12)
Discussion b): Exposure of persons to or generation of excessive ground borne vibration or
ground borne noise levels?
Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporation. The proposed project includes
construction related activities to renovate the existing single family residential structure at 5164 Paradise
Drive and the demolition of two Domes classroom structures on the main campus and replacement with
one similar sized classroom structure. The existing east end student drop off area will be expanded as
part of the project. As noted in the project description above, the proposed project will separate into two
phases: Phase I, a four-month construction phase to renovate the existing structures on 5164 Paradise
Drive, and Phase II, primarily the demolition of the Domes structures and replacement with one new
classroom structure. Total duration for the two phases would be 11 months, however demolition in Phase
I is anticipated to be two weeks. Demolition and construction is estimated at 14 weeks during Phase II.
Construction activities will include site preparation work and outdoor deck framing. SA provided vibration
design criteria pursuant to the California Department of Transportation Vibration Guidance Manual to
understand human perception and construction damage. Table 18 of Cal DOT manual presents typical
vibration levels that could be expected from construction equipment at distances of 25 and 50 feet. Project
construction activities such as drilling, the use of jackhammers, rock drills and other high-power or
vibratory tools, and rolling stock equipment (tracked vehicles, compactors, etc.) may generate substantial
vibration in the immediate vicinity. Exterior deck and other circulation improvements and interior
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construction work are not anticipated to be sources of substantial vibration with the exception of sporadic
events such as dropping of heavy objects, which should be avoided.
Major construction activities are expected to occur over an approximate six-month period of time, but
substantial construction vibration during most of this time is not expected except during certain vibration
generating activities. Jackhammers typically generate vibration levels of 0.035 in/sec PPV at 25 feet and
drilling typically generates vibration levels of 0.09 in/sec PPV at a distance of 25 feet. Vibration levels will
vary depending on soil conditions, construction methods, and equipment used. The estimated setback
distances are based on the methodology contained in Section 7.2 of the Cal DOT document. On-site
measurements can be performed to confirm actual levels as needed.
Ground vibration-generating activities over the construction period could cause a significant impact
without implementation of reasonable measures to manage construction activities. Although the
proposed project includes a Construction Management Plan (See Appendix F) including best
management practices to limit potential noise control issues, implementation of the following mitigation
measure would reduce construction vibration impacts to less than significant levels:
MM NOI-3:

Prior to submittal for demolition, grading, or building permit, the project sponsor shall
submit to the Town Planning Director, a project level Construction Management Plan
including a Noise Management section, for review and approval. The Noise Management
section shall include descriptions of construction-related activities conducted in
accordance with the following:
•

Compaction activities using a vibratory roller should not be used within 50 feet of
the neighboring property line

•

Demolition, earth-moving, and ground-impacting operations should be phased so
as not to occur at the same time within 25 feet of the neighboring property

•

Construction activities shall be limited to the hours prescribed in the Town’s
General Plan and Noise Ordinance.

•

Post at the construction site in a conspicuous location, the name and phone
number of a designated construction coordinator who can respond to complaints
by suspending excessive noise activities or providing additional personnel or
equipment for noise control.

As a result of implementing mitigation measure MM NOI-3, the impact would be reduced to less than
significant levels and no further mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 11, 12)
Discussion c): A substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity
above levels existing without the project
Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporation. See discussion in XII(a), above.
Annexation of the single family residential property would eliminate an existing buffer between 5156
Paradise Drive and the MMS campus (the existing 5168 Paradise Drive property). Campus enrollment
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will not increase as a result of the proposed project, but because the residential property will be converted
to school uses, the perception that school activities will increase above existing levels could be felt by
the existing residence at 5156 Paradise Drive. Although 5164 Paradise Drive will be converted to
classroom uses (both the main residence and the cottage structure), outdoor active children play will only
be allowed on existing playground spaces located on the main campus property or on the western edge
of this property. To ensure existing school uses do not become a nuisance to the owners of 5156 Paradise
Drive, implementation of mitigation measure MM NOI-1a will reduce permanent increases in ambient
noise levels to less than significant levels.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 11, 12)
Discussion d): A substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels in the project
vicinity above levels existing without the project?
Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporation. See discussion in XII(a) and (b), above.
As discussed in the CSA report, construction noise has the potential to temporarily increase the ambient
noise levels at the project site. Construction activity will include the use of heavy equipment, for tree
removal and grading of the fire truck turnaround. Smaller equipment such as jack hammers, pneumatic
tools, and saws might also be used in various areas of the project. Table Noise-3 below shows noise
levels generated by typical construction equipment for various construction activities.
Table Noise-4: Typical Construction Activity Noise Levels 1
Construction
Activity
Demolition
Site preparation
Grading/excavation
Building - exterior
Building - interior
Paving

Equipment
Excavators, rubber tire dozers
Tractors/loaders/backhoes,
rubber tire dozers, water truck
Excavators, graders, rubber tire dozers,
tractors/loaders/backhoes, water truck
Forklifts, generators, tractors/
loaders/backhoes, welders, cement trucks
Air compressors
Cement mixers, pavers, paving equipment,
rollers, tractors/loaders/backhoes, asphalt
and cement trucks

Noise Level
(dB at 10 feet)

Noise Level
(dB at 25 feet)

90 to 93

82 to 85

93

85

90 to 99

82 to 91

88 to 97

80 to 89

92

84

93 to 95

85 to 87

1 Equipment noise levels are from Section 9 of the Federal Highway Administration Highway Traffic Noise Construction Noise
Handbook

Based on the estimated equipment noise levels shown in Table Noise-3 above and the on-site noise
measurements, the adjacent residential property at 5156 Paradise Drive will likely experience
construction noise that is louder than the existing ambient noise. Therefore, noise-generating activities
over the construction period could cause a significant impact without implementation of reasonable
measures to manage construction noise levels.
Construction activities at the project site would be temporary and would be required to conform to existing
Town regulations (Town Code Section 9.36.030(c)) limiting the hours of the day and the days of the week
that construction activities would be allowed. Construction and demolition activities are permitted to
exceed the Town’s noise limits when construction and demolition activities are performed Monday
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through Friday from 7 am to 5 pm; and Saturday and Sunday from 10 am to 5 pm; with construction
equipment equipped with mufflers. Construction activities would vary as the project development
transitions from grading and paving to constructing the buildings. Proposed improvements will not require
extensive grading operations and would be confined to areas on the main MMS campus. Therefore,
construction activities involving heavy construction equipment would not be onsite for extended periods
of time nor would they be located nearest 5156 Paradise Drive. No other temporary or periodic activities
that would generate substantial increases in noise have been identified.
Therefore, to reduce the potential noise impact on the 5156 Paradise Drive property, construction activity
shall be conducted in accordance with the following mitigation measure:
MM NOI-4: Prior to submittal for demolition, grading, or building permit, the project sponsor shall submit
to the Town Planning Director, a project level Construction Management Plan including a
Noise Management section, for review and approval. The Noise Management section shall
include descriptions for construction activities adhering to the following requirements:
•

Construction activities shall be limited to the hours prescribed in the Town General Plan
and Noise Ordinance.

•

Combustion engines should be muffled per the Town General Plan and Noise Ordinance.

•

Acoustical attenuating shields or shrouds shall be used around pavement breakers and
jackhammers as required by the Town engineer.

•

Limit unnecessary idling of internal combustion engines.

•

Stationary noise sources and staging areas should be located as far as is feasible from
the neighboring residence at 5156 Paradise Drive. Contractors shall provide additional
noise-reducing engine enclosures. Stationary noise sources near existing roadways
(generators, construction mechanical equipment) shall also be located as far away from
5156 Paradise Drive as possible.

•

Post at the construction site in a conspicuous location the name and phone number of a
designated construction coordinator who can respond to complaints by suspending
excessive noise activities or providing additional personnel or equipment for noise
control.

Implementation of the Town’s Noise Ordinance, the applicant’s Construction Management Plan and
mitigation measure MM NOI-4 will reduce potential temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels
in the project vicinity above existing levels to less than significant levels. No further mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 11, 12)
Discussion e): For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has not
been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the project expose
people residing or working in the project area to excessive noise levels?
No Impact. The closest airstrip is Smith Ranch Marin Airport, San Rafael, CA, which is located
approximately seven (7) miles north of the project site. The proposed project is not located within the
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airport land use plan. Furthermore, the proposed project includes continuation of existing uses that does
not include an increase in intensity of students or workers. Therefore, there is no impact.
(Sources: 1, 3)
Discussion f): For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the project expose
people residing or working in the project area to excessive noise levels?
No Impact. See Response XII(e) above. The subject property is not located near a private airstrip.
(Sources: 1, 3)

XIII.

POPULATION AND HOUSING
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-ThanSignificant With
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:

a. Induce substantial population growth in an
area, either directly (for example, by
proposing new homes and businesses) or
indirectly (for example, through extension of
roads or other infrastructure)?

b. Displace substantial numbers of existing
housing, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere?

c. Displace substantial numbers of people,
necessitating
the
construction
replacement housing elsewhere?

of

Discussion a): Induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for example, by
proposing new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for example, through extension of roads or
other infrastructure)?
No Impact. The proposed project includes annexation of an existing single family residence for use as
part of the school facilities. The project does not propose any new residential units or businesses that
would directly induce substantial population growth. The proposed development on the property is not
of an intensity or use that would induce substantial population growth due to the fact that the existing
student enrollment will not change. No new roadways or infrastructure would be needed as a result of
the project, therefore, the project would have no impact on population growth and no mitigation is
required.
(Sources: 1, 2)
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Discussion b): Displace substantial numbers of existing housing, necessitating the construction
of replacement housing elsewhere?
Less Than Significant Impact. The project area includes the annexation and conversion of an existing
single family residence and permitted second unit to classroom uses for the Marin Montessori School.
Although this results in the removal of one housing unit (and a second unit) in Corte Madera, it would not
necessitate the need for new housing to be constructed as a result of the project. Therefore, the impacts
on housing displacement are considered less than significant and no mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2)
Discussion c): Displace substantial numbers of people, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere?
Less Than Significant Impact. See discussion in XIII(b), above. Although the proposed project would
remove one housing unit and a second unit from the existing inventory in Corte Madera, it would not
displace substantial numbers of people. For this reason, the impact is considered less than significant
and no mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2)

XIV.

PUBLIC SERVICES
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-ThanSignificant With
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project result in substantial adverse
physical impacts associated with the provision of
new or physically altered governmental facilities,
need for new or physically altered governmental
facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental impacts, in order to
maintain acceptable service ratios, response
times or other performance objectives for any of
the public services:

a. Fire protection?
b. Police protection?
c. Schools?
d. Parks?
e. Other public facilities?
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Discussion a): Fire protection?
No Impact. The proposed project site is currently served by existing public services, including fire and
police protection, schools, and parks. The proposed project would not generate significant population
growth as discussed in Section XIII, Population and Housing, and therefore would not substantially
increase the demand for these public services. No new equipment or new fire stations would be required
to serve the proposed project. The nearest fire station, Station 13, is located at 5600 Paradise Drive,
located approximately one (1) mile west of the project site. According to the Town of Corte Madera fire
department, the proposed project would not adversely affect the Department’s current ability to serve
existing residents.
Additionally, potential impacts from new development within the Town were addressed in the 2009
General Plan EIR, Impact 4.11.1 (page 4.11-4). The EIR analyzed the potential for implementation of
policies and programs in the 2009 General Plan to increase the demand for fire protection and emergency
medical service. The increase in total Town population allowed by the 2009 General Plan would cause
an increase in demand for fire protection services, but would not result in the need for additional fire
stations.
The proposed project does not result in population increase, or propose new development in an area that
currently does not have fire service. The project does not require an extension of the existing fire service
area that would significantly extend response times. The project is surrounded by existing properties that
currently receive fire service. Therefore, the proposed project would have no impact on Fire Protection
services, and no mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 22)
Discussion b): Police protection?
No Impact. The proposed project includes modifications to existing development on properties currently
provided with police protection. The proposed project does not result in population increase, or propose
new development in an area that currently does not have police protection. Police protection for the
project site is provided by the Central Marin Police Authority. The closest police station to the project site
is the Corte Madera Bayside Substation, located at 5600 Paradise Drive in Corte Madera. This substation
is located approximately one (1) mile west of the project site. The main Central Marin Police Authority
Larkspur Station is located at 250 Doherty Drive, in Larkspur, approximately three miles from the project
site. The 2009 General Plan EIR (Section 4.11, page 4.11-8) determined that implementation of the 2009
General Plan would contribute to an increased demand for law enforcement and related services.
However, the Central Marin Police Authority has indicated that no additional facilities or staffing would be
required to adequately serve the build out of the 2009 General Plan. The following policies and programs
(Section 4.11, pages 4.11-8 – 4.11-11) identified in the 2009 General Plan EIR would reduce impacts on
police services associated with build out of the 2009 General Plan to a less than significant. No new
equipment or new police stations would be required to serve the proposed project and no further
mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 23)
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Discussion c): Schools?
No Impact. The proposed project includes renovations and improvements to an existing private
Montessori School for children in pre-school to sixth grade. The project area is located within the
Larkspur-Corte Madera School District and Tamalpais Union High School District, however, the MMS is
not governed by these school districts. The closest elementary school is The Cove Elementary School
located at 330 Golden Hind Passage in Corte Madera, and the closest high school is Redwood High
School located at 395 Doherty Drive in Larkspur. The proposed project will not result in increased
enrollment or increase in housing demand due to population increase and therefore would not result in
substantial adverse physical impacts associated to public schools in the project area.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3)
Discussion d): Parks?
No Impact. The proposed project includes renovations and improvements to an existing private
Montessori School for children in pre-school to sixth grade. Although modifications to the campus plan
include the annexation and expansion onto the residential property at 5164 Paradise Drive, the existing
student enrollment will not increase. No new public facilities would be required for MMS campus
improvements and it would not result in substantial adverse impacts resulting in new park construction
or recreation facilities on the local Corte Madera Parks Department. For these reasons there would be
no potential impacts.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3)
Discussion e): Other public facilities?
No Impact. See Response XIV (d) above. Campus improvements and expansion are not the result of
increased student enrollment. The proposed project would not result in a significant impact to any public
services or facilities, nor would it result in growth beyond what has been identified in the CMGP. For
these reasons there would be no potential impacts.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3)

XV.

RECREATION
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-ThanSignificant With
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a. Increase the use of existing neighborhood
and regional parks or other recreational
facilities such that substantial physical
deterioration of the facility would occur or be
accelerated?
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b. Include recreational facilities or require the
construction or expansion of recreational
facilities, which might have an adverse
physical effect on the environment?

Discussion a): Increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks or other recreational
facilities such that substantial physical deterioration of the facility would occur or be accelerated?
No Impact. See response to XIV(d) above. The proposed project would not result in additional student
enrollment or population increase, nor would it result in an influx of new residents or users to Corte
Madera. Similarly, proposed improvements would result in expanded uses for a private Montessori
School which would contain activities on the campus properties. For these reasons there would be no
potential impacts.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3)
Discussion b): Include recreational facilities or require the construction or expansion of
recreational facilities, which might have an adverse physical effect on the environment?
No impact. See response to XV(a) above. The proposed project does would not result in an influx of
new residents, students or users of the local parks and recreational facilities. There will be no additional
facilities or expansion of uses outside the campus property. Although the project includes annexation of
the existing residential property at 5164 Paradise Drive, modifications to the property are limited to minor
renovations to the structures for classroom conversions. Existing landscaping will generally be
maintained in the current condition. Portions of this property would be integrated with the main MMS
campus school yard and play areas which would be an increase for onsite recreational facilities. For
these reasons there would be no potential impacts.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3)

XVI.

TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-ThanSignificant With
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:

a. Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or
policy
establishing
measures
of
effectiveness for the performance of the
circulation system, taking into account all
modes of transportation including mass
transit and non-motorized travel and relevant
component of the circulation system,
including but not limited to intersections,
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streets, highways, and freeways, pedestrian
and bicycle paths, and mass transit)?

b. Conflict with an applicable congestion
management program, including, but not
limited to level of service standards and
travel demand measures, or other standards
established by the county congestion
management agency for designated roads or
highways?

c. Result in a change in air traffic patterns,
including either an increase in traffic levels or
a change in location that results in
substantial safety risks?

d. Substantially increase hazards due to a
design feature (e.g., sharp curves or
dangerous intersections) or incompatible
uses (e.g., farm equipment)?

e. Result in inadequate emergency access?
f.

Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or
programs regarding public transit, bicycle,
or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise
decrease the performance or safety of such
facilities?

A Traffic Analysis was prepared for the Marin Montessori School in 2011 when the school proposed
expansion to their current enrollment of 236 students. The MMS applied for an amendment to their preexisting use permit and was granted approval specific to several conditions. That application and
subsequent staff report with conditions can be found on file at the Town of Corte Madera and as Appendix
B at the end of this report. The proposed project has been evaluated to determine if it would generate
traffic impacts at locations or in volumes not previously identified in the certified 2009 General Plan EIR.
As part of the current proposal, the MMS had a supplemental Traffic Memo prepared by W-Trans in
August 2016 and February 2017. The MMS also utilized Parisi Transportation Consulting to conduct a
parking survey for supply, occupancy and duration during February 2017. These reports are included as
Appendix A to this report.
Discussion a): Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy establishing measures of
effectiveness for the performance of the circulation system, taking into account all modes of
transportation including mass transit and non-motorized travel and relevant component of the
circulation system, including but not limited to intersections, streets, highways, and freeways,
pedestrian and bicycle paths, and mass transit)?
Less Than Significant Impact. The proposed project includes the annexation of a single family
residence for school use and the demolition and replacement of similar sized classroom structures on
the existing Marin Montessori School campus. The proposed project does not include an increase in the
student enrollment for the MMS and therefore does not result in additional AM or PM peak hour trips.
The supplemental traffic review memorandum prepared by W-Trans in June 2016 (Access and
Circulation Review) indicates that the Marin Montessori School is currently adhering to the conditions
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imposed by Resolution No. 14-013 (Use Permit No. 09-002) from April 2014. Per those Conditions of
Approval for Use Permit No. 09-002 to allow for increase in campus enrollment to the current 232
students, the MMS was required to add two additional parking spaces and to conduct annual surveys
confirming the afternoon queuing on Robin Drive does not average more than six vehicles. Records on
file at the Town of Corte Madera planning department indicate that these milestones have been met.
Programmatically, the day to day student drop-off and pick-up will remain unchanged from current
procedures. The two Lower Elementary classrooms will be relocating from the west side of campus to
the newly acquired and converted 5164 Paradise Drive property. Each Lower Elementary class has
around 30 students. Pursuant to the existing Use Permit, there are no changes in site circulation proposed
in conjunction with the relocation of the student population. The cul-de-sac bulb on the east side of
campus will continue to be used for Upper Elementary students without Lower
Elementary/Primary/Toddler student siblings. The Lower Elementary students will continue to be dropped
off on the west side of campus, and walk over to the new classrooms at 5164 Paradise Drive.
The August 2016 and February 2017 memos from W-Trans concluded that the proposed project would
not generate new traffic trips and would also reduce queuing and congestion to the existing on-site
circulation system and drop-off/pick-up configuration. The memos from W-Trans and the 2011 Traffic
impact analysis can be found in Appendix A and B. As a result of the proposed project there would be a
slight decrease to off-site queuing and vehicle congestion. Furthermore, annexation of the single-family
residence at 5164 Paradise Drive would remove typical daily trips for this property. The existing driveway
for this property would be restricted to three all-day parking spaces, emergency vehicle access and
irregular maintenance vehicle access. No parent vehicles would be allowed to use this driveway. As
such, there would also be a slight reduction in vehicular use at this location. Although the MMS is not
required to include additional parking as part of the proposed project, the addition of three all day parking
spaces and the implementation of Transportation Demand Management will further reduce potential
impacts regarding traffic and circulation. Results of the parking survey prepared by Parisi indicates that
parking policies implemented in January 2017 have been effective in reducing parking congestion on
adjacent streets including Paradise Drive and Robin Drive.
The proposed project is consistent with the existing land use designations and development intensity of
the project site and future development is limited by the existing Use Permit. As such, the proposed
project would not conflict with any applicable plan, ordinance or policy and therefore the impact is
considered less than significant and no mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 10)
Discussion b): Conflict with an applicable congestion management program, including, but not
limited to level of service standards and travel demand measures, or other standards established
by the county congestion management agency for designated roads or highways?
Less Than Significant Impact. See Response XVI (a) above. The proposed project does not include
increased student enrollment and therefore would not generate more AM peak or PM peak hour trips
than what is currently generated by the subject property. As such, there would be no conflict with level
of service standards or travel demand measures. In 2015, The Transportation Authority of Marin (TAM)
prepared a Final Draft Congestion Management Plan. In that document, designs for the Paradise Drive
Bikeway Extension (Safe Pathways to School) project were developed in the summer of 2015.
Subsequently, the Corte Madera Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan (adopted July 26, 2016) calls for
creation of a multi-use pathway on Paradise Drive (Paradise Path No. 2, Project #11, page 43). However,
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the improvements for the bikeway are designated for Paradise Drive from Westward Drive to Upland
Circle, just west of the subject property. The project does not include any roadway improvements or
new driveway improvements. Entry into the project site would continue to utilize existing driveways on
Paradise Drive. Internal circulation patterns would continue according to existing established patterns.
The existing vehicle drop off cul-de-sac area will be expanded to accommodate additional vehicles, but
would not result in design features that would contribute to the congestion of Paradise Drive. Although
Paradise Drive is an important east-west roadway for the east Corte Madera / Tiburon peninsula, it is not
considered an arterial via the TAM designation, and as such, there are no congestion of travel demand
measures previously identified adjacent to the subject property. Furthermore, results of the parking
survey prepared by Parisi indicate that parking policies implemented in January 2017 have been effective
in reducing circulation and parking congestion on adjacent streets including Paradise Drive and Robin
Drive.The proposed project is consistent with the existing land use designations and development
intensity of the project site and future development is limited by the existing Use Permit for the main
campus. Therefore, no conflict with an applicable CMP would occur as a result of the proposed project.
As such, impacts are considered less than significant and no mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 10, 25)
Discussion c): Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in traffic
levels or a change in location that results in substantial safety risks?
No Impact. The proposed project does not include any aviation components or structures where height
would be an aviation concern. Additionally, no substantial new air traffic would be generated at the local
airports in Marin County as a result of the proposed project. The proposed project would not result in
any impacts on air traffic pattern or an increase in traffic levels therefore there would be no impact.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3)
Discussion d): Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g., sharp curves or
dangerous intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment)?
Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation Incorporation. The proposed project does not include
any roadway improvements or new driveway improvements. Entry into the project site would continue to
utilize existing driveways on Paradise Drive. Internal circulation patterns would continue according to
existing established patterns. The existing vehicle drop off cul-de-sac area will be expanded to
accommodate additional vehicles, but would not result in design features that could be considered
hazards. Pursuant to the supplemental traffic memo, the expanded drop-off cul-de-sac would in fact
reduce vehicle queuing along Paradise Drive and Robin Drive. Furthermore, the proposed project
includes the conversion of a single family residence to school uses. Three all-day staff parking spaces
would be constructed west of the existing driveway but would be accessed before and after regular school
hours. While this would create six daily trips in and out of the 5164 Paradise Drive property, typical daily
individual vehicle access via the existing driveway at this location (postal, deliveries, in and out vehicle
trips) would be reduced and thus the potential for impacts due to cars entering and exiting this property
would also be reduced. In addition to all-day parking access, the driveway would be restricted to mainly
emergency vehicles and some maintenance access. These restrictions would be significantly less than
the existing use pattern.
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Although the proposed project application includes a Construction Management Plan that includes Best
Management Practices related to construction activities, the following mitigation measure for traffic
control measures would reduce potential construction related impacts to less than significant levels:
MM TRAF-1: Prior to submittal for a demolition permit, the applicant shall prepare and submit to the
Town of Corte Madera Department of Public Works, a construction traffic control plan.
The plan shall be implemented prior and during construction activity and shall include the
following Best Management Practices:
a. Coordinate access routes with the Town of Corte Madera Department of Public
Works.
b. Notify area residents of construction activities, schedule, and impacts. Post
signs on streets to prohibit parking on street during project construction hours.
c. Develop a comprehensive traffic control plan to limit daily construction vehicle
trips, including using a single vendor deliver lunch to the site.
d. Schedule delivery of construction materials and arrival of construction workers
to avoid AM and PM peak hour traffic times and student drop off and pick up
times. A trained flag person shall be stationed at intersections along truck
routes to ensure safe truck passage.
e. Development of a construction worker car-pool plan.
f. Provide on-site parking for all construction workers who drive to the site and
for all construction vehicles. Materials storage shall be located on-site.
g. Consolidation of the delivery of materials construction vehicles use during
construction to the greatest extent possible. Once construction equipment is
on-site, it should remain on-site until all uses for such equipment are complete
in order to avoid bringing equipment in and out of the site for each task.
h. Designate a Disturbance Coordinator and post a number where s/he can be
reached during construction hours.
Implementation of mitigation measure TRAF-1 will reduce potential impacts due to a design feature to
less than significant levels and no further mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 10, 25)
Discussion e): Result in inadequate emergency access
Less Than Significant Impact. The proposed project does not include major modifications to existing
on site access and circulation. Although the project includes annexation and conversion of a single family
residence to classroom uses, the existing residential driveway at 5164 Paradise Drive will be retained
and utilized for three all-day staff parking spaces, maintenance access, and emergency vehicle access
only. The proposed project includes creation of three (3) parking spaces to the west of the existing
driveway. These parking spaces would be dedicated all-day staff parking and would only require access
before and after the school day starts. The proposed project has been reviewed for emergency vehicle
access and would comply with all requirements per the Corte Madera Fire Department standards.
Furthermore, as discussed in response XIV(a) above, the property would continue to be served by the
Corte Madera Fire Department, with its closest station (No. 13) approximately one (1) mile to the west.
As such, the impact is considered less than significant and no mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 10, 22, 25)
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Discussion f): Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding public transit,
bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such facilities:
Less Than Significant Impact. See Response XVI (b) above. There are no adopted policies, plans or
programs regarding public transit or bicycle and pedestrian facilities adjacent to the subject property.
Although the Corte Madera Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan (adopted July 26, 2016) proposes the
creation of a multi-use pathway on Paradise Drive the physical improvements for the pathway are not
located adjacent to the proposed MMS project entrance off Paradise Drive. The proposed project does
not include any physical improvements or modifications to the existing transportation network, nor does
it propose modifications to the existing pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure. The proposed project is a
continuation of an existing school use and site access will continue to use existing driveways and
vehicular circulation patterns will remain the same. The proposed expansion of the drop-off cul-de-sac
will accommodate additional vehicles during peak hours which will reduce queuing and other circulation
impacts to Paradise Drive and Robin Drive. Furthermore, based on the parking survey results by Parisi,
the parking policies implemented by the MMS in January 2017 have reduced potential parking conflicts
and traffic congestion along Paradise Drive adjacent to the project site. The proposed project does not
conflict with any adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian
facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such facilities. For these reasons, the impact
is considered less than significant and no mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 10, 25)

XVII. TRIBAL CULTURAL RESOURCES
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-ThanSignificant With
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project cause a substantial adverse
change in the significance of a tribal cultural
resource, defined in Public Resources Code
section 21074 as either a site, feature, place,
cultural landscape that is geographically defined
in terms of the size and scope of the landscape,
sacred place, or object with cultural value to a
California Native American tribe, and that is:

g. Listed or eligible for listing in the California
Register of Historical Resources, or in a local
register of historical resources as defined in
Public Resources Code section 5020.1(k), or

h. A resource determined by the lead agency,
in its discretion and supported by substantial
evidence, to be significant pursuant to
criteria set forth in subdivision (c) of Public
Resources Code Section 5024.1. In applying
the criteria set forth in subdivision (c) of
Public Resource Code Section 5024.1, the
lead agency shall consider the significance
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of the resource to a California Native
American tribe.

Discussion a): Listed or eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources, or in
a local register of historical resources as defined in Public Resources Code section 5020.1(k), or
Discussion b): A resource determined by the lead agency, in its discretion and supported by
substantial evidence, to be significant pursuant to criteria set forth in subdivision (c) of Public
Resources Code Section 5024.1. In applying the criteria set forth in subdivision (c) of Public
Resource Code Section 5024.1, the lead agency shall consider the significance of the resource to
a California Native American tribe.
Less Than Significant Impact. See Responses V(b), (c), and (d) above. As discussed above, the project
did not include a historical or cultural resources evaluation. The two structures proposed to be
demolished do not meet significant criteria and site disturbance would be kept to a minimal footprint. The
Domes structures are approximately 45 years old, but are not currently listed in the California Register of
Historical Resources and do not meet one or more of the criteria pursuant to subdivision (c) of Public
Resources Code Section 5024.1 (see Response XVII(b) below). Furthermore, although the structure is
approximately 45 years old, it is not found to be considered a local historic resource and does not have
a significance within the Town of Corte Madera.
Therefore, the proposed project does not include structures listed or eligible for listing in the California
Register of Historical Resources, or in a local register of historical resources as defined in Public
Resources Code section 5020.1(k), and the impact is considered less than significant with no mitigation
required.
Pursuant to AB 52, the scope of the evaluation at the project level should include consultation with Native
American representatives identified by the NAHC for areas outside of reservations, and with Tribal
representatives of federally recognized Tribes where projects are located near or within lands associated
with federally recognized Tribes. The consultation should be undertaken and be consistent with most
recent guidance provided by the Office of Planning and Research. The purpose of the consultation is to
identify Tribal cultural resources and ensure that such resources are taken into consideration in the
planning process.
Per the Corte Madera General Plan EIR, a sacred lands search and a list of Native American contacts
from the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) was assembled and a search of the University
of California Museum of Paleontology collections database was conducted. The results of the sacred
lands search did not identify any Native American cultural resources either within or near the project area.
All groups and/or individuals on the list provided by the NAHC was contacted as part of the General Plan
EIR and no comments regarding the project were received from the Native American community. To help
determine whether a project may have such an effect, the Public Resources Code requires a lead agency
to consult with any California Native American Tribe that requests consultation and is traditionally and
culturally affiliated with the geographic area of a proposed project. A notification letter was submitted to
Buffy McQuillen, the Tribal Heritage Preservation Officer (THPO) of the Federated Indians of Graton
Rancheria as part of this Initial Study on February 8, 2017. The Tribe has not yet responded as of the
publication of this document.
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No new information indicates that the site has significant as a Native American resource. Site disturbance
would be kept to a minimum specific to minor grading and excavation needed to construct foundations
for the new classroom building and drop-off turn-around. Implementation of mitigation measure CULT-1
would ensure that impacts to previously unknown and undocumented cultural resources would be
reduced to less than significant levels. Furthermore, the proposed project does not include structures
listed or eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources, or in a local register of
historical resources as defined in Public Resources Code section 5024.1(c), nor is it a site considered
significant to a local Native American tribe. For these reasons the impact is considered less than
significant with no mitigation required.
(sources: 1, 17, 18, 19)

XVIII. UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-ThanSignificant With
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:

a. Exceed wastewater treatment requirements
of the applicable Regional Water Quality
Control Board?

b. Require or result in the construction of new
water or wastewater treatment facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects?

c. Require or result in the construction of new
storm water drainage facilities or expansion
of existing facilities, the construction of which
could cause significant environmental
effects?

d. Have sufficient water supplies available to
serve the project from existing entitlements
and resources, or are new or expanded
entitlements needed?

e. Result in a determination by the wastewater
treatment provider which serves or may
serve the project that it has adequate
capacity to serve the project’s projected
demand in addition to the provider’s existing
commitments?

f.

Be served by a landfill with sufficient
permitted capacity to accommodate the
project's solid waste disposal needs?
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g. Comply with federal, state, and local statutes
and regulations related to solid waste?

Discussion a): Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Regional Water
Quality Control Board?
Less Than Significant Impact. The proposed project includes the annexation of a single-family
residence for school use and the demolition and replacement of similar sized classroom structures on
the existing Marin Montessori School campus. The project does not include an increase in the existing
student enrollment. Sanitary District No. 2 of Marin County, a member of the Central Marin Sanitation
Agency (CMSA), provides wastewater services in Corte Madera. The CMSA, formed in 1979, is a public
joint powers agency of Ross Valley Sanitary District, San Rafael Sanitation District, Sanitary District No.
2, and the City of Larkspur. The subject property is currently served by the CMSA, Sanitary District #2,
and the CMSA Wastewater Treatment Plant. The wastewater flows from Sanitary District #2 are
conveyed to the CMSA Wastewater Treatment Plant. Sanitary District #2 contributes approximately 10%
of the average daily flow to the CMSA wastewater treatment plant. An analysis of wastewater capacity in
the 2009 General Plan EIR determined that the Central Marin Sanitation Agency anticipates that the
growth in the Town of Corte Madera will not significantly impact treatment capacity or operations at the
treatment plant. Sanitary District #2 infrastructure is considered to have adequate capacity to convey
future wastewater from the project site. The proposed project is consistent with the existing land use
designations and existing Use Permit project site. The project would not result in the need for additional
capacity at the wastewater treatment plant or additional wastewater infrastructure to be built offsite.
Therefore, the proposed project would not exceed existing wastewater treatment requirements and the
impacts are considered less than significant with no mitigation required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3)
Discussion b): Require or result in the construction of new water or wastewater treatment
facilities or expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects?
Less Than Significant Impact. See Response XVII (a) above. The proposed project includes the
annexation of a single family residence for school use and the demolition and replacement of similar
sized classroom structures on the existing MMS campus. The project does not include an increase in
the existing student enrollment. Thus, water or wastewater impacts related to implementation of the
proposed project would be minimal and no wastewater treatment facility or an expansion of existing
facility is needed. No mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3)
Discussion c): Require or result in the construction of new storm water drainage facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental
effects?
Less Than Significant Impact. See Response IX (a through e) above. The proposed project includes
the annexation of an existing single family residential property including mature landscaping. No
significant site modifications are included as part of the project for this parcel. Improvements on the main
campus property include removal and replacement of two classrooms buildings with one similar size
structure. Minor modifications to the landscaping adjacent to this improvement will integrate with the
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existing site plan. As a result, construction of new stormwater drainage facilities or expansion of existing
facilities would not be required for the proposed project, because the project would not increase the
amount of surface water runoff leaving the site. The proposed project includes an updated drainage and
landscape plan that is required to comply with Corte Madera Best Management Practices and General
Plan policies and programs for new construction. Construction of new drainage facilities would also be
subject to local and state requirements for storm water drainage. Furthermore, the majority of on-site
landscaping, including both pervious and impervious surfaces will remain unchanged. As a result, the
impact is considered less than significant and no mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 21)
Discussion d): Have sufficient water supplies available to serve the project from existing
entitlements and resources, or are new or expanded entitlements needed
Less Than Significant Impact. The Marin Montessori School is currently served by the Marin Municipal
Water District (MMWD) for domestic water use. Prior to the certification of the 2009 General Plan EIR,
MMWD prepared an Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP). Based upon the MMWD 2010 UWMP,
adequate water supply is available for the proposed project. In May 2016, California Governor Edmund
G. Brown Jr. issued an executive order that builds on temporary statewide emergency water restrictions
to establish longer-term water conservation measures, including permanent monthly water use reporting,
new permanent water use standards in California communities and bans on clearly wasteful practices
such as hosing off sidewalks, driveways and other hardscapes. Additionally, the MMWD Board of
Directors have called for a 25% voluntary rationing for residential customers using over 65 gallons per
day.
Even with the drought, the MMWD has indicated that there would be adequate water supply to
accommodate the proposed project. The 2009 General Plan EIR recommended incorporation of
mitigation measure MM 4.11.4.1 (Impact 4.11.4.1, page 4.11-26) as an implementation program in the
2009 General Plan to verify the availability of water supplies when development projects are proposed.
Implementation of the policies in the 2009 General Plan would ensure that the proposed project is
consistent with existing water supply in the planning area. Therefore, the impact is considered less than
significant and no further mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 21)
Discussion e): Result in a determination by the wastewater treatment provider which serves or
may serve the project that it has adequate capacity to serve the project’s projected demand in
addition to the provider’s existing commitments?
Less Than Significant Impact. The Marin Montessori School is currently served by the Central Marin
Sanitation Agency, Sanitary District #2 for wastewater treatment. As discussed in response XVII (a)
above, Central Marin Sanitation Agency, Sanitary District #2 would continue to provide wastewater
services for the proposed project and has adequate facilities to accommodate development of the project
site. The proposed project also includes annexation of an existing single family residence and the
replacement of classroom facilities, however, student enrollment in not increasing and is not considered
an intensification of existing uses. Although the school footprint will be expanding, the overall use of the
site will remain consistent with current patterns. Thus, no additional impacts would result from the
proposed project and impacts would be considered less than significant.
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(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 26)
Discussion f): Be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted capacity to accommodate the
project's solid waste disposal needs?
Less Than Significant Impact. The Marin Montessori School is currently served by the Mill Valley
Refuse Service for solid waste disposal needs. Waste collection and recycling services are provided by
the Mill Valley Refuse Service for the Town of Corte Madera and would not be a need for additional
facilities, equipment, and/or staff to adequately serve the proposed project as allowed under the 2009
General Plan. Solid waste collected within the Town of Corte Madera is disposed of at the Redwood
Landfill. The Redwood Landfill is a fully permitted Class III disposal site located approximately 3.5 miles
north of the City of Novato, and is used for more than 95% of Marin County’s solid waste disposal,
including solid waste from the Town of Corte Madera. The Redwood Landfill has a permitted capacity of
19,100,000 cubic yards. The Redwood Landfill is permitted to accept 2,300 tons per day of solid waste.
According to the 2009 General Plan EIR, buildout of the Town’s General Plan would generate 9.8 tons
per day. The project as proposed would not generate a substantial amount of solid waste greater than
current conditions. Similarly, the project would not result in an increase in current student enrollment nor
an increase in Corte Madera population and therefore, would not significantly alter the amount of waste
generated within the Town. As the project is consistent with the existing General Plan, potential impacts
are considered less than significant and no mitigation is required.
(Sources: 1, 2, 3, 27)
Discussion g): Comply with federal, state, and local statutes and regulations related to solid
waste?
Less Than Significant Impact. Solid waste disposal services for the project site are handled by Mill
Valley Refuse Service and the Redwood Landfill. These services would continue as part of the proposed
project. Both entities are subject to the California Integrated Waste Management Act to meet state waste
diversion goals. Both entities offer recycling services to minimize the solid waste that is deposited it the
landfill. The Redwood Landfill recycles approximately 50% of the materials brought to the landfill site.
The project would be served by these entities and the existing recycling and waste reduction programs
which comply with the California Integrated Waste Management Act.
The Marin Hazardous and Solid Waste Joint Powers Authority (JPA) provides hazardous waste
collection, recycling, and disposal information to ensure compliance with state recycling mandates. The
Marin County Department of Public Works/Waste Management administers the JPA. The JPA comprises
the cities and towns of Belvedere, Corte Madera, Fairfax, Larkspur, Mill Valley, Novato, Ross, San
Anselmo, San Rafael, Sausalito, and Tiburon, and the County of Marin. The JPA’s purpose is to ensure
Marin’s compliance with the California Integrated Waste Management Act and its waste reduction
mandates. The project would comply with the JPA through the recycling and waste reduction services
provided by Mill Valley Refuse Service and the Redwood Landfill.
Furthermore, the proposed project would not be considered an increase in use for the MMS and is
consistent with the 2009 General Plan and EIR analysis. No new impacts would result from project
implementation and potential impacts are considered less than significant.
(Sources: 1, 2, 26, 27)
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XIX.

MANDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less-ThanSignificant With
Mitigation
Incorporated

Less-ThanSignificant
Impact

No
Impact

a. Does the project have the potential to
degrade the quality of the environment,
substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or
wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife
population to drop below self-sustaining
levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or animal
community, reduce the number or restrict the
range of a rare or endangered plant or
animal or eliminate important examples of
the major periods of California history or
prehistory?

b. Does the project have impacts that are
individually
limited,
but
cumulatively
considerable? (“Cumulatively considerable”
means that the incremental effects of a
project are considerable when viewed in
connection with the effects of past projects,
the effects of other current projects, and the
effects of probable future projects)?

c. Does the project have environmental effects
which will cause substantial adverse effects
on human beings, either directly or
indirectly?

Discussion a): Does the project have the potential to degrade the quality of the environment,
substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife population to
drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community, reduce the
number or restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant or animal or eliminate important
examples of the major periods of California history or prehistory?
Less Than Significant Impact. The project site is developed and disturbed, and the proposed project
would not result in any significant and unavoidable impacts to plants, animals, or historic resources.
While there is potential for temporary impacts related to construction disturbance, they are not considered
substantial as to significantly degrade the existing quality of the environment. Potential impacts to
biological or cultural resources can be reduced to less than significant levels as detailed in Section V:
Biological Resources, and section X: Cultural Resources above.
The project would not result in modification of potential nesting habitats for bird species. Proposed trees
to be removed are not considered suitable habitat and do not represent a quality and density required to
sustain nesting habitat. No sensitive plant or animal species were observed on the proposed project site.
Additionally, the project site does not have habitat conditions in which sensitive plant or animal species
would occur. The proposed project’s contribution to impacts on biological resources in combination with
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other past and future projects would be less than cumulatively considerable. Furthermore, the proposed
project would be required to comply with all regulatory requirements.
There is no substantial evidence that there are biological or cultural resources that are affected or
associated with this project. Therefore, this project would have a less than significant impact.
(Sources: 1 through 27)
Discussion b): Does the project have impacts that are individually limited, but cumulatively
considerable? (“Cumulatively considerable” means that the incremental effects of a project are
considerable when viewed in connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of other
current projects, and the effects of probable future projects)?
Less Than Significant Impact. The project site is currently developed with a use and intensity similar
to the proposed project. The proposed use is compatible with the use designation for the property and
does not represent an addition that would result in significant cumulative impacts. Upgrades and
expansion of campus facilities does not include an increase in student enrollment or require additional
employees.
The nearest project to the site that could possibly be under construction at the same time as the MMS
project would be the additions and modifications to The Marin Country Day School (MCDS), south and
adjacent to the subject property located at 5221 Paradise Drive. Another nearby project is a requested
zoning amendment application to allow 16 single-family homes and 8 second units on Robin Drive
(AIMCO project), southeast of the site. Other cumulative pending/proposed projects are farther from the
site and not likely to result in cumulative impacts. These include the Restoration Hardware expansion at
the Village at Corte Madera and an exterior remodel of the Nugget Market at 5627 Paradise Drive.
Currently, the MCDS IS/MND includes mitigation measures related to short-term construction activities,
including mitigation for Air, Noise and Traffic related impacts, that have been identified to reduce potential
impacts to less than significant levels. Those mitigation measures in conjunction with the mitigation
measures contained herein will ensure that cumulative impacts related to short-term construction impacts
will be kept to less than significance. Furthermore, proposed upgrades to the existing east-side vehicular
drop-off, addition of three all day parking spaces, and implementation of TDMs and parking policies, will
in turn reduce potential traffic and circulation impacts on and off-site.
As a result of this evaluation, there is no substantial evidence that there are cumulative effects associated
with this project. Therefore, this project has been determined not to meet this Mandatory Finding of
Significance.
(Sources: 1 through 27)
Discussion c): Does the project have environmental effects which will cause substantial adverse
effects on human beings, either directly or indirectly?
Less Than Significant Impact. The proposed use is consistent and compatible with the surrounding
land use types. Furthermore, the proposed classroom replacement structure and other building
modifications are proposed uses that will upgrade the existing conditions. As described above,
modifications for vehicular access will in fact reduce potential traffic impacts. In the evaluation of
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environmental impacts in this Initial Study, the potential for adverse direct or indirect impacts to human
beings were considered in the response to certain questions in sections I: Aesthetics, III: Air Quality, VI:
Geology and Soils, IX: Hydrology and Water Quality, and XII: Noise. As a result of this evaluation, there
is no substantial evidence that there are adverse effects on human beings associated with this project.
Therefore, this project has been determined not to meet this Mandatory Finding of Significance.
No substantial impact to human beings would result from implementation of the proposed project, as
described in this checklist. Therefore, this project has a less than significant impact and has been
determined not to meet this Mandatory Finding of Significance.
(Sources: 1 through 27)
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PROJECT SPONSOR’S INCORPORATION OF MITIGATION MEASURES
As the project sponsor or the authorized agent of the project sponsor, I, ______________________,
undersigned, have reviewed the Initial Study for the ____________________________________ and
have particularly reviewed all mitigation measures and monitoring programs identified herein. I accept
the findings of the Initial Study and mitigation measures and hereby agree to modify the proposed project
applications now on file with the City of San Rafael to include and incorporate all mitigation measures
and monitoring programs set out in this Initial Study.

Property Owner (authorized agent)

Date

DETERMINATION FOR THIS PROJECT
On the basis of this Initial Study and the findings of the Environmental Checklist, I find that the
proposed project would not result in a potentially significant impact on the environment. Therefore,
adoption of a Mitigated Negative Declaration is recommended.

Signature

Date

Printed Name
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The above procedures shall be included in
1. All exposed surfaces (e.g., parking areas, staging
areas, soil piles, graded areas, and unpaved
access roads) shall be watered two times per day.
2. All haul trucks transporting soil, sand, or other
loose material off-site shall be covered.
3. All visible mud or dirt track-out onto adjacent public
roads shall be removed using wet power vacuum
street sweepers at least once per day. The use of
dry power sweeping is prohibited.
4. All vehicle speeds on unpaved roads shall be
limited to 15 mph.
5. All roadways, driveways, and sidewalks to be
paved shall be completed as soon as possible.
Building pads shall be laid as soon as possible after
grading unless seeding or soil binders are used.

MM AIR-1:
The project shall include the following
measures recommended by the Bay Area Air Quality
Management
District
(BAAQMD)
(i.e.,
best
management practices) to reduce construction dust
and on-site construction dust emissions:

III. AIR QUALITY

MM AES-1: As part of the design review entitlement
process the applicant shall provide specifications for all
exterior lighting showing that they are night sky
compliant and meet the requirements of the California
Energy Code (known as Part 6, Title 24 of the California
Code of Regulations).

I. AESTHETICS

Mitigation Measure

Building
Division

Project sponsor
obtains
approvals from
appropriate
agencies prior
to issuance of
building permits

1

Department
of Public
Works

Planning
Division

Monitoring
Responsibility

Require as a
condition of
approval

Project sponsor
submits designs
and plans as
part of DR
materials for PC
public hearing

Require as a
condition of
approval

Implementation
Procedure

Deny issuance
of building
permit

Deny issuance
of building
permit

Non-Compliance
Sanction/Activity
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Building Division
verifies appropriate
approvals obtained
prior to issuance of
building permit

Incorporate as
condition of project
approval

Planning Division
verifies appropriate
approvals obtained
prior to issuance of
building permit

Incorporate as
condition of project
approval
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Reporting Action &
Schedule
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Additionally, since the project site is located adjacent to
sensitive receptors, the applicant shall:
▪ Install wheel washers for all exiting trucks, or wash
off all trucks and equipment leaving the site.
▪ Suspend grading activities when winds exceed 25
miles per hour (mph) and visible dust clouds cannot
be prevented from extending beyond active
construction areas.
▪ Limit the area subject to excavation, grading, and
other construction activities at any one time.
▪ Hydroseed or apply non-toxic soil stabilizers to
inactive construction areas.
▪ Enclose, cover, water twice daily, or apply nontoxic soil binders to exposed stockpiles (dirt, sand,
etc.).
▪ Install sandbags or other erosion control measures
to prevent silt runoff to public roadways.
▪ Replant vegetation in disturbed areas as quickly as
possible.

6. Idling times shall be minimized either by shutting
equipment off when not in use or reducing the
maximum idling time to 5 minutes (as required by
the California airborne toxics control measure Title
13, Section 2485 of California Code of Regulations
[CCR]). Clear signage shall be provided for
construction workers at all access points.
7. All construction equipment shall be maintained and
properly tuned in accordance with manufacturer’s
specifications. All equipment shall be checked by a
certified visible emissions evaluator.
8. Post a publicly visible sign with the telephone
number and person to contact at the lead agency
regarding dust complaints. This person shall
respond and take corrective action within 48 hours.
The Air District’s phone number shall also be visible
to ensure compliance with applicable regulations.

Mitigation Measure

Implementation
Procedure

2

Monitoring
Responsibility

Non-Compliance
Sanction/Activity
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V. CULTURAL RESOURCES
MM CULT-1: If any prehistoric or historic subsurface
cultural resources are discovered during grounddisturbing activities, all work within 50 feet of the
resources shall be halted and a qualified archaeologist
shall be consulted to assess the significance of the find
according to CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5. If any
find is determined to be significant, representatives
from the Town and the archaeologist shall meet to
determine the appropriate avoidance measures or
other appropriate mitigation. All significant cultural
materials recovered shall be, as necessary and at the
discretion of the consulting archaeologist, subject to
scientific analysis, professional museum curation, and
documentation according to current professional
standards. In considering any suggested mitigation
proposed by the consulting archaeologist to mitigate

MM AIR-2
Prior to the issuance of any permits
authorizing the demolition of existing structures on the
project site, the applicant shall provide to the
satisfaction of the Town of Corte Madera Planning
Director: Written documentation from the Bay Area Air
Quality Management District (BAAQMD) that the
required actions have been satisfied to ensure
compliance with BAAQMD Regulation, Rule 2
(Asbestos
Demolition,
Renovation,
and
Manufacturing).

▪ Post at the construction site in a conspicuous
location the name and phone number of a
designated dust control coordinator who can
respond to complaints by suspending dustproducing activities or providing additional
personnel or equipment for dust control.

Mitigation Measure

Project sponsor
obtains
approvals from
appropriate
agencies prior
to issuance of
building permits
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Building
Division

Planning
Division

Building
Division

Project sponsor
obtains
approvals from
appropriate
agencies prior
to issuance of
building permits
Require as a
condition of
approval

Department
of Public
Works

Monitoring
Responsibility

Require as a
condition of
approval

Implementation
Procedure

Stop Project/
alert proper
agency contact

Deny issuance
of building
permit

Non-Compliance
Sanction/Activity
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Planning and
Building Division
requires proper
contact and project
coordinator
protocols to
issuance of
building permit

Incorporate as
condition of project
approval

Building Division
verifies appropriate
approvals obtained
prior to issuance of
building permit
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condition of project
approval
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VI. GEOLOGY AND SOILS
MM GEO -1:
Prior to a grading or building permit
submittal, the project sponsor shall prepare a designlevel geotechnical investigation prepared by a qualified
and licensed geotechnical engineer and submit the

MM CULT-2: Should
any
potentially
unique
paleontological resources (fossils) be encountered
during development activities, work shall be halted
immediately within 50 feet of the discovery. The Town
of Corte Madera Planning Department shall be notified
immediately, and a qualified paleontologist shall be
retained to determine the significance of the discovery.
Based on the significance of the discovery, the qualified
paleontologist shall present options to the Town for
protecting the resources. Appropriate action may
include avoidance, preservation in place, excavation,
documentation, and/or data recovery, and shall always
include preparation of a written report documenting the
find and describing steps taken to evaluate and protect
significant resources. The Town will implement feasible
and appropriate recommendations and mitigation
measures of the qualified paleontologist for any
unanticipated discoveries. Such measures may include
avoidance, preservation in place, excavation,
documentation, curation, data recovery or other
appropriate measures.

impacts
to
historical
resources
or
unique
archaeological resources, the Town shall determine
whether avoidance is necessary and feasible in light of
factors such as the nature of the find, project design,
costs, and other considerations.

Mitigation Measure

Require as a
condition of
approval

Project sponsor
obtains
approvals from
appropriate
agencies prior
to issuance of
building permits

Require as a
condition of
approval

Implementation
Procedure
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Incorporate as
condition of project
approval

Department
of Public
Works
Building
Division

Require as a
condition of
approval
Project sponsor
obtains
approvals from
appropriate
agencies prior
to issuance of
building permits

Deny issuance
of building
permit

Deny issuance
of building
permit

Non-Compliance
Sanction/Activity
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DPW and Building
Division verifies
appropriate
approvals obtained
prior to issuance of
building permit

Building Division
and Public Works
Dpt. verifies
appropriate
approvals obtained
prior to issuance of
building permit

Project sponsor
obtains
approvals from
appropriate
agencies prior
to issuance of
building permits
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Incorporate as
condition of project
approval

Require as a
condition of
approval

Building
Division and
Public Works
Dpt.

Building Division
and Public Works
Dpt. verifies
appropriate
approvals obtained
prior to issuance of
building permit

Project sponsor
obtains
approvals from
appropriate
agencies prior
to issuance of
building permits

Monitoring /
Reporting Action &
Schedule

report to the Town Engineer. Minimum mitigation
includes design of new structures in accordance with
the provisions of the 2013 California Building Code or
subsequent codes in effect when final design occurs.
Recommended seismic design coefficients and
spectral accelerations shall be consistent with the
findings presented in Section 5.1 of the April 27, 2016
MPEG report.
MM GEO-2:
Prior to a grading or building permit
submittal, the project sponsor shall prepare a designlevel geotechnical investigation prepared by a qualified
and licensed geotechnical engineer and submit the
report to the Town Engineer. Foundation designs shall
account for minor settlements due to possible
liquefaction within the fill and colluvial soils. For smaller
or lighter structures, a rigid shallow foundation
designed to span over areas of differential settlement
could be utilized. For heavier structures with a high
bearing load or structures which are sensitive to
settlement, deep foundations that gain support from the
dense soils beneath potentially liquefiable soil layers
(estimated foundation depths of about 40 to 50 feet) are
recommended. Foundation design recommendations
are presented in Section 5.4 of the April 27, 2016
MPEG report.
MM GEO-3:
Prior to a grading or building permit
submittal, the project sponsor shall prepare a site
drainage system prepared by a qualified and licensed
civil engineer and submit the report to the Town
Engineer. The site drainage system will demonstrate
the ability to collect surface water and discharge into an
established storm drainage system. The project Civil
Engineer of Architect is responsible for designing the
site drainage system and, an erosion control plan shall
be developed prior to construction per the current
guidelines of the California Stormwater Quality

Monitoring
Responsibility

Implementation
Procedure

Mitigation Measure
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X. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
MM HAZ-1:
Prior to submittal for a demolition
permit, the project sponsor shall use a qualified and
licensed professional to prepare a hazardous building
materials survey for all structures proposed for
demolition or renovation as part of the project. All leadbased paint and asbestos-containing materials (ACM)
shall be abated by a certified contractor in accordance
with local, state, and federal requirements. All
hazardous materials shall be removed from buildings
prior to demolition in accordance with California
Division of Occupational Safety and Health (DOSH)
and California Department of Toxic Substances Control
(DTSC) regulations. A completion of abatement
activities report shall be prepared by a qualified
professional and submitted to the Town prior to permit
approval.
XII. NOISE
MM NOI-1a:
To reduce noise impacts during
ongoing school operations, MMS shall implement
administrative noise control policies, including, the
following:

Association’s Best Management Practice Handbook
(2003).
MM GEO-4:
Soils shall be moisture conditioned to
above the optimum moisture content during site
grading and maintained at this moisture content until
imported aggregate base and/or surface flatwork is
completed.

Mitigation Measure

6

Ongoing
Management

Deny issuance
of demolition
permit

issue
warning/fines

Stop project/

Non-Compliance
Sanction/Activity
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construction
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approval
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a. Regular recess/break and outdoor lunchtime play,
and all other active children play shall remain within
the existing play area on the main MMS campus
and the portion of 5164 Paradise Drive to the west
of the existing main structure.
b. The use of the exterior eastern side yard of 5164
Paradise Drive for MMS school activities shall be
limited to the hours of 7:30 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
during normal school operations. Outdoor use in
this area shall be restricted to normal conversation,
meditative/reading or silent activities. No group
lessons or lectures would be allowed in the
meditative/garden area.
c. Outdoor MMS activities or group lessons on the
Lower Classroom 1 deck or Lower Classroom 2
deck during school hours (on 5164 Paradise Drive)
shall be limited to the noise levels and durations
(per one-hour time periods) indicated in the Tables
1 & 2 of the February 13, 2017 CSA report. It is
recommended that instructors or speakers focus
the orientation of speech or noise to the west, or
away from 5156 Paradise Drive.
d. The use of sound-amplifying equipment associated
with onsite exterior recreational activities shall be
prohibited on 5164 Paradise Drive.
e. Landscape maintenance activities shall be limited
to between the hours of 7:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. on
weekdays and between the hours of 9 a.m. and 6
p.m. on Saturdays. Landscape maintenance
activities shall be prohibited on Sundays and legal
holidays.

Mitigation Measure

Project sponsor
obtains
approvals from
appropriate
agencies prior
to issuance of
building permits

Implementation
Procedure
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Project sponsor
obtains
approvals from
appropriate
agencies prior
to issuance of
building permits

8

Building
Division

Deny issuance
of building
permit

Issue
warnings/fines
pursuant to
CMMC §
9.36.060

Ongoing
Management

Non-Compliance
Sanction/Activity
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Building Division
verifies appropriate
approvals obtained
prior to issuance of
building permit

Incorporate as
condition of project
approval

Require as a
condition of
approval

School to establish
administrative
controls and
schedule for daily
school activities.

Incorporate as
condition of project
approval

Monitoring /
Reporting Action &
Schedule

MM NOI-2:
Selection of HVAC equipment for new
construction shall meet the values listed in Table 1 of
CMMC
Chapter
9.36.030
for
sound
level
measurements at the property boundary line. The
project sponsor shall submit manufacturing information
and noise level measurements to ensure proper
compliance for noise levels.

Planning
Division

Monitoring
Responsibility

Provide neighbors
with contact
information

Require as a
condition of
approval

Implementation
Procedure

If the results of the noise monitoring program indicate
that outdoor usage of the deck areas does not exceed
the noise levels / duration as indicated in Tables 1 & 2
of the February 13, 2017 CSA report, the MMS can
submit a revised noise level and duration program to
the Town for review and approval by the Town’s
acoustical engineer.
If noise levels exceed the
thresholds indicated in the CSA report, the project
sponsor submit a statement to the Town detailing how
school activities will be modified to meet the standards
of CMGP Policy PSH-5.2

MM NOI-1b:
The project sponsor shall implement a
noise monitoring program to confirm that mitigation
measure MM NOI-1a is sufficiently limiting noise to
acceptable levels as defined by the standards in CMGP
Policy PSH-5.2. The project sponsor shall conduct a
biannual noise monitoring report (during regular school
operating hours) prepared by a qualified acoustical
engineer, for submittal to the Town Planning Director,
for two (2) years following operation of the new school
facilities on 5164 Paradise Drive.

Mitigation Measure
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MM NOI-4: Prior to submittal for demolition, grading, or
building permit, the project sponsor shall submit to the
Town Planning Director, a project level Construction
Management Plan including a Noise Management
section, for review and approval. The Noise
Management section shall include descriptions for
construction activities adhering to the following
requirements:
• Construction activities shall be limited to the hours
prescribed in the Town General Plan and Noise
Ordinance

MM NOI-3:
Prior to submittal for demolition,
grading, or building permit, the project sponsor shall
submit to the Town Planning Director, a project level
Construction Management Plan including a Noise
Management section, for review and approval. The
Noise Management section shall include descriptions
of construction-related activities conducted in
accordance with the following:
• Compaction activities using a vibratory roller should
not be used within 50 feet of the neighboring
property line
• Demolition, earth-moving, and ground-impacting
operations should be phased so as not to occur at
the same time within 25 feet of the neighboring
property
• Construction activities shall be limited to the hours
prescribed in the Town’s General Plan and Noise
Ordinance
• Post at the construction site in a conspicuous
location the name and phone number of a
designated construction coordinator who can
respond to complaints by suspending excessive
noise activities or providing additional personnel or
equipment for noise control.

Mitigation Measure
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appropriate
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XVI. TRANSPORTATION/ TRAFFIC
MM TRAF-1: Prior to submittal for a demolition
permit, the applicant shall prepare and submit to the
Town of Corte Madera Department of Public Works, a
construction traffic control plan. The plan shall be
implemented prior and during construction activity and
shall include the following Best Management Practices:
a. Coordinate access routes with the Town of Corte
Madera Department of Public Works.
b. Notify area residents of construction activities,
schedule, and impacts. Post signs on streets to
prohibit parking on street during project
construction hours.

• Combustion engines should be muffled per the
Town General Plan and Noise Ordinance
• Acoustical attenuating shields or shrouds shall be
used around pavement breakers and jackhammers
as required by the Town engineer
• Limit unnecessary idling of internal combustion
engines
• Stationary noise sources and staging areas should
be located as far as is feasible from the neighboring
residence at 5156 Paradise Drive. Contractors
shall provide additional noise-reducing engine
enclosures. Stationary noise sources near existing
roadways (generators, construction mechanical
equipment) shall also be located as far away from
the property 5156 Paradise Drive as possible.
• Post at the construction site in a conspicuous
location the name and phone number of a
designated construction coordinator who can
respond to complaints by suspending excessive
noise activities or providing additional personnel or
equipment for noise control.

Mitigation Measure
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c. Develop a comprehensive traffic control plan to
limit daily construction vehicle trips, including using
a single vendor deliver lunch to the site.
d. Schedule delivery of construction materials and
arrival of construction workers to avoid AM and PM
peak hour traffic times and student drop off and pick
up times. A trained flag person shall be stationed at
intersections along truck routes to ensure safe
truck passage.
e. Development of a construction worker car-pool
plan.
f. Provide on-site parking for all construction workers
who drive to the site and for all construction
vehicles. Materials storage shall be located on-site.
g. Consolidation of the delivery of materials
construction vehicles use during construction to the
greatest extent possible. Once construction
equipment is on-site, it should remain on-site until
all uses for such equipment are complete in order
to avoid bringing equipment in and out of the site
for each task.
h. Designate a Disturbance Coordinator and post a
number where s/he can be reached during
construction hours.

Mitigation Measure
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